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This publication contains the names of the members of the diplomatic staffs of all bilateral missions and delegations (herein after “missions”) and their spouses. Members of the diplomatic staff are the members of the staff of the mission having diplomatic rank. These persons, with the exception of those identified by asterisks, enjoy full immunity under provisions of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations. Pertinent provisions of the Convention include the following:

**Article 29**

The person of a diplomatic agent shall be inviolable. He shall not be liable to any form of arrest or detention. The receiving State shall treat him with due respect and shall take all appropriate steps to prevent any attack on his person, freedom, or dignity.

**Article 31**

A diplomatic agent shall enjoy immunity from the criminal jurisdiction of the receiving State. He shall also enjoy immunity from its civil and administrative jurisdiction, except in the case of:

(a) a real action relating to private immovable property situated in the territory of the receiving State, unless he holds it on behalf of the sending State for the purposes of the mission;

(b) an action relating to succession in which the diplomatic agent is involved as an executor, administrator, heir or legatee as a private person and not on behalf of the sending State;

(c) an action relating to any professional or commercial activity exercised by the diplomatic agent in the receiving State outside of his official functions.

A diplomatic agent’s family members are entitled to the same immunities unless they are United States Nationals. ASTERISKS (*) IDENTIFY UNITED STATES NATIONALS.

NOTE: The information contained herein was compiled as of October 25, 2018. The names are not in protocol order of precedence. This publication is a reference guide as status of diplomatic personnel working at foreign missions change on a daily basis. Status of personnel listed in this publication should be verified with the U.S. Department of State.

The Diplomatic List is available free of charge on the U.S. Department of State internet web site: http://www.state.gov/protocol
AFGHANISTAN
EMBASSY OF AFGHANISTAN
Chancery: 2341 WYOMING AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-483-6410) (FAX: 202-483-6488)
EMAIL: INFO@EMBASSYOFAFGHANISTAN.ORG

MS. MADINA QASIMI
MINISTER COUNSELOR (CHARGÉ D’AFFAIRES)

MR. FAZULRAHMAN FAZILYAR
MS. DENANIR FAZILYAR
COUNSELOR

MS. ANGIZA NASRIEE
MR. EHSANULLAH NASRIEE
COUNSELOR

MR. MOHAMMAD AKBAR QURAISHI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. BJIAN PAYA TAHERI
MS. DR FRANGIS DADFAR SPANTA
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. MESBAHULHAQ AINI
MS. ATYA FAIZ AINI
SECOND SECRETARY (LEGAL)

MR. S JAHID SHAH BANOORI
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. MOHD HAROON HAKIMI
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. ABDULLAH KHODADAD
MS. DENA KHODADAD
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. HADEIA AMIRY
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. AHMAD SEYAR AUOBI
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. SIKANDAR NOORI
MS. JIAN CHEN
THIRD SECRETARY (TECHNICAL)

MS. HILAL RAHIM
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. UMEED STANIJKZAI
MS. MANIZHA MIRZA GUL
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. BAHISHTA TALASH
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. ABDUL WALI WALID
MS. FARZANA WALID
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. MAJEEDULLAH QARAR
MS. RAHMAT BIBI QARAR
ATTACHE (CULTURAL)

MR. ABDUL HADI BARAKZAI
MS. BIBI RAHILA BARAKZAI
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. HASHMATULLAH QANI
MS. NAIJLA QANI
MILITARY ATTACHE

AFRICAN UNION
DELEGATION OF THE AFRICAN UNION MISSION
Chancery: 1640 WISCONSIN AVENUE, NW, 20007
(EMBASSY: 202-342-1100) (FAX: 202-342-1101)
EMAIL: AU-WASHINGTON@AFRICA-UNION.ORG

HER EXCELLENCY ARIKANA CHIHOMBORI QUAO
AMBASSADOR (HEAD OF DELEGATION)

MR. TAREK BEN YOUSSEF
COUNSELOR (POLITICAL AFFAIRS)

MS. MIRIAM MENDA DEBELA
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. GOLMAME TEFERA ENGEDAGETH
ATTACHE (TECHNICAL)

MR. ADEWALE OLUKUNLE OGUNSUYI
MS. ADEJOKE OGUNSUYI
ATTACHE (FINANCE)

ALBANIA
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA
Chancery: 2100 S STREET, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-223-4942) (FAX: 202-628-7342)
EMAIL: EMBASSY.WASHINGTON@MFA.GOV.AL

HER EXCELLENCY FLORETA FABER
MR. EDMOND FABER
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

* United States National
ARMENIA
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA
Chancery: 2225 R STREET, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-319-1976) (FAX: 202-319-2982)
EMAIL: CONTACT@ARMEMBASSY.ORG

HIS EXCELLENCY GRIGOR HOVHANNISSIAN
MS. VIKTORIA MNATSAKANYAN
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. ARA DERENIKI MARGARIAN
MS. MERI ASHOTI BADALYAN
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. TIGRAN ARMENI TUMANIAN
MS. ELEN ASHOTI ELBAKYAN
COUNSELOR

MR. ARSEN VARAZDATI MIKAYELYAN
MS. VIKTORYA ISHKHANI PETROSYAN
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. DAVIT JANAZYAN
MS. NARE MIRZOYAN
ATTACHE

MS. LUSINE SHIRINYAN
MR. MAKAR MELIKYAN
ATTACHE

AUSTRALIA
EMBASSY OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA
Chancery: 1601 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20036
(EMBASSY: 202-797-3000) (FAX: 202-797-3168)

HIS EXCELLENCY JOSEPH BENEDICT HOCKEY
MS. MELISSA ANNE BABBAGE
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. KATRINA ANNE COOPER
MR. KEITH JOHN TUCKWELL
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. MARY ELIZABETH BALZARY
MR. STEPHEN EDWARD BALZARY
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. DEREK JEAMES BOPPING
MS. KRISTINE ELIZABETH VEENSTRA
MINISTER COUNSELOR

* United States National
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS. ELISABETH MAE BOWES</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. TIMOTHY KEITH BRADLEY</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEFENCE POLICY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. GABRIELLE NICOLE BURRELL</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. IAN HOWARD CARPENTER</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. WILLIAM TERRENCE COSTELLO</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. XENIA COTTER</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ADAM CHARLES CULLEY</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. PAUL LINDSAY GRIFFITHS</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. BRIAN EDWARD HANLON</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEFENCE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. COLIN HUNTER</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. JUSTIN MCPHILLIPS</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR (MANAGEMENT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. MARTIN BRIAN ROBINSON</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. BENJAMIN GORDON SCOTT</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. JOANNE JUDITH SMAIL</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR (COMMERCIAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. SARAH GAY STOREY</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. JANE MARIE VAN TIENEN</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. MARK RUSSELL WATSON</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. RENEE LOUISE ATTWELLS</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. RICHARD JAN DITTLER</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. EMILY JANE FOLLETT</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. DAMIAN LINDSAY HALL</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. PAUL ALEXANDER HARRIS</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. DAVID EDWARD PATRICK KENNEDY</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. CHRISTOPHER ARA KEVORK</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. JAYCOB MCMAHON</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. ROSEMARY ANN MORRIS CASTICO</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. GORDON NIGEL MUIR</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. CATHERINE ELIZABETH HUNT PASSLOW</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* United States National</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MR. NICHOLAS WILLIAM SANDEMAN  
MS. MELANIE JANE SANDEMAN  
**COUNSELOR**  
MS. KATE LOUISE HUNTER  
MR. CHRISTOPHER ROBERT HUNTER  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  

MR. TIMOTHY EMMANUEL SPITERI  
MS. HELEN ELIZABETH SPITERI  
**COUNSELOR**  
MS. MIKAELA AIMEE JAMES  
MR. TOBIAS ALEXANDER JAMES  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  

MR. PHILIP JOHN WINZENBERG  
MS. JACQUELINE INNES WINZENBERG  
**COUNSELOR**  
MS. ZOE MAREE JENKINS  
MR. SHANE TIMOTHY JENKINS  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  

MS. DEBRA JAYNE BLAKIE  
MS. MERRYL ELIZABETH KING  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  
MS. MELISSA JANE CHRISTINE LACKMANN  
MR. JAN LACKMANN  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  

MR. STEPHEN BURGES  
MS. KHAMMOON BURGES  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  
MR. ARRAN JAMES LAWRENCE  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  

MR. STEPHEN JEREMY CLARK  
MS. KERRIE LOUISE BURMEISTER  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  
MR. ROBERT GREGORY LIPPING  
MR. BARRY JOHN MILES  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  

MR. DAVID LEE CRAFT  
MS. ANNIE LAM  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  
MS. KIRSTEN LORRAINE MAGUIRE  
MR. SAMUEL NEYLON  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  

MR. JUSTIN DANN  
MS. EMILY SUSAN DANN  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  
MR. PETER JOHN NICHOLSON  
MS. CANDICE MAY NICHOLSON  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  

MS. CATRIONA HELEN DEARN  
MR. ROBERT STANLEY DEARN  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  
MR. ANTHONY JOHN ORFORD  
MS. HANNAH MARY BLEBY ORFORD*  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  

MR. LINCOLN RIXON DEVLIN  
MS. AMY ELIZABETH DEVLIN  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  
MR. BENJAMIN ALBERTO SANTAMARIA  
MS. VIKKI LOUISE SANTAMARIA  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  

MR. JAMES ALVA FISHER  
MS. RACHAEL KIRSTY OWEN  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  
MR. DOMINIC JOSEPH STEPHENSON  
MS. PETRINA DOWLING BROWN  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  

MS. SUZANNA BELLE FISHER  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  
MS. EBONY LEA THOMAS  
MR. JAMES THOMAS HOULCROFT  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  

MR. DYLAN PAUL FITZSIMONS  
MS. JESSICA MAREE BAIGENT  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  
MR. GLENN DANIEL TOD  
MS. SHERIDAN FIONA TOD  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  

MR. PETER BRIAN FOGARTY  
MS. JANINE FLORENCE FOGARTY  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  
MR. RICHARD CHARLES HYDE WOOD  
MR. KELLIE ELIZABETH WOOD  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  

MR. CHRISTOPHER MARK GOWER  
MS. JOSEPHINE ROSE STEED  
**FIRST SECRETARY**  
MS. JULIE LORRAINE BROOKE  

---

* United States National
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. RICHARD JAMES COLLETT
MS. STEFANIE MICHALETZ COLLETT
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. ALEXIS EDWINA KEEDLE
SECOND SECRETARY (EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT)

MS. JOANNE MARIE KELLY
MR. PAUL FRANCIS KELLY
SECOND SECRETARY (CONSUL)

MR. JEREMY JAY LEMKE
MS. RACHEL SUSAN LEMKE
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. CHELSEA JEAN PORTER
MR. NATHAN MICHAEL PORTER
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. OLIVER JAMES LLEWELLYN ROGERS
MS. BROOKE ANNE ROGERS
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. DOMINIC JOSEPH WALLACE
MS. CATHERINE MAVIS ARGALL
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. SCOTT CRAIG
MS. JAYNE VANESSA CRAIG
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASSISTANT NAVAL ATTACHE)

MR. BERNARD VELARDE WHITE
MS. ELIZABETH MARY WHITE
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASSISTANT MILITARY ATTACHE)

MR. JOHN HENRY AYLWARD
MS. LYNNE AYLWARD
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. ALAN GREGORY CLEMENTS
MS. HELENE ROSE CLEMENTS
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. SHANE LESLIE GABRIEL
MS. KARLI RENEE GABRIEL
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. MATTHEW AARON STUCKLESS
MS. YEVETTE ANN REED
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. TERRY JAMES VAN HAREN
MS. RHONDA MARGARET VAN HAREN
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. PETER ANTHONY DAVIS

MS. SUSAN JANE ISHERWOOD
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. PETER JAMES LEAVY
MS. ANNA IRENE LEAVY
MILITARY ATTACHE

AUSTRIA

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA
Chancery: 3524 INTERNATIONAL COURT, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-895-6700) (FAX: 202-895-6750)
EMAIL: AUSTROINFO@AUSTRIA.ORG

HIS EXCELLENCY WOLFGANG WALDNER
MS. GUDRUN FAUDON WALDNER
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. CHRISTIAN BRUNMAYR
MS. FARZANEH BRUNMAYR
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. THORSTEN EISINGERICH
MS. KULWADEE TONGPUBESRA EISINGERICH
MINISTER (PRESS & INFORMATION)

MR. CLEMENSGERHARD MANTL
MS. BAHARAK RIAHIPOUR
MINISTER

MS. MICHAELA EBNER
COUNSELOR (COUNSELOR ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS)

MR. ALEXANDER EHRLICH ADAM
MS. CRISTINA FRAILE JIMENEZ DE MUNANA
COUNSELOR

MR. JOSEF PRELEC
MS. SARAH JEAN CHRISTIAN
COUNSELOR

MR. GUENTHER SALZMANN
MS. BIRGIT SALZMANN
COUNSELOR

MR. CHRISTIAN GRINSCHGL
MS. JENNIFER KATHRYN GRINSCHGL*
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ANDREAS STAUBER
MS. EDEN CHIEU NGUYEN*
ATTACHE (COMMERCIAL)

* United States National
United States National

HIS EXCELLENCY SIDNEY STANLEY COLLIE
MS. MAVIS LOUISE JOHNSON COLLIE
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. DONNA ELENA LOWE
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. THEO JAMES PERRY NEILLY
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. IESHIA EYVETTE DEVEAUX
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. TRACEE NICOLE DORESTANT
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. ROSOLYN RODGERS
MR. LUCIEN CEZAIRE
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. JADE KRISTA L WILLIAMS
MR. ADRIAN PAUL JONES*
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. LYDIA DELPHINE MINNIS
MR. REXWELL LEON MINNIS
ATTACHE (CONSULAR)

MS. ANASTACIA MICHELLE RYAN
ATTACHE (FINANCE)

BAHRAIN
EMBASSY OF THE KINGDOM OF BAHRAIN
Chancery: 3502 INTERNATIONAL DRIVE, NW, 20008
EMAIL: AMBSECRETARY@BAHRAINEMBASSY.ORG

HIS EXCELLENCY ABDULLA RASHED ABDULLA ALKHALIFA
MS. AYSHA JABER SALMAN ALKHALIFA
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. YOUSIF AHMED ABDULLA AHMED
COUNSELOR

MR. SALMAN HASSAN KHALIFA ALJALAHMA
COUNSELOR

MR. TALAL Ebrahim RASHED SALEM ALABSI
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. MUNEERA NOFAL ISA MOOSA ISA ALDOSERI
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. HAYA MOHAMMED AHMED ALI ABDULLA ALROWAIEI
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. A RAHMAN MOHAMED EID SAAD ALHERME ALHAJERI
MS. MUNEERA HASAN RASHED MOHAMED ALBEDAL
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. ISA MOHMED ISA ALKHALIFA
ATTACHE

MR. HAMAD KHALIL Ebrahim ABDULKARIM ALMEER
ATTACHE (SECURITY)

MS. DANA HASAN SALMAN KAMAL
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. MUBARAK ABDULLA MUBARAK BUTI
MS. AMAL ABDULLA MUKHTAR ABDULLA MOHAMED
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (CULTURAL)

MR. JASIM ABDULLA JASIM ALJOWDER
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. KHALED SAAD ALI SAAD ALMANSOOR
MS. NAREEMAN MAHMOOD ALI SALEH QARADAH
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. KHALID BIN HAMAD BIN ISA ALKHALIFA
MILITARY ATTACHE

BANGLADESH
EMBASSY OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH
Chancery: 3510 INTERNATIONAL DRIVE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-244-0183) (FAX: 202-244-2771)

HIS EXCELLENCY MOHAMMAD ZIAUDDIN
MS. YASMEEN ZIAUDDIN
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. MAHBUB HASSAN SALEH
MS. FARAHNAZ HOSSAIN
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. SHAMIM AHMAD
MINISTER (PRESS)

MR. MD SHAMSUL ALAM CHOWDHURY
MS. NAZNEEN AKHTAR
MINISTER (CONSULAR AFFAIRS)

MR. MOHAMMAD ABDULLAH AL MAMUN
COUNSELOR

MR. DEWAN ALI ASHRAF

* United States National
BARBADOS
EMBASSY OF BARBADOS
Chancery: 2144 WYOMING AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-939-9200) (FAX: 202-332-7467)
EMAIL: WASHINGTON@FOREIGN.GOV.BB

MS. JANE ELIZABETH BRATHWAITE
MINISTER COUNSELOR (CHARGÉ D’AFFAIRES)

MS. MANDISA AKILA A DOWNES
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. ANGELA MARY PATRICIA KINCH
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. JOVAN BERNARD M REID
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. MICHELLE GLENCORA JUANITA GIBBONS
ATTACHE

BELARUS
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS
Chancery: 1619 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, NW, 20009
EMAIL: USA@MFA.GOV.BY

MR. PAVEL SHIDLOVSKY
MS. IRINA SHIDLOVSKAYA
COUNSELOR (CHARGÉ D’AFFAIRES)

MR. SIARHEI NAHorny
MS. IRINA METELSKAYA
COUNSELOR

MR. ALEKSEI PAVLOV
MS. LYUDMILA PAVLOVA
COUNSELOR

MR. NIKITA LESHUKOV
MS. VIKTORYIA PRAKAPOVICH
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. VLADIMIR KUPRIKOv
MS. TATYANA KUPRIKOVA
MILITARY ATTACHE

BELGIUM
EMBASSY OF THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM
Chancery: 3330 GARFIELD STREET, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-333-6900) (FAX: 202-338-4960)
EMAIL: WASHINGTON@DIPLOBEL.FED.BE

HIS EXCELLENCY DIRK JOZEF M WOUTERS
MS. KATRIN MARIA H VAN BRAGT
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. CHRISTOPHE RAYMOND L PAYOT
MS. PATRICIA PAZOS DURAN
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. FILIP PAUL G VANDENBROEKE
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. EVY JOHANNA DEMAN
MR. MAARTEN OYEN
COUNSELOR

MR. KLAAS FRANS J KEIRSE
COUNSELOR

MR. DANIEL VICTOR LAUWERS
MS. MURIEL DANIELE G NACHEZ
COUNSELOR

MS. GAELLE FRANCOISE R POWIS DE TENBOSSCHE
MR. ALEXIS DAMIEN J SOLVYNS
COUNSELOR

* United States National
BELIZE
EMBASSY OF BELIZE
Chancery: 2535 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-332-9636) (FAX: 202-332-6888)

HIS EXCELLENCY FRANCISCO DANIEL GUTIEREZ
MS. ERIN RYAN*
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. LAURA ANDREA FRAMPTON
MR. JAMES BRIAN FRAMPTON*
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. DANILO ORLANDO CHUC
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. ARLETTE LYNDEN GOMEZ

* United States National
BOLIVIA
EMBASSY OF THE PLURINATIONAL STATE OF BOLIVIA
Chancery: 3014 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-483-4410) (FAX: 202-328-3712)
EMAIL: WEBMASTER@BOLIVIA-USA.ORG

MR. RAFAEL PABLO ANTONIO CANEDO DAROCA
MS. INGRID KOHLBERG CASTELLANOS
MINISTER COUNSELOR (CHARGÉ D’AFFAIRES)

MR. ALEJANDRO ROBERTO BILBAO LA VIEJA RUIZ
COUNSELOR

MS. NATALIA CINTHYA CAMPERO ROMERO
COUNSELOR (CONSUL GENERAL)

MR. SANTIAGO SALUCIRI MARTINEZ
MS. DELMA ALCONZ COLQUE
COUNSELOR

MS. GIOVANNA BAINA VILLARREAL
MR. JOSE ROBERTO MONTANO INTURIAS
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ARTURO GONZALO DE LA RIVA BOZO
MS. ELIZABET ERGUETA DEL VILLAR
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. EVIAN GONZALES RODRIGUEZ
SECOND SECRETARY (CONSULAR AGENT)

MS. MARIA TERESA VALDEZ DE CANDIA
SECOND SECRETARY (VICE-CONSUL)

MR. LUIS MIGUEL ALI HUAYNA
MS. DIMELSA ROCIO FUNES MARTINEZ
THIRD SECRETARY (CONSULAR AGENT)

MR. GUILLERMO VLADIMIRO QUINTELA PASTEN
MS. LETICIA AGUILAR GONZALES
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. EDWIN SALVADOR MORALES
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (POLICE)

MR. LUIS FERNANDO YANEZ CESPEDES
MS. ZULMA MARIA ZABALA LOPEZ
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. JUAN JESUS BALLESTER AGUIRRE
MILITARY ATTACHE

* United States National

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
EMBASSY OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Chancery: 2109 E STREET, NW, 20037
(EMBASSY: 202-337-1500) (FAX: 202-337-1502)
EMAIL: INFO@BHEMBASSY.ORG

MR. MILENKO MISIC
MS. ALEKSANDRA MISIC
MINISTER COUNSELOR (CHARGÉ D’AFFAIRES)

MS. AMRA HADZOVIC
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. EMIN COHODAREVIC
MS. SAMELA COHODAREVIC
COUNSELOR

MS. ANKICA KOVACEVIC
COUNSELOR

MR. SASA KRAGULJ
COUNSELOR

MS. OLIVERA NIKOLIC
COUNSELOR

MS. SANJA JURIC
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. SLOBODAN SIMIC
MS. KRISTINA SIMIC
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASS.DEF.MIL.NAVAL.AIR
ATTACHE)

MR. ZORAN BATARILO
MS. MARICA BATARILO
MILITARY ATTACHE

BOTSWANA
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF BOTSWANA
Chancery: 1531 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, NW, 20036
(EMBASSY: 202-244-4990) (FAX: 202-244-4164)

HIS EXCELLENCY DAVID JOHN NEWMAN
MS. CHANGU NEWMAN
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. WAME PHETLHU
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. INNOCENT SIRUMBU MATENGU
COUNSELOR

MS. IDAH MAJE
FIRST SECRETARY (ADMINISTRATION)

MR. MASEGO SOLOMON DITIRO NGOMOTSANG
MS. DIONNE ALEXIA COLEY
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. THATO MATLHO
MR. KENNETH BIGBOY MATLHO
SECOND SECRETARY (DIPLOMAT)

MS. KELETSO BRENDA DIENG
MR. MOEMEDI GERALD DIENG
ATTACHE (EDUCATION)

MR. LETLHOGONOLO MOSIMANEGAPE
MS. MAUREEN K B MOSIMANEGAPE
ATTACHE

MS. OGONE JUDITH RATLOU
MR. BAABONA RATLOU
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. LETLHOGONOLO MBIKIWA
MS. ONKARABILE KELE MBIKIWA
MILITARY ATTACHE

BRAZIL

EMBASSY OF THE FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BRAZIL
Chancery: 3006 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-238-2700) (FAX: 202-238-2827)

HIS EXCELLENCY SERGIO SILVA DO AMARAL
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. FERNANDO MEIRELLES DE AZEVEDO PIMENTEL
MS. MANUELA MARIA CORREA FRAZAO DE AZEVEDO
PIMENTEL
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. EDGARD ANTONIO CASCiano
MS. MARIA CHRISTINA DE MESQUITA SAMPAIO
MINISTER (CONSUL GENERAL)

MS. MARIA THERESA DINIZ FORSTER
MR. NESTOR JOSE FORSTER JUNIOR
MINISTER (DEPUTY CONSUL GENERAL)

MR. NESTOR JOSE FORSTER JUNIOR
MS. MARIA THERESA DINIZ FORSTER
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. BERNARDO PARANHOS VELLOSO
MS. DEBORAH PARANHOS VELLOSO
MINISTER COUNSELOR (HEAD OF POLITICAL SECTOR)

MR. PAULO HENRIQUE BATALHA FERNANDES
MS. LUCIANA Nogueira Noronha Batalha
COUNSELOR

MR. ALOYSIO MARES DIAS GOMIDE FILHO
MS. LETICIA FREITAS NOSSEIS GOMIDE
COUNSELOR

MR. GLAUCIO JOSE NOGUEIRA VELOSO
MS. ALDACELE DE PAULA LEITE COUTINHO
COUNSELOR

MR. RENATO PINHEIRO DO AMARAL GURGEL
MS. RENATA ALICIA GAUDIN
COUNSELOR

MR. MARCUS HENRIQUE SPERANDIO
MS. LUDIMYLA HENRIQUES FERNANDES SPERANDIO
COUNSELOR

MR. JEAN KARYDAKIS
MS. LARISSA GUERRA DE FIGUEIREDO KARYDAKIS
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. CARLOS GUSTAVO CARVALHO DA FONSECA VELHO
MS. FERNANDA KINOUCHI
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. RUBENS DIONISIO DE CAMARGO CAMPANA
MS. PAOLA DE ORTE
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. RAFAEL DE MEDEIROS LULA DA MATA
MS. CLARISSA DE ENTRE RIOS FILGUEIRA DA MATA
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. LIGIA DE TOFFOLI MORAIS
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. EDUARDO FREITAS DE OLIVEIRA
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. SOPHIA MAGALHAES DE OLIVEIRA KADRI
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. GUSTAVO HENRIQUE MAULTASCH DE OLIVEIRA
MS. PATRICIA BON
SECOND SECRETARY (DEPUTY CONSUL)

MR. GABRIEL EUGENIO MENDES BRAGA
SECOND SECRETARY

* United States National
MR. RAFAEL OLIVEIRA DO NASCIMENTO  
MS. ANA HELENA DE ATHAYDE BOHRER CUMMINGS  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. BRUNO PEREIRA REZENDE  
MS. GEORGEA MAYUMI MAEDA  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. DIÓGIO RAMOS COELHO  
MR. LUCAS ALECSANDER QUEIROZ PIRES  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. TIAGO RIBEIRO DOS SANTOS  
MS. MARCELA SILI BASTOS  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. MARÇO BRANDT DE OLIVEIRA  
MS. JULIANA SARDENBERG ZELNER GONCALVES  
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. BRAULIO AUGUSTO BREIDENBACH PUPIM  
MS. LOUISE SALDUNBIDES DA Motta BREIDENBACH  
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. ANDRÉ LUIZ BRIDI  
MS. SÍLIVA NEGRAO KHOURI  
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. RICARDO DASKAL HIRSCHEBRUCH  
MS. ALINE EVANGELISTA MARTINS  
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. LARISSA GUERRA DE FIGUEIREDO KARYDAKIS  
MR. JEAN KARYDAKIS  
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. ALISSON SOUZA GASPARETE  
MS. TAISE CRISTINA FERREIRA GASPARETE  
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. LEONARDO CALDAS DE OLIVEIRA  
MS. DEBORA BARBOSA FREIRE  
ATTACHE (VICE-CONSUL)

MR. RAFAEL CAMINHA DE CARVALHO BELTRAMI  
ATTACHE (ATTACHE)

MR. CYRÓ ESPIRITO CARDOSO NETO  
MS. KARIN ISABEL KOEHLER ESPIRITO CARDOSO  
ATTACHE

MS. ANA CLAUDIA CORREA BRANDAO GRACINDO  
ATTACHE

MR. EUGÊNIO COUTINHO RICAS  
MS. MILÊNE GODOT BERNARDINO  
ATTACHE (FEDERAL POLICE ATTACHE)

MR. TULIO DE ALMEIDA COSTA  
ATTACHE

MS. LUDMILLA DE BARROS HENRIQUES  
ATTACHE

MS. ROBERTA DE MESQUITA ROCHA  
ATTACHE (VICE CONSUL)

MR. ELER GERALDO DE OLIVEIRA  
MS. ALESSANDRA RORIZ DE OLIVEIRA  
ATTACHE

MR. GUILHERME DE PAIVA SERRAN  
MS. CHRISTINNE YURI BALDAS MIURA  
ATTACHE

MR. LUIZ CLAUDIO DE SANTANA E CARUSO  
MS. MONICA BLATT CARUSO  
ATTACHE (AGRICULTURAL)

MS. HELENA MIRTA DURAN HEWITT  
ATTACHE

MS. DALCI FERNANDES DE CARVALHO  
MR. IOLANDO ANTONIO LOURENCO  
ATTACHE

MS. FRANCISCA FRANCINETE DE MELO  
ATTACHE (VICE CONSUL)

MS. FERNANDA GUIMARAES AZEREDO ALVES FONSECA  
ATTACHE

MR. GUILHERME ANDRE JAPPE  
MS. RENATA FRANZEN JAPPE  
ATTACHE

MR. RONALDO LAZARO MEDINA  
MS. ANA LUCIA GOMES MEDINA  
ATTACHE (TAX AND CUSTOMS ATTACHE)

MR. RONALDO MARTINS BELHAM  
MS. SHEILA SCHECHTMAN  
ATTACHE

MS. FERNANDA MENEZES MARRACCINI  
ATTACHE (ATTACHE)

MS. MARCIA MOREIRA  
ATTACHE (VICE CONSUL)

MS. SONIA REGINA REIS DA COSTA  
ATTACHE

MS. CRISTIANE XAVIER DOS REIS ZAMBERLAN  
MR. MARCEL GUIDO ZAMBERLAN  
ATTACHE (VICE CONSUL)

* United States National
**BRUNEI**

EMBASSY OF BRUNEI DARUSSALAM  
Chancery: 3520 INTERNATIONAL COURT, NW, 20008  
EMAIL: INFO@BRUNEIEMBASSY.ORG

**BULGARIA**

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA  
Chancery: 1621 22ND STREET, NW, 20008  
(EMBASSY: 202-387-0174) (FAX: 202-234-7973)  
EMAIL: OFFICE@BULGARIA-EMBASSY.ORG

* United States National
BURUNDI
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF BURUNDI
Chancery: 2233 WISCONSIN AVENUE, NW, SUITE 408, 20007

MR. BENJAMIN MANIRAKIZA
COUNSELOR (CHARGÉ D’AFFAIRES)

MR. AIMABLE NIYONKURU
MS. DIANE NKUNZIMANA
COUNSELOR

MR. DEO BATUNGWANAYO
MS. ERICA NIKUZE
MILITARY ATTACHE

CAMBO VERDE
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF CABO VERDE
Chancery: 3415 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20007
(EMBASSY: 202-965-6820) (FAX: 202-965-1207)
EMAIL: ADMIN@CABOVERDEUS.NET

HIS EXCELLENCY CARLOS ALBERTO WAHNON DE CARVALHO VEIGA
MS. MARIA EPIFANIA CRUZ ALMEIDA
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. ANTONIO JOAO NASCIMENTO
MS. BEATA WASILEWSKA NASCIMENTO
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. KATIA IMARISE CARVALHO TAVERES
MINISTER (SECURITY ATTACHE)

MS. ORIANA TAVERES BARBOSA BARROS GONCALVES
FIRST SECRETARY (ECONOMIC)

MS. LEINIRA LOPES SANCHEZ
THIRD SECRETARY (HEAD ADMIN.)

MR. ERMIKSON JEAN CARLLETE PINA RIBEIRO
THIRD SECRETARY (ECON. ADVISER)

CAMBODIA
EMBASSY OF THE KINGDOM OF CAMBODIA
Chancery: 4530 16TH STREET, NW, 20011
(EMBASSY: 202-726-7742) (FAX: 202-726-8381)
EMAIL: CAMEMB.USA@MFA.GOV.KH

HIS EXCELLENCY SOUNRY CHUM
MS. CHANTHEARY CHUM
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. SOVANNA KIM
MS. CHANSATHIA OUCH
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. SOTHY CHEA
MS. KANIKA PHIN
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. SAMNANG HANG
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. KALINA KONG
MR. SEIHA OUM
ATTACHE

MR. YA VORK
MS. LAKENA DUONG
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASSISTANT DEFENSE, MILITARY AND AIR ATTACHE)

MR. SOTH PRAK
MS. RACHANA SEM
MILITARY ATTACHE

* United States National
HIS EXCELLENCY ESSOMBA ETOUNDI
MS. ESTHER DJIDJEU EPSE ETOUNDI ESSOMBA
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. SOLOMON ENOMA TATAH
MS. ALICE NZUNG ESAMBE LOBWEDE EPSE TATAH
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. ATHANASIUS AKO AYUK
MR. FNU ELIZABETH TATAW EPSE AYUK AKO
COUNSELOR

MR. HENRI BALA MBARGA
MS. ASTRID SABINE ETOILE NDJIKI BAYIHA EPSE BALA
COUNSELOR (FINANCIAL)

MS. MICHELE MARIE MADELEINE ESSO
COUNSELOR

MR. DANIEL MODIKA MUKETE
COUNSELOR

MR. LAMINE NDIAYE MOHAMADOU
MS. SOREYA BELLO EPSE NDIAYE MOHAMADOU
COUNSELOR (SECOND COUNSELOR)

MR. THOMAS DIDYMEO ONDOA MBAZO
MS. MARIE THERESE LAURAT HENELIS BEKONY EPSE ONDOA
COUNSELOR (FIRST COUNSELOR)

MR. GERVAIS EDMOND BINDZI EDZIMBI
MS. MADELEINE VIRGINIE BINDZI ABOU
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. OUMAROU CHINMOUN
MS. MARIE JOSEPH CHINMOUN MANGA NYAMVONGO
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. FNU JACKIE NGAM BALON
FIRST SECRETARY (COMMUNICATIONS ATTACHE)

MS. LYDIE KOUDJIJIO NDOBONG EPSE BOKALLY
MR. GEORGES EBENEZER BOKALLY
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. PETER MBONGO MOTOMA
MS. MBONGO MOTOMA LUCIA LIMUNGA ISOKO
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. ELIE BANBARA
MS. REBECA BANBARA REPILI
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. ANDRE HUBERT ONANA MFEGE

CANADA
EMBASSY OF CANADA
Chancery: 501 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, NW, 20001
(EMBASSY: 202-682-1740) (FAX: 202-682-7726)

HIS EXCELLENCY DAVID BROOKES MACNAUGHTON
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. KIRSTEN ANDREA HILLMAN
MR. DUNCAN JOHN CAMERON
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. KATHERINE LYNN BAIRD
MR. MARK GREGORY MAYHEW
MINISTER

MR. MARVIN DANIEL HILDEBRAND
MINISTER

MR. MARTIN INGE LOKEN
MINISTER

MS. LORNA MARY PROSPER
MINISTER

MR. ADAM CRAIG BARRATT
MR. DAVID PAUL MOORE
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. COLIN PATRICK BIRD
MS. STACY BIRD*
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. BENOIT CHIQUETE
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. GITANE DANIELLE SMITH DE SILVA
MR. CHAMINDA THOTAHEWA DE SILVA
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. ERIC GENEAU
MS. JACINTHE ARBOUR
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. CHRISTOPHER R L GIBBINS
MS. ALINE MARIE BRAULT
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. JASON LANCELOT ALEXANDER LATORRE
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. MICHELE SUZANNE MULLEN

* United States National
MR. DANIEL JOSEPH FRANCOIS GAGNON  
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. ANDRE JOSEPH WILFRID VALOTAIRE  
MR. MICHAL TREBULA  
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. PAUL FRANCIS VRBANAC  
MS. MEREDITH ANNE VRBANAC  
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. AARON ANNABLE  
MS. JENNIFER RUTH ANNE CAMPBELL  
COUNSELOR

MR. DEAN BARRY  
COUNSELOR

MR. JEAN-LUDGER BASTIEN  
MS. MAJA BASTIEN  
COUNSELOR

MS. NADINE BOIVIN  
COUNSELOR

MR. NEIL JOSEPH BRENNAN  
MS. MARJE AKSLI  
COUNSELOR

MR. DENIS CHOUINARD  
MS. VIOLETTE PARE  
COUNSELOR

MS. HEATHER NANCY DE SANTIS  
MR. DOUGLAS JEAN LAURIAULT  
COUNSELOR

MS. GIZEM ERAS  
MR. ANDREW HENRY THEODORE GERBIG  
COUNSELOR

MR. GABRIEL LOUIS FRADETTE  
MS. ANNE MARIE ISABELLE DENEAULT  
COUNSELOR

MS. MARILAYNE FROMENT  
MR. DALLAS THOMAS ASHFORD  
COUNSELOR

MR. ROBERT GAULIN  
MS. CATHERINE LAURENDEAU  
COUNSELOR (MANAGEMENT)

MS. CARRIE ANN GOODGE O’BRIEN*  
MR. STEPHEN SEAN O’BRIEN*  
COUNSELOR

MR. CARL BEVAN HARTILL

MS. LOUISE MARIE GERMAINE TREMBLAY  
COUNSELOR

MR. HUSSEIN HIRJI  
MS. ERIN ELIZABETH BALDWIN  
COUNSELOR

MS. MADELINE KIAMEH  
MR. MICHEL NASSIF  
COUNSELOR (COUNSELOR (BORDER))

MS. NATASHA MANJI  
COUNSELOR (PUBLIC SAFETY)

MS. RACHEL KRISTY MCCORMICK  
MR. BRENT GORDON LEPP  
COUNSELOR

MS. CHRISTINE WENDY MCKEE  
MR. DENIS MCGUINNESS  
COUNSELOR

MR. STEVE DEAN MCLAREN  
MS. NANCY ELISA MORASSUT MCLAREN  
COUNSELOR

MS. JENNIFER KATHLEEN MINER  
COUNSELOR

MR. HANI NASSER  
MS. NADINE ALICIA ST. HILL  
COUNSELOR

MR. ALAIN OUELLET  
MS. JULIE MAROIS OUELLET  
COUNSELOR

MR. FRANK WILLIAM PRICE  
MS. SUSAN JOANNE MCKAY  
COUNSELOR

MS. HEATHER WHITNEY ROBERTS  
COUNSELOR

MR. FRANK STENDARDO  
MS. TAMMY FANNING  
COUNSELOR

MR. LIAM ANDREW STONE  
MS. JANELLE DEE STONE  
COUNSELOR

MS. ALEXANDRA ALYSSA VACHON WHITE  
COUNSELOR

MR. ALISTAIR BRUCE CAMPBELL WALLBAUM  
MS. SARAH ELIZABETH NUGENT*  
COUNSELOR

* United States National
MR. RICHARD MAREK WILLIAMS
MS. MARGARET KATHLEEN BRANDON
COUNSELOR

MS. EVA YI HUA YU
COUNSELOR

MR. DENNIS ABRAHAM
MS. VERONIQUE MELISSA DUFRESNE
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. MICHAEL WILLIAM BLACKMORE
MS. SUSIE MIN JUNG LEE
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. CAROL ELAINE BRETT
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. CHRISTINE BRIAND
MR. DANIEL BLAIR REASHORE
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ADAM MICHAEL BURTNICK
MS. ANNA ROSE BRAY SHARPIN
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. DANIEL CARRIER
MS. MIHO TOMORI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. GHISLAIN CHAPUT
MS. ELITZA KALTCHEVA
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. SHAUNA ANNE CHEVALIER
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. LAURA MARGARITA GIOVANNA FRANZINI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. SHAYE KENNETH FRIESEN
MS. MANON LISE FRIESEN
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. MELISSA FUERTH
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. SUE ANNA GERVSAI
MR. KELLY LEANDRE HEMBRUFF
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. KATHY JACOB
MR. MARC BERNARD PHILIPPE
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. DAVID WEN JANG KWAN
MS. KAY KWAN

MS. LAURA ANN LUMSDEN
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. PETER STEPHEN MCKERNAN
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. EVGUENIA PANITCHERSKA
FIRST SECRETARY (FIRST SECRETARY)

MS. NICHOLA GILLIAN PAYNE
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. ROSIANE RACINE
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. LESLIE CLAIRE SEDLAR
MR. JIRI SEDLAR
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. MEAGHAN COURTNEY SUNDERLAND
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. MELANIE STEWART
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. KEVIN JOHN TUNNEY
MS. MELANIE STEWART
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. KELLY MARIE WHITTY
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. SUZANNE ALICIA WILKINSON
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. GREGORY LAWRENCE WITOL
MS. KAREN ANN COLLINS
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. JENNIFER W CHIU
MR. JEAN PIERRE ANDRE STURGEON
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. ANDREW DAWE
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. JORDAN A KHAN
MS. LAURA CHARLOTTE HEINISCH
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. ALISON MARY MITCHELL
MR. ANDREW JOHN RENNIE MACLEOD

* United States National
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. CORY OLISHANSKY
MS. JACLYN FRIEDLANDER
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. GENEVIEVE NATHALIE SACK
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. COLIN TIMOTHY MUIR SHONK
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. CAROLINE ALLISON
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MS. DONNA LOUISE BARRETT
MR. ADAM WILLIAM BARRETT
ATTACHE

MS. AMELIE BLOUIN
ATTACHE

MS. CELINE BOURDON NGO
MR. VIBAN VINCENT NGO
ATTACHE

MR. CLAUDE J J P CADORETTE
MS. SUSAN MARIE CADORETTE
ATTACHE (SENIOR LIAISON OFFICER)

MR. RODNEY CLIFFORD CARPER
ATTACHE

MR. BOBBY FRANCOIS COMEAU
MS. MARIE LYNE MARIE SIMARD
ATTACHE

MS. ANDREA JANE COX
ATTACHE (COMMERCIAL MANAGER)

MR. CALUM MUNRO DE LEEUW
MS. CARLA ELISABETH ST JEAN
ATTACHE

MR. PAUL SEAN DE LOOSE
MS. TAYLOR COALE SAPPINGTON*
ATTACHE

MR. DAVID DEVENNEY
MS. SHIRLEY LOUISE DEVENNEY
ATTACHE

MS. DANIELE DRAGON
ATTACHE

MR. PETER BOOTH HILL
MS. KELLY HILL
ATTACHE

MR. RICHARD JASON LARUE
MS. JAYME MARGARIETTE LARUE
ATTACHE

MR. YVES LÉGER
MS. LINDA THERESE COUTURE
ATTACHE

MR. VINODH KUMAR MAHADEV
MS. KARLY IRENE LINDGREN
ATTACHE

MS. JOSEE MARCOTTE
ATTACHE

MR. ELLIOT FLETCHER MARYCH
MS. JENNIFER LYNN MARYCH
ATTACHE

MR. NEIL JOSEPH MCKENNA
MS. SYLVIE M BEAUCHEMIN
ATTACHE

MR. MICHAEL MONTAGUE
MS. JENNIFER KERRILYN GREEN
ATTACHE

MR. DANIEL PETITPAS
MS. RENE BOUDREAU
ATTACHE

MR. BRIAN FRANCIS POWER
MS. SUSAN HOLFORD
ATTACHE

MR. RICHARD ALLAN RHODES
MS. CHARLOTTE ANNE RHODES
ATTACHE (FINANCIAL)

MR. NORMAN ALAN RUSHTON
MS. NISKA TINA MARIE SURETTE
ATTACHE

MS. PAMELA YVONNE SAUNDERS
MR. COLIN GEOFFREY SUTER
ATTACHE

MR. EDWARD SAMUEL SOHN
MS. THAO SOHN
ATTACHE

MS. JANELLE FAYE TRAYNOR
MR. KEVIN DONALD MCGEE
ATTACHE

MR. SHANE WESTGATE
MS. MARY CAROLE BURNEY

* United States National
ATTACHE

MR. CHRIS ZAPHIROPOULOS
  MS. LOLITA ZAPHIROPOULOS
ATTACHE

MS. JOSEE MARIE ALLARD
  MR. ALAIN MARCEL JOSEPH VACHON
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. CSABA PETER ANTAL
  MS. SYLVIE BOUCHER
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. ROBERT ALAN BAILEY
  MS. LAURA LILLIAN CASTONGUAY
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE (COMMANDING OFFICER CDLS (W))

MS. ISABELLE MARIE BÉAULIEU
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. STEPHAN JOSEPH ÉMILE ANDRÉ BERTRAND
  MS. LEANNE JOAN BERTRAND
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. SEBASTIEN BOITEAU
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. CATHERINE CATCHPOLE
  MR. JEREMY RAY CATCHPOLE*
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. PAUL DOUGLAS COGSWELL
  MS. DIANE COGSWELL
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. LYNNE ANNE CORMIER
  MR. PAUL CORMIER
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. LORIANNE JENNIFER COURSOL
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. CHRISTOPHER EVANS CRAIG
  MS. KELLY MAE MASSEY
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. ANDREW BRENT CURRIE
  MS. STACY RAE CURRIE
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. NATHALIE NICOLE DESARZENS
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. BENJAMIN FOURNIER
  MS. JARRA MARGARET FORD
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE (HEALTH SERVICE)

MR. SCOTT ERNEST FROST
  MS. LISETTE MARIE LEBLANC
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. SARAH CAROLINE GAUTHIER
  MS. HALIE ELIZABETH RUCK
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. DON HUNT
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. BENJAMIN HUOT
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. GENEVIEVE JOBIN
  MR. BRIAN HENRY ENGLEHART
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASSISTANT ATTACHE)

MR. SCOTT MARTIN LANG
  MS. KARA RACHEL LANG
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE (TRAINING & DOCTRINE)

MR. LAUCHLIN FRANCIS MACDONALD
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE (HEALTH SERVICES COORDINATOR)

MR. RAOUL CARL MATHIAS
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. CAMONIA ANGELETHA MORRIS
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. CARL NADÉAU
  MS. SANDY CARDINAL
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. JANICK NADÉAU
  MR. SYLVAIN FERLAND
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. KATHLEEN O BRIEN
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASSISTANT DEFENCE COOPERATION ATT)

MR. KEITH EDWARD OSMOND
  MS. MICHELLE OSMOND
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. JEFFREY ALLAN PEDERSON
  MS. MELISSA ANNE PEDERSON*
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASSISTANT ATTACHE)

MR. JOSEPH ROBICHAUD
  MS. SAMANTHA LYNN BILLARD
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. ELIO DAMASCO ROSA
  ASSISTANT ATTACHE

* United States National
MR. ETHAN WILLIAM ANTHONY SILK  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. CHRISTOPHER RICHARD SMITH  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. KIRK GEORGE SULLIVAN  
MS. KATIE MICHELLE SULLIVAN  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. SEBASTIEN GERARD SYLVO THERRIEN  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. GEOFFREY WINSTON JAMES WEST  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. BRITTANY YASKOW  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. CHANTALE LOUISE MARIE YORKE  
MR. RYAN MATTHEW YORKE  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. DANNY JOSEPH GAGNE RAINVILLE  
MS. SYLVIE MARIE LALIBERTE  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. SIMON CHARLES HETHERINGTON  
MS. KIMBERLEY RAE HETHERINGTON  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. KRISTIAN WAYNE ALBERT MONAGHAN  
MS. WENDY DIANE MONAGHAN  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. SHAWN OSBORNE  
MS. KARA MARIA OSBORNE  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. DAMON ALLAN PERRAULT  
MS. CHRISTINE DIANE PERRAULT  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. PATRICK ROBCHAUD  
MS. MARTINE DENIS  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. DOUGLAS WYNN BAIRD  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. CHRISTOPHER RAY ADAMS  
MS. NANCY ANNE ADAMS  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. IAN DOUGLAS HAMILTON WOOD  
MS. CAROLINE RUTH WOOD  
MILITARY ATTACHE

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
EMBASSY OF THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
Chancery: 2704 ONTARIO ROAD, NW, 20009
(EMBASSY: 202-483-7800) (FAX: 202-332-9893)
EMAIL: CENTRAFRIICWASHINGTON@YAHOO.COM

HIS EXCELLENCY MARTIAL NDOUBOU  
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. LYDIE FLORE HONORINE MAGBA  
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. MICHELE MARIE CLAUDE BENZOT  
MR. EUGENE DYKOIN GNOMBOU  
COUNSELOR (FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION)

MR. JONATHAN KPADEA SENKIAN  
ATTACHE (SECURITY)

MS. SYLVIE YASSINGOU  
ATTACHE (CULTURAL)

CHAD
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHAD
Chancery: 2401 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-652-1312)
EMAIL: INFO@CHADEMBASSY.US

HIS EXCELLENCY KOUTOU NGOTE GALI  
MS. LONGARTI OMIAL  
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. PAPOURI TCHINONGBE PATCHANNE  
MS. PADEU TCHINONGBE KEUBA  
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. CHABADINE YOSSOUF  
COUNSELOR (ECONOMIC COUNSELOR)

MS. MARIE CHRISTINE KOURDJIA  
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. MAHAMOU ADJI ABBASE  
MS. MAHAMAT ACHAKIR KALTOUMA  
ATTACHE

MR. HASSANE OUSMAN  
ATTACHE

* United States National
CHILE
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHILE
Chancery: 1732 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20036
(EMBASSY: 202-785-1746) (FAX: 202-887-5579)
EMAIL: ECHILE.EEUU@MINREL.GOV.CL

HIS EXCELLENCY OSCAR ALFONSO SEBASTIAN SILVA NAVARRO
MS. ADA DE LOURDES GEMA ALDANA NORAMBUENA
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. JULIO PEDRO FIOL ZUNIGA
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. CARLOS FRANCISCO CORNEJO RODRIGUEZ
MS. MAREL ARDILES LOADER
COUNSELOR

MS. BEATRIZ DE LA FUENTE FUENTES
MR. GUILLERMO ANTONIO MUNOZ ALBORNOZ
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. FELIPE ALLARD SOTO
MS. DANIELA ANDREI RIVERA CARMONA
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. DANIELA ANDREI RIVERA CARMONA
MR. FELIPE ALLARD SOTO*
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. BORIANA BENEV ODE
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. VICTOR HUGO MUNOZ LOPEZ
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. MARIA HILDA BOLVARAN MORALES PINCUS
MR. PEDRO PINCUS*
ATTACHE (CIVIL)

MR. JUAN IGOR MUNOZ RODRIGUEZ
MS. PATRICIA JEANNETTE MORALES ZUNIGA
ATTACHE (SECURITY)

MR. EDUARDO ALEJANDRO SANTOS FUENZALIDA
ATTACHE (AGRICULTURAL)

MR. RODRIGO LEONARDO CARRASCO GONZALEZ
MS. PATRICIA ANDREA FERNANDEZ HORTAL
MILITARY ATTACHE

CHINA
EMBASSY OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Chancery: 3505 INTERNATIONAL PLACE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-495-2266) (FAX: 202-495-2138)
EMAIL: CHINAEMBPRESS_US@MFA.GOV.CN

HIS EXCELLENCY TIANKAI CUI
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. KEXIN LI
MS. WENQIAN WANG
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. XUEYUAN XU
MINISTER

MR. HONG ZHU
MS. NING YU
MINISTER

MR. HAOMING CAI
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. FUTAO CHEN
MS. XIAOHONG WANG
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. HONG LI
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. LI TANG
MS. DAN WANG
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. DEYOU TIAN
MS. ZHENGZHENG ZHAO

* United States National
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>FIRST SECRETARY</strong></th>
<th><strong>FIRST SECRETARY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MR. LEI SHI</td>
<td>MR. TONG XU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. WEI LIANG</td>
<td>MS. LIN XING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. XINHUI SHU</td>
<td>MS. BO YAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. JINSONG SI</td>
<td>MR. TAO YU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. DONGSHENG SU</td>
<td>MR. QUAN YUAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. JIA HE</td>
<td>MS. SHUYING WANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. HONGXIA WANG</td>
<td>MR. GUANFU ZHANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. YAN WANG</td>
<td>MR. GUOPING ZHANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>MS. YAN LIU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. YOUJI WANG</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. LINHUA XU</td>
<td>MR. HONGJUANG ZHANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. GANG WEI</td>
<td>MR. HUASHENG ZHANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. LI ZHONG</td>
<td>MS. LI WANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. NING WEI</td>
<td>MR. JIAN ZHANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. JIANGNAN LI</td>
<td>MS. JIN ZHANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. XINYU WENG</td>
<td>MS. JIE ZHANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. JINGHUA LI</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. DONG WU</td>
<td>MR. QIAN ZHANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. WEI FANG</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. FEIMING WU</td>
<td>MR. YUWEI ZHANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>MS. LUXIA YI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. YONGXIN WU</td>
<td>MR. JIANHUA ZHAO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. XIANGXIA LIU</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ZHENG WU</td>
<td>MR. XIANJI ZHAO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. XIAOLI WANG</td>
<td>MS. HAOJIE XU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. ZHANG XIANG</td>
<td>MR. SHENGHE ZHOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>MS. YAXIN WANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. JIAO ZHANG</td>
<td>MR. YONG ZHOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. ZHENG XIANG</td>
<td>MS. YING WANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* United States National
MS. CUICUI BA  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. ZHIGANG CAO  
MS. YING ZOU  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. CHUAN CHEN  
MS. KEWEI HUANG  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. JIANGRUI CHEN  
MS. XIANGYU WU  
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. NA DENG  
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. YANG DING  
MR. GAOFEI YIN  
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. MEI FU  
MR. XIAOFENG WANG  
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. LEI GU  
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. JUNLIN GUO  
MR. JIE CHEN  
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. LIMIN HAN  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. ZHIYONG HU  
MS. DAN YANG  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. MIAO JU  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. HUAIYU LI  
MS. SI SHI  
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. MENGYUAN LI  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. SHUAI LI  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. XIANGDONG LI  
MS. YUNXIA WANG  
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. YINGGUAN LI  
MR. CHUNJIAN LUO  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. ZHI LIANG  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. SHIJIE LIU  
MS. LINLIN LI  
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. XIAOLIN LIU  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. CHAO LU  
MS. SU REN  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. CHUNJIAN LUO  
MS. YINGGUAN LI  
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. YONGXIU LYU,  
MR. TAO LIU  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. LIYU MO  
MS. FANG WANG  
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. CONGCONG NI  
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. LAN QIN  
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. RONG REN  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. YUFENG SHI  
MS. JINGSHU WANG  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. DAWEN SUN  
MS. MIAO WEI  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. DAWEN SUN  
MS. YUTONG SUN  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. DAWEN SUN  
MS. YUTONG SUN  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. YUNXIA WANG  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. JUN WANG  
SECOND SECRETARY

* United States National
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS. LIN WANG</td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. LIXIN WANG</td>
<td>MR. HAONAN FENG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. GUANGYAN MENG</td>
<td>MS. YU XING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. NING WANG</td>
<td>THIRD SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. XIJUN WANG</td>
<td>MS. JING HE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. TAO HU</td>
<td>MR. DAPENG LI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. CHAO WU</td>
<td>THIRD SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. JINGJING WU</td>
<td>MS. JIANGNAN LI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. CANCAN YANG</td>
<td>MR. NING WEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. XU YANG</td>
<td>THIRD SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. QI SU</td>
<td>MS. NAM LI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. HUANZHAO ZHANG</td>
<td>MR. QING LI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. GUANNAN LIU</td>
<td>THIRD SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. HUIJUAN ZHANG</td>
<td>MR. YING LI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. FEIYANG YANG</td>
<td>MS. YANG REN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. LING ZHANG</td>
<td>THIRD SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. RUIBO ZHANG</td>
<td>MR. HAN QI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. SHUANGPENG ZHANG</td>
<td>MS. MENGQIU QI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. LIN ZHAO</td>
<td>THIRD SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. LI ZHOU</td>
<td>MR. XUFENG SUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. YING CHEN</td>
<td>MS. CHENG ZHANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. YING ZOU</td>
<td>THIRD SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ZHIGANG CAO</td>
<td>MS. LIAN WANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. YUZHU BAI</td>
<td>MR. LING JIANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. HANLEI CHEN</td>
<td>THIRD SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. JIE JI</td>
<td>THIRD SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MR. YUPING YUN</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. JIYONG ZHANG</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. YINAN ZHANG</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. YOUCHANG ZHANG</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ZHITONG ZHANG</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. HAI BIN ZHANG</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ZHUO JUN ZHENG</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. HUI PING ZHOU</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. FENG ZHU</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. XIAO JIN ZHU</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. YAN HUI ZHU</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. XUE BIAN</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. QINGSHE WANG</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. YUN YANG</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. YONG WEN LIN</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. JIANG YE</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MR. LI ZHANG</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. WEI NING PU</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. BING HE</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. HONG YU ZHANG</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. FENG GAO</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. LAN XIN SHEN</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. JIAN ZHONG LI</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. HUI LI</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. QIAN WU</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. DAN QU</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. HUI JING DONG</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. LI TIAN</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. TAO GE</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. WEN LI ANG CHENG</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ZHENG MING JIANG</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. AI HONG MENG</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. HONG WU LUO</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. JIE SUN</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. JUN WANG</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. LI LI ANG</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. BE I QI HUANG</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. JUN RONG CAO</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. RUO FEI ZHANG</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. QING CHENG</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. SHI CHEN</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. PING WU</td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## COLOMBIA
**EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA**
Chancery: 1724 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20036

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIS EXCELLENCY FRANCISCO SANTOS CALDERON</td>
<td>AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY &amp; PLENIPOTENTIARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MARIA VICTORIA GARCIA BORRERO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. DANIEL AVILA CAMACHO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. NOHORA ELENA DIAZ URIBE</td>
<td>MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. ANDREA JIMENEZ HERRERA</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. JUAN CARLOS REYES CANON</td>
<td>MINISTER COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MANUELA MEJIA SANTOS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. OLGA LUCIA ARENAS NEIRA</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. CAMILO ANDRES AYALA PATINO</td>
<td>COUNSELOR (ADVISOR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. SANDRA GIULIANA GENISINI MOTOA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ANDRES FERNANDO DIEZ MARTINEZ</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS.NELLY PATRICIA AROCHA GOMEZ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. LIZZET CAROLINA GONZALEZ ROMERO</td>
<td>COUNSELOR (COMMERCIAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MONICA HERRERA CAICEDO</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ANDRES FELIPE SALAZAR REVELO</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ENRIQUE MILLAN MEJIA</td>
<td>COUNSELOR (COMMERCIAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. CAROLINA OBREGON SILVA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. ADRIANA PATRICIA PENALOSA BERNAL</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ANDRES PARDO VARGAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. VIVIAN CRISTINA SIERRA IBANEZ</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. ANDREA TRUJILLO SAENZ</td>
<td>COUNSELOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MARIA ISABELLA ZAMORANO HINCAPIE</td>
<td>COUNSELOR (COMMERCIAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ARTURO SAMPER SALAZAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. DIEGO GUSTAVO BAUTISTA BERNAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. NAYET PAOLA QUINONES MOJICA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ELKIN ECHEVERRY GARCIA</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. SILVIA MARIA MENDOZA PIMIENTO</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. OLGA BEATRIZ ACOSTA VALENCIA</td>
<td>THIRD SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MARIA FERNANDA CUELLAR BOTERO</td>
<td>THIRD SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. MAURICIO AGUIRRE LEGA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. ANGELA MARIA Puentes Marin</td>
<td>THIRD SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. SAMUEL DARIO BERNAL ROJAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. ROSA LILIANA HOLGUIN VEGA</td>
<td>ATTACHE (POLICE ATTACHE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ORLANDO ALBERTO CUBILLOS CHACON</td>
<td>ATTACHE (NAVAL ATTACHE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. LID JOHANNA DELGADO CARDENAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. ROSA ELENA HERNANDEZ URREGO</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. CARLOS ALBERTO ROJAS BANOL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. GONZALO RICARDO LONDONO PORTELA</td>
<td>ATTACHE (POLICE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. GUSTAVO MORENO MALDONADO</td>
<td>ATTACHE (POLICE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. LINA MARIN DIAZ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. JUAN FRANCISCO SANTIAGO MANUEL JO MOSQUERA DUENAS</td>
<td>ATTACHE (AIR ATTACHE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MONICA BIBIANA VALENCIA CHAVERRA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. EWDVEN TORO BERMUDEZ</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ASSISTANT MILITARY ATTACHE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MONICA ALEJANDRA BETANCUR FEMAYOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. MARCO ANTONIO ARIAS MORA</td>
<td>ASSISTANT ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. LUZ ADRIANA HOYOS OSORIO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. JORGE ELIECER RENDON LOPEZ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* United States National
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASSISTANT POLICE ATTACHE)

MR. SAUL SILVA PARADA
   MS. VALENTINA TORO GRAJALES
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (MILITARY)

MR. JUAN PABLO AMAYA KERQUELEN
   MS. CLAUDIA PATRICIA PRIETO LEAL
   MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. HECTOR MANUEL BELTRAN BELTRAN
   MS. ANDREA LILIANA CARRENO DURAN
   MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. JORGE HUMBERTO MARTINEZ PINZON
   MS. MARTHA MONICA MEDINA GARCIA
   MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. RAUL FERNANDO VARGAS IDARRAGA
   MS. IVETH ROCIO ARDILA LOPEZ
   MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. OSCAR FREDY VILLEGAS MOLANO
   MILITARY ATTACHE

MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. ROBERTO AVENDANO SANCHO
   MINISTER COUNSELOR (CONSUL GENERAL)

MS. MARITZA CHAN VALVERDE
   MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. SOL VILLA MICHEL MORALES
   MR. JORGE CORTES GUEVARA
   MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. JOSE QUIRCE RODRIGUEZ
   ATTACHE (COMMERCIAL)

COTE D`IVOIRE

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF COTE D’IVOIRE
Chancery: 2424 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-797-0300) (FAX: 202-462-9444)
EMAIL: INFO@AMBACIDC.ORG

HIS EXCELLENCY MAMADOU HAIDARA
   MS. AISSATA HAIDARA NEE KEITA
   AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. ENNIO MAES
   COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. ADJOBIA MICHEL AKADIA
   MS. RATCHEL MARIE JOSE OUATTARA AKADIA
   COUNSELOR

MR. GUEU PAUL MAHAN
   MS. MIANO PAULINE MAHAN NEE SEMIAN
   COUNSELOR

MR. YVES TADET
   MS. ANNE DORICE ZOUE TADET
   COUNSELOR

MR. N GUESSAN PAUL KOFFI
   MS. TITAHON KPI KOFFI
   FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ADRIN DANIEL KOFFI
   MS. NIAMKEY MONIQUE EZOUA KOFFI
   ATTACHE (FINANCIAL)

COMOROS

EMBASSY OF THE UNION OF THE COMOROS
Chancery: 866 UNITED NATIONS PLAZA, SUITE 418
NEW YORK, NY 10017

HIS EXCELLENCY MOHAMED SOILIHI SOILIH
   AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

COSTA RICA

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF COSTA RICA
Chancery: 2114 S STREET, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-480-2200) (FAX: 202-265-4795)
EMAIL: EMBCR-US@RREE.GO.CR

HIS EXCELLENCY FERNANDO LLORCA CASTRO
   MS. EVELYN CRISTINA CERMENO VARGAS
   AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. DAVID RICARDO OTAROLA PACHECO

* United States National
CROATIA
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF CROATIA
Chancery: 2343 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-588-5899) (FAX: 202-588-8937)
EMAIL: WASHINGTON@MVEP.HR

HIS EXCELLENCY PJER SIMUNOVIC
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. LARA ROMANO
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. MIRNA VLASIC FEKETIJA
MR. IGOR FEKETIJA
COUNSELOR

MR. NIKICA KOPACEVIC
FIRST SECRETARY (ECONOMIC)

MR. MARIO MARTINEC
FIRST SECRETARY (POLITICAL)

MS. HELENA SIMAT
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. JOSIP BABIC
MS. MARTINA BABIC
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. IVICA OLUJIC
MS. ZDENKA OLUJIC
ATTACHE (DEFENSE MILITARY NAVAL AND AIR ATTACHE)

MR. IVAN PUHALO
MILITARY ATTACHE

CUBA
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF CUBA
Chancery: 2630 16TH STREET, NW, 20009
(EMBASSY: 202-797-8518)

HIS EXCELLENCY JOSE RAMON CABANAS RODRIGUEZ
MS. EDILIA GONZALEZ DENCAUSE
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. NAZARIO FERNANDEZ BIOSCA

* United States National
MS. LOURDES ALINA GARCIA GARCIA  
ATTACHE

MR. NOEL TOCABENS PEREZ  
MS. NORMA LIDIA MATOS SABIO  
ATTACHE

MR. JULIO CESAR TORREBLANCA ROSELL  
ATTACHE (ATTACHE)

CYPRUS

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS  
Chancery: 2211 R STREET, NW, 20008  
(EMBASSY: 202-462-5772) (FAX: 202-483-6710)  
EMAIL: INFO@CYPRUSEMBASSY.NET

HIS EXCELLENCY MARIOS LYSIOTIS  
MS. ELENI MICHAELIDOU LYSIOTOU  
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. ANDREAS NIKOLAIDES  
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. KONSTANTINOS POLYKARPOU  
MS. AIKATERINI KARANASIOU  
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. RONA MARIE PANTELI  
ATTACHE

CZECH REPUBLIC

EMBASSY OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC  
Chancery: 3900 SPRING OF FREEDOM STREET, NW, 20008  
(EMBASSY: 202-274-9100) (FAX: 202-966-8540)  
EMAIL: WASHINGTON@EMBASSY.MZV.CZ

HIS EXCELLENCY HYNEK KMONICEK  
MS. INDIRA GUMAROVA*  
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. ZDENEK BERANEK  
MS. LUCIE BERANKOVA  
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. PETR KOMRSKA  
MS. MARCELA KOMRSKOVÁ  
COUNSELOR

MR. IVO SVOBODA  
COUNSELOR

MR. MARTIN UHER  
COUNSELOR

MS. PAVLA VELICKINOVA  
COUNSELOR (PUBLIC DIPLOMACY)

MR. PETER DANIEL BAGGE  
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. CYRIL BUMBALEK  
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. DAVID FROUS  
MS. NADEZDA FROUSOVÁ  
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. JANICEK  
MS. OLGA JANICKOVA  
FIRST SECRETARY (ECONOMIC)

MS. KATERINA PETERSEN  
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. SARKA VONROY VAMBEROVA  
MR. XAVIER DANIEL LOUIS PONROY  
FIRST SECRETARY (CULTURAL)

MR. PETR TUMA  
MS. SOFIA MARGARIDA LUDOVICE TRAVASSOS VALDEZ TUMA  
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. PETRA JACINOVA  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. VAČLAV KUZELKA  
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. MARKETA BALGOVA  
MR. JIŘÍ BALGA  
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. LUCIE HINDLSOVÁ  
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. OLGA JANICKOVA  
MR. JIŘÍ JANICEK  
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. BOHDAN MALANIUK  
MS. ZUZANA MALANIUKOVÁ  
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. TEREZA VORLOVA  
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. PETR JEZÊK  
MS. IRENA JEZKOVA  
ATTACHE

* United States National
MR. PAVEL KRYNICKY
MS. IVA KRYNICKA
ATTACHE

MR. LUDEK MORAVEC
ATTACHE

MR. DUSAN VAVRA
MS. ANDREA VAVROVA KRATOCHVILLOVA
ATTACHE

MR. JAROSLAV FRANCL
MS. LUBICA FRANCOLOVA
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASST, DEF, MIL AND AIR ATTACHE)

MR. JAN NOVOTNY
MS. TEREZA NOVOTNA
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASST DEF, MIL, DEF. COOP)
ATTACHE

MR. JIRI VERNER
MS. DENISA VERNEROVA
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. JAN BURES
MS. MARCELA BURESOVA
MILITARY ATTACHE

COUNSELOR

MR. ERIC YAV KAOIATH MBWAMB
MS. NANA GASATU MABULA
ATTACHE (CULTURAL)

DENMARK
EMBASSY OF THE KINGDOM OF DENMARK
Chancery: 3200 WHITEHAVEN STREET, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-234-4300) (FAX: 202-328-1470)
EMAIL: WASAMB@UM.DK

HIS EXCELLENCY LARS GERT LOSE
MS. ULLA KOELVRAA ROENBERG
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. HENRIK BRAMSEN HAHN
MS. LOTTE KURE HAHN
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. INUUTEQ HOLM OLSEN
MINISTER

MR. JANNICK DAMGAARD
MS. TANJA LARSEN
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. JESS MOELLER KNUDSEN
MS. MIA ROUENBORG KNUDSEN
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. PETER MICHAEL NIELSEN
MS. IBEN PERNILLE NIELSEN
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. ANDERS OERNEMARK
MS. ANN CHARLOTTE MARIA OERNEMARK
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. METTE KANSTRUP PETRY
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. LENE MANDEL VENSILD
MR. TROELS MANDEL VENSILD
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. TROELS MANDEL VENSILD
MS. LENE MANDEL VENSILD
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. KLAUS JUEL WERNER
MS. RIE ODSBERG WERNER
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. REBECCA JOY LYNGE

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
EMBASSY OF THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
Chancery: 1800 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, NW, 20009

HIS EXCELLENCY FRANCOIS NKUNA BALUMUENE
MS. MARIE LOUISE BIDUAYA BALUMUENE
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. TAMBO A KABILA MUKENDI
MS. PATRICIA ANDREA BURCHELL*
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. YVES RUCHINAGIZA BASHONGA
MS. LATIFA SHABANI BASHONGA
COUNSELOR

MR. CHIRUI CELESTIN CHIZA CHIVA
COUNSELOR

MR. THOMAS SIOSI MBIMBA
MS. ROMAINE LAZWE MBIMBA
COUNSELOR

MS. ODILE YEMBA NYOTA

* United States National
* United States National
ECUADOR

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF ECUADOR
Chancery: 2535 15TH STREET, NW, 20009
(EMBASSY: 202-234-7200) (FAX: 202-234-3497)
EMAIL: EMBASSY@ECUADOR.ORG

HIS EXCELLENCY FRANCISCO BENJAMIN ESTEBAN CARRION MENA
MS. PAULINA AUGUSTA AR COS CABRERA
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. JUAN CARLOS SANCHEZ TROYA
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. EDUARDO ALBERTO CALDERON LEDESMA
MINISTER (CONSUL GENERAL)

MR. MARCO RAMIRO BENITEZ FLORES
MS. MARIA VERONICA VALAREZO ALCIVAR
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. XAVIER JOSE MUNOZ ARAY
MS. MARIA EUGENIA REYES BAQUERIZO
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. CESAR DAVID VACA ALVAREZ
MS. MARIA GABRIELA CHAVIN OCHOA
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. MERY DEL ROCIO FREIRE ACOSTA
MR. JUAN CARLOS RODRIGUEZ MEJIA
SECOND SECRETARY (CONSUL)

MR. JUAN SEBASTIAN JARAMILLO SALAZAR
MS. AVELITA FERNANDES FURLAN
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. ANTONIO PRECIADO ESTACIO

MR. CARLOS JOSE ESPAILLAT VELEZ
COUNSELOR

MS. GRETCHEN PURISIMA POCKELS DE VERDIER
MR. FRANK GUSTAVE VERDIER STREESE
COUNSELOR

MR. JULIO ERNESTO FLORIAN PEREZ
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. ROBERT MIGUEL LABORT PEREZ
MS. YVELISSE GUANTE DE LABORT
MILITARY ATTACHE

MS. MARIA VERONICA VALAREZO ALCIVAR
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. JULIO ORLANDO LOACHAMIN TIPAN
MS. RUTH MARIBEL PACHECO CHICAIZA
ATTACHE

MS. MARIA GABRIELA CHAVIN OCHOA
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. MERY DEL ROCIO FREIRE ACOSTA
MR. JUAN CARLOS RODRIGUEZ MEJIA
SECOND SECRETARY (CONSUL)

MS. JAVIER FERNANDO BUITRON FLORES
MS. GREME MARIA QUIJANO GARCIA
ATTACHE (POLICE ATTACHE)

MR. MILTON HENRY GUALLICHICO GUALOTUNA
MS. ADRIANA MARIBEL TRUJILLO HIDALGO
ATTACHE

MR. JULIO ORLANDO LOACHAMIN TIPAN
MS. RUTH MARIBEL PACHECO CHICAIZA
ATTACHE

MS. YVELISSE GUANTE DE LABORT
MILITARY ATTACHE

MS. MARTHA ISABEL RODRIGUEZ BANGUERA
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. HENRY SANTIAGO DELGADO SALVADOR
MS. LUZ DORIS MOREIRA VARGARA
MILITARY ATTACHE

EGYPT

EMBASSY OF THE ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT
Chancery: 3521 INTERNATIONAL COURT, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-895-5400) (FAX: 202-244-4319)
EMAIL: EMBASSY@EGYPTEMBASSY.NET

HIS EXCELLENCY YASSER REDA ABDALLA ALI SAID
MS. NAHLA ANTER FARID ELSHIMY
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. MOHAMED HATEM HASSENEIN MOHAMED ELATAWY
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. Ahmed Mohamed Adel HOSNI
MS. DINA MOHAMED MOHAMED MORSY
MINISTER (ECONOMIC & COMMERCIAL)

MS. MAHA ZAKARIA MOHAMED ZAKI ABDALLAH
COUNSELOR (COMMERCIAL)

MR. Ahmed Helmy Amin ABOEL NOR
COUNSELOR

MR. Barakat Ali ABOELBARAKAT ELLEITHY

* United States National
United States National

* United States National
ERITREA
EMBASSY OF THE STATE OF ERITREA
Chancery: 1708 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, NW, 20009
(EMBASSY: 202-319-1991) (FAX: 202-319-1304)
EMAIL: EMBASSYERITREA@EMBASSYERITREA.ORG

MR. BERHANE GEBREHIWET SOLOMON
MS. HIWET SEBHATU TESFAZGHI
COUNSELOR (CHARGÉ D’AFFAIRES)

MR. SALIH SAAD
FIRST SECRETARY

ESTONIA
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF ESTONIA
Chancery: 2131 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-588-0101) (FAX: 202-588-0108)
EMAIL: EMBASSY.WASHINGTON@MFA.EE

HIS EXCELLENCY JONATAN VSEVIOV
MS. EVELIN VSEVIOV
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. MARKO KOPLIMAA
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. KAIRI SAAR ISOP
MR. RIHO ISOP
COUNSELOR (PRESS AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS)

MR. ANDRES VOSMAN
COUNSELOR

ESWATINI
EMBASSY OF THE KINGDOM OF ESWATINI
Chancery: 1712 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, NW, 20009
(EMBASSY: 202-234-5002) (FAX: 202-234-8254)
EMAIL: EMBASSY@SWAZILAND-USA.COM

HER EXCELLENCY NJABULISO BUSISIWE SIKHULILE GWEBU
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. MCUSI SHONGWE
MS. KHOLIWE SHABANGU SHONGWE
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. KENNEDY FITZGERALD GROENING
MS. SENELISIWE CLEOPATRA GROENING
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ZAKHELE RICHARD MTHUPHA
MS. SIZAKELE BEAULA MSIBI MTHUPHA
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. PRINCESS BONGIE LANGWENYA
MR. JOSEPH MGQIBELO LANGWENYA
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

ETHIOPIA
EMBASSY OF THE FEDERAL DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF ETHIOPIA
Chancery: 3506 INTERNATIONAL DRIVE, NW, 20008

HIS EXCELLENCY KASSA TEKLEBRHAN GEBREHIWET
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. ELISABETH MULATU BELETE
COUNSELOR

MS. AIRE KORK
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. PRIIT KALLAKAS
THIRD SECRETARY (POLITICAL AFFAIRS)

MR. STEN SEPPER
MS. MERIKE SEPPER
MILITARY ATTACHE
MR. TIBEPU DESALEGN CHERKOSIE
MS. WOLANSA KIFLE ESHETE
MINISTER (MINISTER)

MR. RETA ALEMU NEGA
MS. SELAM ZEWALE ZEGEYE
MINISTER

MR. TEMESGEN TESHOME BELAYNEH
MS. FANAYE ASEA EJIGU
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. ELIAS FELEKE
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. MILKIAS HARASA HANKA
MS. RAHEL BOGALE BOLCHA
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. TEFERI TADESSE HEIGYANE
MS. EMNET WOLDEAREGAYE REDDA
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. SHIFERAW GENETI JENA
MS. MENBERE MELAKU WELE
MINISTER COUNSELOR (ADMIN. & FINANCE)

MS. DESSIE ALEBACHEW MARU
MR. ASFAW BERHANE HAILEMARIAM
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. BINIYAM ESHELE MEKONNIN
MS. ASNAKECH GETINET SHIFERAW
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. NEBIYU DANIEL MESHESHA
MS. TIRSIT WOLDETSADIK LEWEGNEH
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. MELAKU BEDADA SENBETA
MS. GENET TEFERI AYIFOKRU
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. ZELALEM ASHENAFI ZELEKE
MS. EYERUSALEM TIGISTU SAHLE
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. MERKEBU BEYENE BANJAW
MS. MULUGOJAM ANDUALEM ANTEH
COUNSELOR

MR. AGEZE AMELO BOROJE
COUNSELOR

MR. KENASA MEKONNEN GURA
COUNSELOR

MR. ZELEKE NEMERA SHENDU

MS. SUDAN JALETA DIDI
COUNSELOR (ADMIN. & FINANCE)

MR. DEMAKE ZEMENE SHIFERAW
MS. EHTSHET DESSIE TESHOME
COUNSELOR

MR. ABBE NIGUSSE ABREHA
MS. HIWOT HAISELASSIE GEBRESELASSIE
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. BIZUWORK SEMUNEGUS TULLU
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. ABINET TADESSE KENENI
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. HINTSA HAILU AYENA
MS. MAKIDA YOHANNES WELDEGERIMA
ATTACHE

EUROPEAN UNION
DELEGATION OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
Chancery: 2175 K STREET, NW, FLOOR 1, 6-11, 20037
(EMBASSY: 202-862-9500) (FAX: 202-429-1766)

HIS EXCELLENCY DAVID O'SULLIVAN
MS. AGNES ELIZABETH O'HARE
AMBASSADOR (HEAD OF DELEGATION)

MS. CAROLINE MARIA ILMERIN VICINI
MR. MASSIMO VICINI
MINISTER (DEPUTY HEAD OF DELEGATION)

MR. ROMUALDO MASSA BERNUCCI
MINISTER

MR. JOAO ABEL BAPTISTA GEADA RIBEIRO RODRIGUES
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. MORENO BERTOLDI
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. KLAUS BOTZET
MS. JESSICA ELIZABETH ROSEN*
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. DEARBHLA MARY DOYLE
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. PETER FATELNIG
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. MARIA LUISA IENNACO

* United States National
FINLAND

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF FINLAND
Chancery: 3301 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-298-5800) (FAX: 202-298-6030)
EMAIL: SANOMAT.WAS@FORMIN.FI

HER EXCELLENCY KIRSTI HELENA KAUPPI
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. ANTTI TAPANI VAENSKA
MS. ANU MAARIT VAENSKA
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. SIRPA HELENA NYBERG
MR. GUSTAF HENRIK NYBERG
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. ANNIINA MIKAELA AALTO
MR. NIKLAS HELWIG
COUNSELOR (CULTURAL)

MR. HEIKKI JUHANI HIETALA
MR. MARC MORASSUT
COUNSELOR

MR. RASMUS SEBASTIAN HINDREN
MS. JANNA ANNIINA HEIKKINEN HINDREN
COUNSELOR

MS. HELE HIINARI HYYPIA
MR. MARKO JUHANI HYYPIA
COUNSELOR (DESK OFFICER ECONOMIC AND TRADE P)

MS. SAARA HELENA LIKANEN RENGER
MR. FRANCK MARCEL RENGER
COUNSELOR (PRESS COUNSELOR)

MR. TIMO ILKKA TURUNEN
COUNSELOR

FRANCE

EMBASSY OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC
Chancery: 4101 RESERVOIR ROAD, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-944-6000) (FAX: 202-944-6166)
EMAIL: INFO@AMBAFRANCE-US.ORG

HIS EXCELLENCY GERARD ROGER ARAUD
MR. PASCAL JACQUES CHARLES BLONDEAU
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. NATHALIE BEATRICE AUDE ESTIVAL
MR. JOHN FRANCIS BROADHURST*
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. RENAUD MARC CHRISTIAN LASSUS
MS. CARINE CHRISTEL CHARPENTEAU EP LASSUS
MINISTER COUNSELOR (ECONOMIC)

MR. JEAN NOEL CLAUDE BERNARD BLANC
MS. MAUD, DESIREE BLANC
COUNSELOR (CUSTOMS)

* United States National
MR. JEAN MARC CAPDEVILA
MS. VALERIE MARRE CAPDEVILA
COUNSELOR

MR. MICHEL ANDRE MARIE CHARBONNIER
MR. ERIC SERGE LESIGNE
COUNSELOR

MR. JEAN SEBASTIEN MICHEL JACQUES CONTY
MS. HELENE ANASTASIA ECALLE
COUNSELOR

MS. EMMANUELLE MARYVONNE GENEVIEVE DELMER EP LACHAUSSEE
MR. PATRICK RENE FRANCOIS LACHAUSSEE
COUNSELOR (PRESS)

MR. JEREMIE MICHAEL FORRAT JAIME
MS. JULIA INGRID SPECK
COUNSELOR

MR. YVES RENE ABEL FRENOT
COUNSELOR (COUNSELOR- SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY)

MR. ADRIEN JEAN EMILE FRIER
MS. CAMILLE ANNE MARIE SEDANO
COUNSELOR

MR. MIKAEL PIERRE JEAN GARNIER
COUNSELOR

MR. JONATHAN GILAD
MS. LUDIVINE CATHERINE DALMASSE
COUNSELOR (TRANSPORT)

MR. PAUL MICHEL GIRONA
MS. MARIE HELENE SENS
COUNSELOR

MS. CELINE ANNE JAEGGY
COUNSELOR

MR. RAPHAEL ALEXANDRE MICHEL JUSTINE
MS. YASMIN FAROUK AHMED MAHMOUD
ABOUELENEIN
COUNSELOR (POLITICAL)

MR. JEAN MICHEL KALB
MS. VIVEKA RUTHER
COUNSELOR

MR. PATRICK RENE FRANCOIS LACHAUSSEE
MS. EMMANUELLE MARYVONNE GENEVIEVE DELMER EP LACHAUSSEE
COUNSELOR

MR. QUENTIN SAM ARTHUR LOPINOT
COUNSELOR

MR. SYLVAIN LAURENT MICHEL MAESTRACCI
COUNSELOR

MS. MARIE LAURENCE NAVARRI CASSEGRAIN
MR. MATHIEU CHRISTIAN PIERRE CASSEGRAIN
COUNSELOR (LEGAL)

MR. JEAN FRANCOIS PHILIPPE PACTET
COUNSELOR

MR. NORBERT JACQUES PALUCH
MR. QING FU
COUNSELOR

MR. NICOLAS MICHEL MARCEL PILLEREL
COUNSELOR

MS. AGNES FRANCOISE CLAIRE POIRIER
COUNSELOR (AGRICULTURE)

MS. FRANCOISE RENEE MARIE PRIGENT
COUNSELOR

MR. BENJAMIN ROEHRI
COUNSELOR

MR. MARC DENIS ROBERT THUILLIER
MS. DOROTHEE MARIE ISABELLE DE LA ROCHEBROCHARD
COUNSELOR (TRADE AND LEGAL COUNSELOR)

MR. BORIS PATRICK TOUCAS
COUNSELOR

MS. CECILE WALCK
MR. GEORGIOS STAMELOS
COUNSELOR

MR. PAUL ZAJAC
COUNSELOR

MR. MARCEL MARTIAL JOSEPH CHAVOZ
MS. MARIE CATHERINE CZERWIEC
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. KARIM KHALIFA
MS. LYDIE MARIE CHRISLAINE SUZANNE
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. BENOIT TRIOLO
MS. SYLVIE GRENECHE EP TRIOLO
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. SIMON PIERRE FRANCOIS AILLYER
MS. MARION ANNE CLAIRE SCHREINER
THIRD SECRETARY

* United States National
MR. THOMAS ALAIN BONNET
MS. LAURA MARIE CHRISTINE NATHALIE BENETEAU
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. OLIVIER ROMAIN GABRIEL CASAGRANDE
MS. BEATA BOZENA CASAGRANDE
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. BRUNO PHILIPPE CLAUDE FERET
MS. SYLVIE FREDERIQUE GREGET
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. ELISE MARIE AMELIE GIRAUD
MS. DORIANE BRIGITTE CORNILLIE
THIRD SECRETARY (DEPUTY PRESS COUNSELOR)

MS. MARIE FRANCOISE LUCIANI
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. FREDERIC PASCAL NARDOT
MS. BRIGITTE SAVIGNAC EP. NARDOT
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. ANNE CLAUDE QUISTREBERT
MR. GILBERT JEAN JULIEN MARIE BOEFFARD
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. MELANIE ANNE ROSSELET
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. FRANCK GAEL REMY SIEBERT
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. TYPHAINE MARIE PAULETTE BIARD HAMON
MR. VINCENT ROGER FRANCOIS HAMON
ATTACHE

MR. YVES REMI VICTOR BRUNIER
MS. NAOMI MITSUNARI
ATTACHE

MR. BERTRAND CAHUET
MS. CHRISTINE BRIGITTE PAGES CAHUET
ATTACHE

MR. DOMINIQUE ANDRE DUKAEZ
MS. VOHIRANA SANDRA CLEMENT DUKAEZ
ATTACHE

MS. JULIE MARION LE SAOS
ATTACHE

MR. BENOIT LENNON
MS. MORGANE GUILLOT
ATTACHE

MR. HERVE YANNICK MARTIN
MS. ISABELLE ELISABETH EVELYNE JONCOUR MARTIN

ATTACHE

MR. LOIC JEAN MICHEL MARTIN
MS. LILA KRASSOVICH
ATTACHE

MR. PIERRE OLIVIER POLLET
MS. LAURENCE SOPHIE VANNEVEL
ATTACHE (TAX)

MS. VALENTINE BERNADETTE JACKIE RIOULT
MR. JEAN CHARLES ESSAME
ATTACHE (SECURITY)

MR. AURELIEN GERALD VEROLLET
MS. GIEDRE VEROLLET
ATTACHE (DEPUTY CONSUL)

MR. FRANCOIS XAVIER ERWEN GUILLAUME ANDRO
MS. KAREEN HONG THU LE
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. REMI PHILIPPE MARIE BOUZEREAU
MS. ALETH MARIE CHRISTINE GOUJON
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. OLIVIER KALADIJAN
MS. AMELIE MARIE BRESSY
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. JEAN PIERRE FRANCOIS MONTEGU
MS. CHRISTELLE MONIQUE MAURICETTE JEMINET
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. CHRISTOPHE PASCO
MS. SABINE DELAGE
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. NICOLAS PIERRE DIDIER TESSAUD
MS. MARIE PAULE CHRISTINE GOMES
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. EMMANUEL MARIE GUILLAUME THOME
MS. SEGOLENE MARIE BEATRICE WARNIER DE WAILLY
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. JEAN EMMANUEL MARIE CAST ROUX DE LUZE
MS. MARIANNE FRANCE JENNY PHILIPPE DERVILLE
MILITARY ATTACHE

* United States National
**GABON**

**EMBASSY OF THE GABONESE REPUBLIC**

Chancery: 2034 20TH STREET, NW, 20009

(EMBASSY: 202-797-1000) (FAX: 202-332-0668)

EMAIL: INFO@GABONEMBASSYUSA.ORG

**His Excellency Michael Moussa Adamo**

Ms. Brigitte Moussa Adamo

*Ambassador Extraordinary & Plenipotentiary*

**Mr. Rossy Biteghé**

Ms. Carine Moamouedi

*Counselor*

**Ms. Sylvie Ebounda**

*Counselor*

**Mr. Jean Pierre Kenke**

Ms. Judith Kenke

*Counselor (Paymaster)*

**Ms. Marie Mireille C Kouombat Doubeneny**

*Counselor (Economic and Commercial)*

**Mr. Hugues Fabric Mbadinga**

Ms. Carine Mariette Ablavi Zinsou

*Counselor (Consular)*

**Mr. Anicet Ndiya Kouamba**

*Counselor*

**Ms. Mireille Obame Ngueama Moore**

Mr. Reginald Anthony Moore*

*Counselor*

**Mr. Rod Ciangillan Rembendambya**

Ms. Diane Nelly Rembendambya

*Counselor*

**Ms. Ida Ginette G Ossey**

*Attache (Customs)*

**Mr. Jean Laurent Okeley**

*Military Attache*

---

**GEORGIA**

**EMBASSY OF GEORGIA**

Chancery: 1824-1826 R STREET, NW, 20009


EMAIL: EMBGEO.USA@MFA.GOV.GE

**His Excellency David Bakradze**

Ms. Anna Matsukashvili

*Ambassador Extraordinary & Plenipotentiary*

**Mr. Giorgi Tsikoliya**

Ms. Guranda Amichba

*Minister Counselor*

**Mr. David Abesadze**

Ms. Margaux Morgane Marie Repellin

*Counselor*

**Ms. Maia Bartiaia**

Mr. Mikheil Chikobava

*Counselor*

**Mr. Levan Khurtsidze**

*Counselor*

**Ms. Elena Khurtsilava**

*Counselor*

**Ms. Marika Laliashvili**

Mr. George Kordiani

*Counselor*

**Ms. Mariam Lapanidze**

Mr. Ioseb Sulava

*Counselor*

**Ms. Salome Papashvili**

*Counselor*

**Mr. Paata Patiaishvili**

*Counselor (Senior Counselor)*

---

**GAMBIA**

**EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE GAMBIA**

Chancery: 5630 16TH STREET, NW, 20011

**His Excellency Dawda D Fadera**

Ms. Mama Fadera

*Ambassador Extraordinary & Plenipotentiary*

**Mr. Mustapha Sosseh**

*Minister (Deputy Chief of Mission)*

**Mr. Ousman Fisco Njie**

Ms. Mary Mama Njie

*Counselor*

**Mr. Lamin B Jaiteh**

*First Secretary*

**Mr. Saidu Sillah**

Ms. Agie Saidy Njie Sillah

*Attache*

---

* United States National
MS. NATELA ZAMBKHIDZE
MR. NIKOLOZ LOMASHVILl
COUNSELOR (POLITICAL)

MR. LEVAN BERIDZE
MS. IRINE ASATIANI
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. SOFIA GEGECHKORI
FIRST SECRETARY (PUBLIC RELATIONS)

MS. SOPIO KUPRADZE
MR. GEORGE DAUSHVILI
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. MARIAM MIKELADZE
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. GIVI ZEDELASHVILI
MS. TAMAR CHKVADZE
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. MARIAM TARASASHVILI
MR. PAPUNA LEZHAVA
SECOND SECRETARY (ECONOMIC AFFAIRS)

MR. GIORGI ARCHEMASHVILI
MS. IRINA KURKHULI
THIRD SECRETARY (CONSULAR ISSUES)

MR. TEMUR EUBIDZE
MS. ELEONORA PHURTSKHVANIDZE
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. ZEZVA LIPARTELIANI
MS. ELENE GOTSADZE
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. LEVAN KURTSKHALIA
MS. MARIAM SVANISHVILI
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. DAVID TIELIDZE
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. BORIS RUGE
MS. MAJDA RUGE
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. HELGA MARGARETE BARTH
MR. GERD JOHANNES WAEDOW
MINISTER

MR. MICHAEL HERMANN BAUMANN
MS. ANNETTE GERLINDE HILDEGARD BAUMANN
MINISTER

MR. RICKLEF JOHANNES BEUTIN
MS. ANNA VERONIKA BEUTIN
MINISTER

MR. KARL MATTHIAS KLAUSE
MS. SYLVIE CLAUDINE JACQUELINE TEISSEIRE KLAUSE
MINISTER

MR. HOLGER MAHNICKE
MS. KERSTIN GABRIELA MAHNICKE
MINISTER

MR. MATTHIAS ARNOLD BALTHASAR
MS. ANJA RENATE VOGT
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. MARKUS GERHARD BRILL
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. ARVID ENDERS
MS. SILKE ENDERS
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. CHRISTIAN JETZLSPERGER
MS. HANNAH SOFIE BOIE
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. ELKE KALLENBACH
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. GERTRUD URSINA KRUMPHOLZ
MR. ELMAR BENEDIKT LAUFKOETTER
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. LOTHAR NEUHOFF
MS. BARBARA NEUHOFF
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. HOLGER MICHAEL SCHERF
MS. MARIA IMMACULATA SCHERF
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. JENS ACKER
MS. ANTJE GELLERICH
COUNSELOR

GERMANY

EMBASSY OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
Chancery: 4645 RESERVOIR ROAD, NW, 20007
(EMBASSY: 202-298-4000) (FAX: 202-298-4249)

HER EXCELLENCY EMILY MARGARETHE HABER
MR. HANSJOERG HABER
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

* United States National
*United States National*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Saida Tofik Kyzy Essert</td>
<td>Second Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Axel Hein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Susanne Hildegard Edenhofer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Hermann Josef Huckert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Susanne Christiane Kraemer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Sebastian Klaer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Franziska Klaer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Anja Malchereck Gassel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Markus Alexander Malchereck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Steffen Meyer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Bettina Liebner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Walter Josef Nahles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Simone Cordula Nahles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Jan Axel Schweigsgut</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Christin Schweigsgut</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Anja Wilma Seifert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Valeri Ostrovsky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Hans Peter Speyrer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Lia Carol Sieghart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Johann Michael Stocker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Ursula Marianne Stocker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Andreas Hallmann</td>
<td>Third Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Steffen Laas</td>
<td>Third Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Almas Kajnarovic Nurbayev</td>
<td>Third Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Christine Ladhwig</td>
<td>Third Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Birgit Elisabeth Hermine</td>
<td>Third Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Christiane Edeltraud Seelinger</td>
<td>Third Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Frank Alberg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Birgit Alberg geb Duemig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Harry Edgar Gunter Jaeschke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Vera Jaeschke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Anna Christina Johans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Kristina Maros</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Rene Marco Siebenhaar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Nils Christian Thoerner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Stefanie Thoerner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Annegret Venneemann</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Matthias Vogt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Andreas Wagner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Delia Erika Wagner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Dirk Williamson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Elaine Carol Williamson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Laetitia Johanna Wolf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Guenay Yazici</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* United States National
ATTACHE

MS. JAMILE ABOU KARAM BOGOSLAW
MR. DETLEF FRANK BOGOSLAW
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. STEVE ALLENSTEIN
MS. MICHAELA ALLENSTEIN
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. DANIELA HAHN BERNDT
MR. SIRKO BERNDT
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. SIRKO BERNDT
MS. DANIELA HAHN BERNDT
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. ELKE HANNELORE BERNSTEIN
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. DENNIS BIEBER
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. MARTINA BORGFEILDT
MR. ROBERT WILLIAM BAILEY
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. PETER BRUNNER SCHLESIKER
MS. LINDA SCHLESIKER
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. UDO WERNER ALFONS BUSCH
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. SILVIA KATHARINE FALKENSTEIN
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. STEFFEN FEIGL
MS. VIVIAN FEIGL
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. VIVIAN FEIGL
MR. STEFFEN FEIGL
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. SABINE FINKENZELLER
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. NORBERT HANS PETER GRELL
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. PETER GRIEB
MS. RUTH GRETEL GRIEB
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. NICOLE HERZOG
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. FALK HOFFMANN
MS. GUALMAR FERREIRA HOFFMANN
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. ANDREAA ANNA HOLZWARTH CORREA
MR. TULIO HENRIQUE EMILIO LIMA CORREA
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. WOLFGANG JOHR
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. FLORIAN CHRISTOPHER JUNG
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. GABRIELE INGRID MARGARETE KEMMER
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. KLAUS DIETER ALBERT KOCH
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. SEBASTIAN KOPP
MS. KATHARINA BIRGIT KOPP
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. JEANNETTE KOSS COLLIER
MR. PETER ALAN COLLIER
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. ARIANE KOZINER MURUETA
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. HERMANN JOSEF LUETZ
MS. ANGELIKA LUETZ
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. SVEN NEEF
MS. KATHARINA NEEF
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. GABRIELE O'DELL
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. MARKUS ANDREAS RATBERGER
MS. MONIKA KATRIN RATBERGER
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. ANDREA RUPPRECHT DE PROANO
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. MICHAEL SANIO
MS. MAREN SANIO
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. SANDRA SCHMIDT
MR. WILLIAM ALEXANDER MAYORA MORALES
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

* United States National
MS. NICOLE SCHNABEL  
MR. BENJAMIN NIELS BECK  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. INGO MICHAEL SCHULZ  
MS. YVONNE SCHULZ  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. GERHARD MICHAEL STEUBL  
MS. KATICA STEUBL  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. KATICA STEUBL  
MR. GERHARD MICHAEL STEUBL  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. CHRISTIANE EVA MARIA THIEL  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. ELISABETH IRENE TORRA TREPAT  
MR. ARNAU TORRA TREPAT  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. YELIZ TURAN  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. STEFAN WEBER  
MS. NATASCHA NENSEL WEBER  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. INA URSULA WILL DOERMANN  
MR. RALPH HEINRICH ERICH DOERMANN  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. HEIKO WITTEBROCK  
MS. CHRISTIANE KORNELIA JOHANNA WITTEBROCK  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. ANGELA ZIMMER  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. THOMAS JOSEF ERNST  
MS. PATRICIA ANN ERNST*  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MS. HELENA CONSTANZE LINDER JESS  
MR. SOENKE JESS  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. HANS MARTIN HEINRICH PERKO  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. BENJAMIN SCHLEIDER  
MS. VANESSA GAIL SCHLEIDER*  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. MICHAEL GOETZ TRAUTERMANN  
MS. ANTIJE CHRISTINE TRAUTERMANN  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. STEFAN WEBER  
MS. MONIKA MARIA ADELHEID WINKELMEIER WEBER  
MILITARY ATTACHE

GHANA

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF GHANA  
Chancery: 3512 INTERNATIONAL DRIVE, NW, 20008  

HIS EXCELLENCY BARFUOR ADJEI BARWUAH  
MS. DINAH ADJEI BARWUAH  
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. JOSEPH NGMINEBAYIHI  
MINISTER (CONSULAR AND WELFARE)

MS. AKOSUA DEDAA OKYERE BADOO  
MINISTER

MR. ERIC OWUSU BOATENG  
MS. EMELIA OWUSU BOATENG  
MINISTER (POLITICAL)

MS. STELLA AKOSUA ANSAH  
MR. ALBERT KWADJO ANSAH  
COUNSELOR (TRADE & COMMUNICATION)

MR. SAMUEL Amponsah  
MS. CHRISTINE ASARE AMPONSASH  
FIRST SECRETARY (PROTOCOL OFFICER)

MS. HENRIETTA ANYETEI  
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ISHMAEL OPARE  
MS. SANDRA OHENEWAA OPARE  
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. NANA AFIA TWUM BARIMA  
MR. JULIUS ELLI GOKA  
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. MARY ZORI  
MR. JOSEPH KWABENA ZORI  
SECOND SECRETARY (FINANCE)

MR. FRANK KWASI AMOAH  
MS. AKUA SERWAA AMOAH  
THIRD SECRETARY (CONSULAR)

* United States National
MS. JANET MAKU KORANTENG  
MR. BISMARK KORBOE  
ATTACHE (TREASURY OFFICER)  

MR. DANIEL NSIAH  
MS. JOYCE NSIAH  
ATTACHE  

MR. ALHASSAN ABU  
MS. DORIS OFFEIBEA BEKOE  
MILITARY ATTACHE  

GREECE  
EMBASSY OF THE HELLENIC REPUBLIC  
Chancery: 2217 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008  
(EMBASSY: 202-939-1300) (FAX: 202-939-1324)  
EMAIL: GREMB.WAS@MFA.GR  

HIS EXCELLENCY THEOCCHARIS LALACOS  
MS. ANNA MICHALOPOULOU  
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY  

MR. DIMITRIOS ANGELOSPOULOS  
COUNSELOR  

MR. PANAGIOTIS DERMENZOGLOU  
MS. JIAJIA LIU  
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY HEAD ECONOMIC/COMMERCIAL)  

MR. ALEXIOS MITSOPOULOS  
MS. EFTYCHIA OR EFFIE XYDIA OR XIDIAS  
COUNSELOR  

MS. POTHITI PAPPAS  
COUNSELOR  

MR. THEODOSIOS VALLAS  
MS. VASILIKI BOUGA  
COUNSELOR  

MS. FANI LENOU  
MR. MICHAEL STAMATIS  
FIRST SECRETARY  

MS. AEMILIA MANIATAKI  
FIRST SECRETARY  

MS. CHRISTINA VASILATOU  
MR. IOANNIS ARSENIS  
FIRST SECRETARY  

MR. MICHAEL STAMATIS  
MS. FANI LENOU  
SECOND SECRETARY  

MR. ACHILLEAS RAKINAS  
THIRD SECRETARY  

MR. STEFANOS AMPOPOULOS  
MS. PANAGIOTA NOUSIA  
ATTACHE (AIR ATTACHE)  

MR. GEORGIOS APOSTOLAKIS  
ATTACHE (PRESS)  

MR. NIKOLAOS MATHEOU DAKIS  
MS. VAIA KAPSOURI  
ATTACHE  

MR. VASILEIOS LAMPROPOULOS  
MS. KYRIAKI SKOPELITOU  
MILITARY ATTACHE  

MR. CHARALAMPOS NIKIFORIDIS  
MS. DESPOINA BELLA  
MILITARY ATTACHE  

MR. CHARALAMPOS PEGKLIDIS  
MS. LITHARI AVGERINIDOU  
MILITARY ATTACHE  

GRENADA  
EMBASSY OF GRENADA  
Chancery: 1701 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, NW, 20009  
(EMBASSY: 202-265-2561) (FAX: 202-265-2468)  
EMAIL: EMBASSY@GRENADAEMBASSYUSA.ORG  

MS. DIANNE CHARMAINE PERROTTE  
ATTACHE (CHARGÉ D’AFFAIRES)  

GUATEMALA  
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF GUATEMALA  
Chancery: 2220 R STREET, NW, 20008  
(EMBASSY: 202-745-4953)  
EMAIL: INFO@GUATEMALA-EMBASSY.ORG  

HIS EXCELLENCY MANUEL ALFREDO ESPINA PINTO  
MS. LISA RENEE ARIZPE CARRION DE ESPINA  
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY  

MR. LIONEL VALENTIN MAZA LUNA  
MS. ELENA PINILLOS HERNANDEZ  
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)  

MR. JOSE GABRIEL LAMBOUR PENALONZO  
MINISTER COUNSELOR  

* United States National
GUINEA
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF GUINEA
Chancery: 2112 LEROY PLACE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-986-4300)

HIS EXCELLENCY KERFALLA YANSANE
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. MAMADOU Diallo
COUNSELOR

MR. KARAMO KOITA
COUNSELOR

MR. ALY CAMARA
COUNSELOR

MR. IBRAHIMA NIAISSA
COUNSELOR

MR. BOUNDOUKA CONDE
MILITARY ATTACHE

GUYANA
EMBASSY OF THE COOPERATIVE REPUBLIC OF GUYANA
Chancery: 2490 TRACY PLACE, NW, 20008
EMAIL: GUYANAEMBASSYDC@VERIZON.NET

HIS EXCELLENCY SHEIK RIYAD DAVID INSANALLY
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. LESLEY ALICE DOWRIDGE COLLINS
MR. SEAGHAUN RANDOLPH RAWLE COLLINS

* United States National
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. JOHN WILBERT CHESTER INNISS
MS. SHANEIZA CHESTER INNISS
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. JASON DARCY FIELDS
MS. MARCELLE ALEXIS FIELDS
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. DEBRA ANN WILLIAMS
ATTACHE (FINANCIAL)

HAITI
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF HAITI
Chancery: 2311 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
EMAIL: AMB.WASHINGTON@DIPLOMATIE.HT

HIS EXCELLENCY PAUL GETTY ALTIDOR
MS. MEGHAN CARTIER FENNELLY*
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. WIEN WEIBERT ARTHUS
MS. MARIE ARTHUS CERIN*
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. JOCELIN BLEMUR
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. PAUL PROMPT YOURI EMMANUEL
MS. SANDRA SANCHEZ EMMANUEL*
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. RALPH RICARDO JEAN PHILIPPE
MS. UDELGARDE ALEXANDRE*
MINISTER COUNSELOR (ADMIN)

MR. RAMEAU NORMIL
MINISTER COUNSELOR (POLICE ATTACHE)

MS. MARIE CLAUDE MALEBRANCHE
COUNSELOR

MR. SONY ELIAS
MS. LUCIE ELIAS LORMESTOIR
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. WILZA METELLUS FRAZIL
MR. ALFRED METELLUS
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. VIOLENE CADET DUVAL
ATTACHE

HOLY SEE
APOSTOLIC NUNCIATURE
Chancery: 3339 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-333-7121) (FAX: 202-337-4036)
EMAIL: NUNTIUSUSA@NUNTIUSUSA.ORG

HIS EXCELLENCY CHRISTOPHE PIERRE
APOSTOLIC NUNCIO
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. WALTER ERBI
COUNSELOR

MR. JOZSEF FORRO
COUNSELOR

MR. DENNIS KURUPPASSERY
COUNSELOR

HONDURAS
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF HONDURAS
Chancery: 3007 TILDEN STREET, NW, SUITE 4M, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-966-7702) (FAX: 202-966-9751)

HIS EXCELLENCY MARLON RAMSES TABORA MUNOZ
MS. Saira Esmeralda Ponce Rosales
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. LUIS FERNANDO CORDERO MONTOYA
MS. DANEA DESSHIERRE TREJO CARCAMO
MINISTER

MS. DORIS EL SONITY OROZCO
MINISTER

MR. RICARDO GUILLERMO ESTRADA SARAVIA
MS. ALBA SOLIS GARRIDO
MINISTER

MR. HECTOR LUIS CORRALES AGUERO
MS. LUISA MARIA GIL AVILA
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. GERARDO JOSE GUILLEN DOMINGUEZ
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. GUILLERMO AUGUSTO PEREZCADALSO PAZ
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. Saira Esmeralda Ponce Rosales
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. GERMAN WILFREDO SANDOVAL CLAROS

* United States National
MR. BALAZS MARTONFFY
ATTACHE

MR. SANDOR MIHALY
MS. MARTA MIHALYNE MOLNAR
ATTACHE

MR. LORINC FERENC PAVA
MS. REKA CSENGE PETO
ATTACHE

MS. ILDIKO TAMAS
ATTACHE (FINANCIAL DIRECTOR)

MR. JANOS HESS
MS. ILDIKO MOLNAR
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. MARTON SZEKERES
MS. MARTONNE SZEKERES
MILITARY ATTACHE

ICELAND

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF ICELAND
Chancery: 2900 K STREET, NW, SUITE 509, 20007
EMAIL: ICEMB.WASH@UTN.STJR.IS

HIS EXCELLENCY GEIR HILMAR HAARDE
MS. INGA JONA THORDARDOTTIR
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. HREINN PALSSON
MS. ISABEL EULALIA PIFARRER MENDEZ
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. UNA SÆRUN JOHANNSDOTTIR
MR. OEGMUNDUR SVERRISSON
COUNSELOR

MS. ADALHEIDUR INGA THORSTEINSDOTTIR
MR. SKULI FRIDRIK MALMQQUIST
COUNSELOR

INDIA

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA
Chancery: 2107 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-939-7000) (FAX: 202-265-4351)
EMAIL: INFO2@INDIAGOV.ORG

HIS EXCELLENCY NAVTEJ SINGH SARNA
MS. AVINA SARNA

AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. SANTOSH JHA
MS. TANUJA JHA
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. ARUNISH CHAWLA
MS. BHAVNA CHAWLA
MINISTER

MR. SUDHAKAR DALELA
MS. NAMRATA DALELA
MINISTER

MR. ANURAG KUMAR
MS. AAKANKSHA KUMAR
MINISTER (MINISTER)

MR. PUNEET ROY KUNDAL
MS. ARUNDHATI BISWAS KUNDAL
MINISTER

MR. JAIDEEP NAIR
MINISTER

MR. PURUSHOTTAM TIWARY
MS. VARSHA TIWARY
MINISTER

MR. NILKANTH AVHAD
MS. PRAJAKTA AVHAD
COUNSELOR

MR. MRIDU PAWAN DAS
MS. KAZREE GOGOI DAS
COUNSELOR

MR. HARIKRISHNAN GOPALAKRISHNAN
MS. MAYA HARIKRISHNAN
COUNSELOR

MR. SUMIT GOSWAMI
MS. ARPITA GOSWAMI
COUNSELOR

MR. SANJAY KUMAR
MS. ARUMITA KUMARI
COUNSELOR

MR. VIVEK SINGH
MS. ANAMIKA SINGH
COUNSELOR

MR. RAJESH SUBARNO
MS. SHIVA PRIYA NARAYANAN
COUNSELOR

MR. GOPALAKRISHNAN SUBBIAH

* United States National
* United States National
ATTACHE

MS. BHARATI RAJPUT
ATTACHE

MR. CHANDAN SINGH RAWAT
MS. URMILA RAWAT
ATTACHE

MR. RAJIV SAHI
MS. GEETA SAHI
ATTACHE

MR. PRAMOD KUMAR SHARMA
MS. VARTIKA SHARMA
ATTACHE

MR. PARDEEP KUMAR VAISH
MS. KUSUM VAISH
ATTACHE

MR. RAVI MURUGAN
MS. PREETI MURUGAN
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. VENKAT SHIVANAND PALAPARTHY
MS. PHANI KUMARI ANUPINDI
MILITARY ATTACHE

INDONESIA

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA
Chancery: 2020 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20036
(EMBASSY: 202-775-5200) (FAX: 202-775-5365)

HIS EXCELLENCY BUDI BOWOLEKSONO
MS. RESHANTY BOWOLEKSONO
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. THEODORUS SATRIO NUGROHO
MS. MARIA ANGELA ENDANG WIDOWATI
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. BHIMA DWIPAYUDHANTO
MS. OLIVIA HANDAYANI
COUNSELOR

MR. FERRY AKBAR PASARIBU
MS. NURHALILAH HARAHAP
COUNSELOR

MR. YUDHO SASONGKO
MS. DIAH RETNO PANCAWATI
COUNSELOR

MR. MUHAMMAD AL AULA

MS. WIDATI UTAMI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. RAHMAT HINDIARTA KUSUMA
MS. NIMATUL MUSHOFFA
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. BONIFASIOUS AGUNG NUGROHO
MS. THERESIA MAYA WIDAYANTI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. DIDIER ROSADIE
MS. ALUH AINA LESTARI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. HARDITYA SURYAWANTO
MS. AU ALISYA PURBA
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. FNU VITRIONALDI
MS. RIZKA AUFIANA
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. IRMA DEWI RISMAYATI WIRAKARA
MR. RIZAL RAHMINUJI RISNADHI WIRAKARA
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. DIMAS MOHAMMAD HALIF
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. MARGARETTA PUSPITA
MR. DYTIA LASTRA SILALAHI
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. RONALD EBERHARD TUNDANG
MS. KANIA PUTRIANI
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. REZA PAHLEVI CHAIRUL
MS. PARAMITA SORAYA SALEH
ATTACHE (TRADE)

MR. ERLANG ERLANGGA
ATTACHE

MR. MOHAMMAD BASTIAN MAULANA
MS. INDAH PERMATASARI
ATTACHE

MR. HARI EDI SOEKIRNO
MS. DIAN YULIANTI
ATTACHE

MR. I. GUSTI NGURAH AGUNG SUANDIKA
MS. FNU RUBIANTI
ATTACHE

MR. SAPTANDRI WIDIOYANTI

* United States National
MS. AGUSTINA SULISTYORINI  
ATTACHE (TRANSPORTATION)

MR. TONY ARIS SETYAWAN  
MS. HERNI PURNAENI  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. ALFONSIUS JOKO TAKARIANTO  
MS. PRISCILLA SUSI NINGTYAS PRIHATIWI  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. FNU SUNGATIANTORO  
MS. INDAH MAJASANTI  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. AMMAR AHMED JARALLAH AL DABAGH  
MS. MAY TUFEEQ RASHEED RASHEED  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. AHMED HASHIM SALIH UTAIFAH  
MS. THIKRA SAHIB MUHAMMAD AL BAYER  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. SAMER KIFAH JIHAD JIHAD  
MS. NOOR SABAH HUSSEIN HUSSEIN  
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. SAFAA HIJAB YASEEN YASEEN  
MS. MAYSAM MUHAMMED EISSA EISSA  
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. ALHAMZA ALI ABDULHUSSEIN ALJAMALY  
ATTACHE

MR. ASAAD TOMA MAROGI OMAR  
MS. NADIA SALIM DAWOOD LIALY  
ATTACHE (CULTURAL)

MS. SAJA BADER TAWFEEQ TAWFEEQ  
MR. UDAY ABDULELAH NAJM KHACHI  
ATTACHE

MR. MUSTAFA SALAHUDDIN MOHAMMED AL BAYATI  
MS. SALWA FAKHRULDDIN MUSTAFA AL BAYATI  
MILITARY ATTACHE

IRAQ

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF IRAQ
Chancery: 3421 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-742-1600) (FAX: 202-333-1129)

HIS EXCELLENCY FAREED MUSTAFA KAMAL YASSEEN  
YASSEEN  
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. MOHAMAD JAWAD MAHDI JAWAD ALQURAISHY  
MS. ALEXANDRA ERIMICIOIU  
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. HATIM ABDULRAZZAQ ALI AL ANBARI  
MS. RUSUL MAHMOOD MAJEED AL BAYATI  
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. YARUB ABDULJABBAR HATEM AL ANPAQI  
MS. MARIAM THAYER DARWISH AL ANPAQI  
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. HUSSEIN ABBAS IBRAHIM AL CHADERCHI  
MS. ZAINAB ADNAN MOHAMMED JAWAD AL NAJAFI  
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ALI TALIB HAMOODI AL HAMDANI  
MS. HEBA HADI MOHAMMED JOAD AL HACHAMI  
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. MOHAMMED TARQ MOHAMMED AL KHYAT  
MS. ESRAA TALIB SHAGHATI SHAGHATI  
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. HADEEL IBRAHIM MUHSIN AL MOUSAWI  
MR. ALAA AHMED HAMEED AL KAYAT  
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. WATHIQ IBRAHIM MOHAMMED ALHAMMAM  
MS. HAIFA KHALAF TARISH ALHAMMAM  
FIRST SECRETARY

IRELAND

EMBASSY OF IRELAND
Chancery: 2234 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008

HIS EXCELLENCY DANIEL GERARD MULHALL  
MS. GRETA MARLENE MULHALL  
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. PATRICK MICHAEL LONERGAN  
MS. KIRSTY LONERGAN  
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. RAGNAR EAMON ALMQVIST  
MS. AILBHE AINE KEATING  
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. BRIAN CAHALANE  
FIRST SECRETARY (IMMIGRATION AND POLITICAL)

MR. DAVE FENTON CRAMMORD  
MS. SUSAN PATRICIA CRAMMORD  
FIRST SECRETARY (AGRI. AND FOOD)

* United States National
MR. JOE GAVIN
MS. MARTINA GAVIN
FIRST SECRETARY (DEPT OF JUSTICE)

MS. SIOBHAN MAIRE MILEY
MR. MICHAEL MILEY
FIRST SECRETARY (PRESS & INFO.)

MS. HILARY REILLY
MR. DANIEL PATRICK REILLY*
FIRST SECRETARY (POLITICAL)

MS. LILLIAN FARRELL
THIRD SECRETARY (CULTURE)

MS. YVONNE GILBRIDE
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

ISRAEL
EMBASSY OF THE STATE OF ISRAEL
Chancery: 3514 INTERNATIONAL DRIVE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-364-5500) (FAX: 202-364-5607)
EMAIL: INFO@WASHINGTON.MFA.GOV.IL

HIS EXCELLENCY RON DERMER
MS. RHODA MICHELLE DERMER*
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. BENJAMIN KRAKSA
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. YIFAT ALON PEREL
MR. SHLOMO YAakov PEREL*
MINISTER (ECONOMIC AND TRADE AFFAIRS)

MR. ERAN NITZAN
MS. EINAT MASHAAL NITZAN
MINISTER (ECONOMIC AFFAIRS)

MR. MARTIN PELED FLAX
MINISTER (CONGRESSIONAL AFFAIRS)

MS. DORIT ZATS
MR. ISRAEL ZATS
MINISTER (CONSUL)

MS. TAMMY BEN HAIM
MR. GAVIN RABINOWITZ
MINISTER COUNSELOR (MINISTER FOR PUBLIC DIPLOMACY)

MR. DANISHAI KORNBLUTH
MS. AVIVA CHANA KRAUSS*
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. BENJAMIN MORDECHAI SHARONI
MS. DALIT PARSSER
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. RAFAEL YAGODAIEV
MS. OSHRIT YAGODAIEV
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. AMIT COHEN
MS. TAMARA NICOLE COHEN*
COUNSELOR (CHIEF OF SECURITY)

MR. YANIV COHEN
MS. OFIRA COHEN
COUNSELOR

MR. EYAL NAOR
MS. KARIN NAOR
COUNSELOR

MR. MENAHEM PAKMAN
MS. TAMAR PAKMAN
COUNSELOR

MR. AMIR ROM
COUNSELOR

MR. ELAD STROHMAYER
MR. OREN BEN JOSEF
COUNSELOR (SPOKESPERSON)

MR. ZVI PERETZ WASSERMAN
MS. DORIT WASSERMAN
COUNSELOR

MS. EINAT WEISZ
COUNSELOR

MR. SAGI KONSTANTIN
MS. MAYA KONSTANTIN
FIRST SECRETARY (DEPUTY CHIEF OF SECURITY)

MS. MORAN DANIEL DUEK
MR. TAL DUEK
SECOND SECRETARY (SECOND SECRETARY)

MR. ASAF GOLDBERG
MS. CHEN LANIR GOLDBERG
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. SARAY RIVKA HANANYA
MR. AMIT HANANYA
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. YIFAT MOR GUETA
MR. SHMUEL MOR
SECOND SECRETARY

* United States National
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MR. ASAF SAADA</td>
<td>MS. MARINA GORMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY (SECOND SECRETARY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. IDDO SALTON</td>
<td>MS. DAPHNA MEROZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ORI SCHUFTAN</td>
<td>MS. GAL SHKOLNIK SCHUFTAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. VANESSA HAGITH WIENGARTEN</td>
<td>MR. PATRICK WIENGARTEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY (SECOND SECRETARY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. YITZHAK ALMOG</td>
<td>MS. RONIT ALMOG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATTACHE (POLICE AND PUBLIC SECURITY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. YOSSI ASAYE (ITZHAK)</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ELAD BADASH</td>
<td>MS. INBAL MENDEL BADASH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. RON BLUM</td>
<td>ATTACHE (SECURITY OFFICER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MICHAL DUVDEVANI MESIKA</td>
<td>MR. AVI MESIKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATTACHE (ASSISTANT DEFENSE ATTACHE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. MOMAN FAUARSY</td>
<td>MS. DOAA FAUARSY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATTACHE (SECURITY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ANDREY GARBAR</td>
<td>ATTACHE (SECURITY OFFICER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ALEXANDER GRINTSOV</td>
<td>ATTACHE (SECURITY ATTACHE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ELAD HENDEL</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ATTACHE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. GAL LEVAKOV</td>
<td>MR. YUVAL LEVAKOV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATTACHE (ATTACHE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. MARZOQU MELIM</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. AVIHU AVI NAVON</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ARIEL REFAELOV</td>
<td>MS. MEDINA REFAELOV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. RAM RODNISKY</td>
<td>MS. ORTAL COHEN RODNISKY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. EYAL SHARABI</td>
<td>MS. ALEXANDRA FERNANDES SHARABI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. LEV STOLPNER</td>
<td>MS. OLGA LUKANOVA MAKARKINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATTACHE (ATTACHE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. YITZHAK TANDOWSKI</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. TOMER WEISS</td>
<td>ATTACHE (SECURITY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. MICHAEL EFRAIM EDELSTEIN</td>
<td>MS. HADAR SHAANI EDELSTEIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASSISTANT ATTACHE (DEFENSE AND DEFENSE COOPERATION ATTACHE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. AMIR NISAN GEVA</td>
<td>MS. ILEANA RUTH YOFFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. AMIR GUTMAN</td>
<td>MS. NATALIE ANA LIBERT GUTMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. AMIR KEREN</td>
<td>MS. EFRAT KEREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. NIR SHIMONI</td>
<td>MS. NETA SHIMONI CHESIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. DANNY CITRINOWICZ</td>
<td>MS. BAREKET CITRINOWICZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MILITARY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* United States National
ITALY
EMBASSY OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC
Chancery: 3000 WHITEHAVEN STREET, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-612-4400) (FAX: 202-518-2152)

HIS EXCELLENCY ARMANDO VARRICCHIO
MS. MICAELA BARBAGALLO
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. MAURIZIO GREGANTI
MS. CATHERINE FLUMIANI
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. GIANLUCA ALBERINI
MS. ELENA SCHENONE
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. CATHERINE FLUMIANI
MR. MAURIZIO GREGANTI
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. PAOLA AGRESTA
COUNSELOR

MR. DOMENICO BELLANTONE
MS. MARIA PADUANO
COUNSELOR (COUNSELOR)

MS. IRENE CASTAGNOLI
MR. MIRKO CONGIU
COUNSELOR

MR. SIMONE DE SANTI
COUNSELOR

MR. EMANUELE MANZITTI
MS. JUMANA SAWALHA
COUNSELOR

MR. LAMBERTO MARIA MORUZZI
MS. FEDERICA FONNESU
COUNSELOR (COUNSELOR)

MR. FRANCESCO SANTILLO
MS. ALESSANDRA VALENTINI
COUNSELOR

MR. PAOLO TOSCHI
MS. FEDERICA CELLINI
COUNSELOR

MR. FRANCESCO PAOLO CANNITO
MS. YOUNG JEE JANG
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. FILIPPO MANARA
MS. KIM NICOLE PATZWALD

FIRST SECRETARY
MS. GIULIA PRATI
MR. SALIM ORHAN GUNDEN
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. LUDOVICA ANNAMARIA GINEVRA LAVIANI
MANCINELLI
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. EMANUELE AMENDOLA
MR. AVNISH PUSHPALA
ATTACHE (CULTURAL)

MR. GABRIELE BERNARDINI
MS. FEDERICA CONTI
ATTACHE (ATTACHE' (FINANACIAL))

MS. LAURA BROGI
ATTACHE (COMMERCIAL)

MS. SARA CECCARELLI
MR. PAOLO REALE
ATTACHE

MR. FABRIZIO CERRAI
MS. LAURA FAGORZI
ATTACHE (NAVY ATTACHE)

MR. UGO DELLA CROCE
ATTACHE (SCIENTIFIC)

MS. CARLA DI PAOLO
ATTACHE

MR. FILIPPO GABRIELE
MS. BARBARA URBANO
ATTACHE (MILITARY)

MR. STEFANO LAMI MOSCHENI
MS. GLORIA GUOHUA WANG*
ATTACHE (SCIENTIFIC)

MR. ANTONIO LEONE
MS. VALERIA PERSI
ATTACHE (ECONOMIC)

MS. LUISA MESSINA
ATTACHE (HEAD OF ADMINISTRATION)

MR. VINCENZO ROMEO
MS. ANTONELLA CATONE
ATTACHE

MR. GIUSEPPE SASSU
MS. CLAUDIA FUSAI
ATTACHE

* United States National
MR. ALESSANDRO SERPICO
   MS. SARA GUIDI
   ATTACHE (COMMUNICATIONS)

MR. ROBERTO VITTORI
   MS. VALERIA NARDI
   ATTACHE (SPACE AFFAIRS)

MR. MARCO LATELA
   MS. VILBORG GUDNY ATLAODOTTIR
   ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. STEFANO CONT
   MS. LAURA FABRIZI
   MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. MICHELE OBALLA
   MS. VIVIANA BIONDI
   MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. LUIGI BRAMATI
   MILITARY ATTACHE

JAMAICA
EMBASSY OF JAMAICA
Chancery: 1520 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, NW, 20036
(EMBASSY: 202-452-0660) (FAX: 202-452-0036)
EMAIL: FIRSTSEC@JAMAICAEMBASSY.ORG

HER EXCELLENCY AUDREY PATRICE MARKS
   AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. ANDREA MARIE DUBIDAD DIXON
   MR. ALTON LEROY DIXON
   MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. NICHOLETTE ERANE SIMONI WILLIAMS
   MR. DEON LLOYD WILLIAMS
   MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. SAFFIA ZARINE BLOOMFIELD
   FIRST SECRETARY

MR. SHELDON JAMES DEROY BROWN
   MS. KADIA ALECIA BROWN
   ATTACHE

MS. CHARMMAINE ELIZABETH MARIE CHONG MOULTON
   MR. DERRICK ANTHONY MOULTON
   ATTACHE

MS. CAROL JENNIFER GILLIES THOMPSON
   MR. LEROY OSBORNE THOMPSON
   ATTACHE

MS. HOPE ANN JARRETT
   ATTACHE (VICE CONSUL)

MR. ORAL ALEXANDER PASCOE
   MS. NATALEE ELIZABETH PASCOE
   ATTACHE

MS. MARSHA ANGELLA REID WALKER
   MR. BARRINGTON HUGH WALKER
   ATTACHE

MS. METHELINA SCARLET JONES
   MR. CARLTON CADMON CAPEL JONES
   ATTACHE (VICE CONSUL)

JAPAN
EMBASSY OF JAPAN
Chancery: 2520 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-238-6700) (FAX: 202-328-2187)

HIS EXCELLENCY SHINSUKE SUGIYAMA
   MS. YOKO SUGIYAMA
   AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. KAZUTOSHI AIKAWA
   MS. MAYUMI AIKAWA
   MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. KEICHI ICHIKAWA
   MS. SACHIKO ICHIKAWA
   MINISTER

MR. KENICHI KOBAYASHI
   MS. SHIGEKO KOBAYASHI
   MINISTER

MR. TAKESHI KOMOTO
   MS. SHIHO KOMOTO
   MINISTER

MR. TAISUKE MIBAE
   MINISTER

MR. KENICHIRO MUKAI
   MS. MIDORI MUKAI
   MINISTER

MR. KIMITAKE NAKAMURA
   MS. MAYU NAKAMURA
   MINISTER

MR. ICHIRO OISHI
   MINISTER

MR. TAKEHIRO SHIMADA

* United States National
* United States National
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS. LORENA KANNO</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. KAORU KASHIMOTO</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MAMI KAWANO</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. TAKASHI MURAMATSU</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MIEKO MURAMATSU</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. TAKUMA NAKAGAWA</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. HITOMI NAKAGAWA</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. MICHIRU NISHIDA</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MAYUMI NISHIDA</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. KOTARO OE</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. YUKIKO OE</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. TARO ONO</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MICHI ONO</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. SHIGERU ONUMA</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. HATSUE ONUMA</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. NORIKAZU OTAKI</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. AIKO OTAKI</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. KUNIHITO SASAKI</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MAI SASAKI</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MAYUMI SATO</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. DAISUKE SATO</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. YOSUKE SATO</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. MASAO SHINSAKA</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. AKIKO SHINSAKA</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. AKIO SUZUKI</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MASAMI SUZUKI</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. YUMIKO TAKAHASHI</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MINA TAKAZAWA</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. YOSHINORI TAKAZAWA</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. HARUO TOMINAGA</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MACHIKO TOMINAGA</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. TAKUNO YOSHIDA</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. AKIKO YOSHIDA</td>
<td>FIRST SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. TAKURO HATAKEYAMA</td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. KOTOMI HATAKEYAMA</td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. KOJI HIROYOSHI</td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. HIROKO HIROYOSHI</td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. NORIAKI ISHIMURA</td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. ERI ISHIMURA</td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. AYAKA IYONAGA</td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. YUKI KADONO</td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MAI KAWAHARA</td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. TAKAO KAWANISHI</td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. AIKO KAWANISHI</td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. KAZUMI KITAGAWA</td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. SAYAKA NAKADE</td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. KENTA NAKADE</td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. ERIKO OSHIMI</td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. ERI SAWADA</td>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* United States National
MR. NORICHHIKA SHIDO  
MS. SACHIYO SHIDO  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. YUICHIRO SUGITA  
MS. EMI SUGITA  
SECOND SECRETARY (VICE CONSUL)

MR. SOICHIRO SUZUKI  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. NORIFUMI TAKEI  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. MASAHIKO UCHINO  
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. MIWA YAMATOYA  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. MASAYUKI YOKOBORI  
MS. KARI YOKOBORI  
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. KOYO HIRAIDE  
MS. NATSUMI HIRAIDE  
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. YUMA KATO  
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. TAKASHI MATSUDA  
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. NAOKI MATSUWA  
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. HARUNA MINOURA  
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. KYOHEI NARITA  
MS. TOMOMI NARITA  
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. MANAKA OKADA  
MS. KAORI OKADA  
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. MAYUKO SOMA  
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. AYAKO TAKEUCHI  
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. SATOSHI FUKUDOME  
MS. RISA FUKUDOME  
ATTACHE

MR. TAKESHI KANEYASU  
MS. YUKIKO KANEYASU  
ATTACHE

MR. YOICHI KAWAKAMI  
MS. EMINA KAWAKAMI  
ATTACHE

MR. HIROKI KOKUBO  
ATTACHE

MS. KUMIKO NISHIMURA  
ATTACHE

MR. REONA OIKAWA  
ATTACHE

MS. KAORU SEGAWA  
ATTACHE

MR. YOSHIKI ADACHI  
MS. MAKI ADACHI  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. KENICHI KOBAYASHI  
MS. AKIKO KOBAYASHI  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. TAKURO KOROKI  
MS. AKEMI KOROKI  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. DAI SUZUKI  
MS. MEGUMI SUZUKI  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. KAZUHIRO YONESHITA  
MS. RISA YONESHITA  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. MASAMUNE SHINDO  
MS. HIROMI SHINDO  
MILITARY ATTACHE

HER EXCELLENCY DINA KHALIL TAWFIQ KAWAR  
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. ALI ABDUL WAHHAB ALI AL ARABATY  
MS. AREEJ PARIS ALI MOHAMMAD

* United States National
MR. ZHANDOS IMANALIYEV
  MS. JAMILYA IMANALIYeva
  THIRD SECRETARY (POLITICAL)

MR. MARAT UMBETAYEV
  MS. ELMIRA UMBETAYEVA
  ATTAChE

MR. BAUYRZHAN NIGMETULLIN
  MS. AINUR SHOKPAROVA
  MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. ALMAS NURGALIYEV
  MS. AIDA NURGALIYEVA
  MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. RUSLAN SADVAKASSOV
  MS. OLGA KIM
  MILITARY ATTACHE

KENYA
  EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF KENYA
  Chancery: 2249 R STREET, NW, 20008
  (EMBASSY: 202-387-6101) (FAX: 202-462-3829)
  EMAIL: INFORMATION@KENYAEMBASSY.COM

HIS EXCELLENCY ROBINSON NJERU GITHAE
  MS. ALICE WANJIKU NJERU
  AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. DAVID KAHIRO GACHERU
  MS. CATHERINE MUKAMI GACHERU*
  MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. JULIUS KIPTOO BARGORETT
  MS. FLOMENA JERUTO KIPTOO
  MINISTER

MS. JANE MUTHONI Miano MUGWEH
  MR. JOHN JAMES MUGWEH*
  COUNSELOR

MR. ABDIRIZAK ALI MUSA
  MS. NIMO RASHID WARSAME
  COUNSELOR

MR. JOHN KARIUKI NDEGWa
  MS. ESTHER WAMBUI KARIUKI
  COUNSELOR (IMMIGRATION)

MR. PETER MIYAI ODUGE
  MS. SELY ELIZABETH MIYAI
  COUNSELOR (CONSULAR)

MS. CAROLINE ACHIENG OJODE

COUNSELOR (ECONOMIC)

MS. LYDIA GAKII KIAMBi
  MR. JOHN ANTHONY KIARIE GAKIRI
  ATTAChE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MS. STELLA BOCHERE OMOKONGA
  ATTAChE (FINANCIAL)

MR. HILLARY KIPKOSGEY BIWOTT
  MS. ANDRIANAH MARTHA MWEELA MUTHAMI
  MILITARY ATTACHE

KIRIBATI
  EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF KIRIBATI
  Chancery: 800 SECOND AVENUE, SUITE 400A
  NEW YORK, NY 10017

HIS EXCELLENCY TEBURORO TITO
  MS. KEINA TITO
  AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

KOSOVO
  EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF KOSOVO
  Chancery: 2175 K STREET, NW, SUITE 300, 20037
  (EMBASSY: 202-450-2130) (FAX: 202-735-0609)
  EMAIL: EMBASSY.USA@RKS-GOV.NET

HER EXCELLENCY VLORA CITAKU
  AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. FRYMEZIM ISUFAJ
  MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. LENDITA HAXHITASIM
  COUNSELOR

MS. BESIANE MUSMURATI
  FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ILIR QERIQI
  MS. QEFSERE QERIQI
  ATTAChE (SECURITY)

KUWAIT
  EMBASSY OF THE STATE OF KUWAIT
  Chancery: 2940 TILDEN STREET, NW, 20008
  (EMBASSY: 202-966-0702) (FAX: 202-966-0517)

* United States National
His Excellency Salem Abdullah Jaber Alsabah
MS. Rima Fares Boulos
Ambassador Extraordinary & Plenipotentiary

Mr. Nawaf N. M. Th. Alenezi
Ms. Noha F. H. F. Alenezy
Counselor (Deputy Chief of Mission)

Ms. Aseel A. H. T. H. Alawadhi
Counselor (Cultural)

Mr. Mohammad R. M. Alamiri
Ms. Amthal H. A. N. Alamiri
First Secretary

Mr. Hamad N. H. R. Almekrad
Ms. Reem Shamlan Abdulaziz H. Alsabah
First Secretary

Mr. Sulaiman Khaled A. A. H. Albader
Second Secretary

Mr. Saud A. D. M. AlDugaishem
Ms. Noor Tareq Kh. A. Alhamad
Second Secretary

Mr. Abdulaziz Saad A. S. A. AlOwayish
Ms. Hesah Jaseem M. H. J. A. Almaian
Third Secretary

Mr. Khaled Ali A. Alabdulghani
Ms. Shaikha N. M. S. M. Almisbah
Attache (Health)

Mr. Yousef Salah E. A. Alawadhi
Ms. Fajer Othman I. A. Alawadhi
Attache

Mr. Ali AbdulKareem A. A. ALENIZI
Ms. Maali Hani O. Sameer
Attache (Health)

Ms. Naja M Kh M AlFaraj
Attache

Mr. Bader S. M. S. Alfuraihi
Ms. Dalya A. A. Alothman
Attache

Mr. Mubarak Ali A. M. Z. Almatawa
Ms. Farah AbdulKareem A. S. A. Alsaleh
Attache

Mr. Ahmad Y. J. A. Almatawah
Ms. Noorah E. S. AlHarbi
Attache

Mr. Mohammad Ahmad M. S. Aloomar

Ms. Munirah Osamy M. A. Aloomar
Attache

Mr. Jamal A. H. A. R. Alotaibi
Attache

Mr. Adnan M. A. E. AlSararhi
Ms. Asma S. A. AlSamakah
Attache

Mr. Mohammad A. A. E. AlSararhi
Ms. Afrah M. A. A. Y. Alyaseen
Attache

Mr. Adel H. M. E. Malallah
Ms. Khulood Kh. J. Alyaseen
Attache

Mr. Farraj H. F. R. AlSaieedi
Ms. Nawal M. S. F. D. AlSaidei
Assistant Attache (Assistant Attache (Health Office))

Ms. Fatima J. H. E. Husain
Mr. Mohammad A. Gh. M. A. Ashkanani
Assistant Attache (Assistant Cultural Attache)

Mr. Habeeb A. A. M. Sarkhouh
Ms. Fatema B. M. S. Alturab
Assistant Attache (Health)

Mr. Soliman A. F. A. AlFozan
Ms. Alaa M. Kh. Y. S. AlHomaizi
Military Attache

Mr. Mubarak E. M. Alrowaih
Ms. Mashael A. Y. R. AlMayouf
Military Attache

Mr. Fawaz Khaleel E. E. Alsharhan
Ms. Ghadir N. A. A. Alomani
Military Attache

Mr. Naser B. N. H. AlWaheeb
Ms. Albatool M. A. S. H. Algharabally
Military Attache

Mr. Mohammad E. E. S. H. Alhadhooud
Ms. Sheikha M. H. R. A. Almenai
Military Attache

Kyrgyzstan
Embassy of the Kyrgyz Republic
Chancery: 2360 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, 20008
(Embassy: 202-449-9822) (Fax: 202-386-7550)
Email: Kgembassyusa@gmail.com

* United States National
LEBANON
EMBASSY OF THE LEBANESE REPUBLIC
Chancery: 2560 28TH STREET, NW, 20008
EMAIL: INFO@LEBANONEMBASSYUS.ORG

HIS EXCELLENCY GABRIEL ISSA
MS. BERNADETTE ISSA*
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. WAEH HACHEM
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. BACHIR TAWK
MS. NICOLE MARIE MATOR*
COUNSELOR

MR. EDMOND HOMSY
MS. NAYDA YOUNES
MILITARY ATTACHE

LIBERIA
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF LIBERIA
Chancery: 5201 16TH STREET, NW, 20011
(EMBASSY: 202-723-0437) (FAX: 202-723-0436)

HER EXCELLENCY LOIS CHECHE BRUTUS
MR. PIERRE BRUTUS
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. JEFF GONGOER DOWANA
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. SOPHIA TOGBA MAWLUE
MINISTER COUNSELOR (ECONOMIC AFFAIRS)

MR. GABRIEL I. H. WILLIAMS
MS. NEIKO WILLIAMS
MINISTER COUNSELOR (PUBLIC AFFAIRS)

MS. NADIA SARTUS KAMARA
MR. BOIMA S KAMARA
COUNSELOR

MR. JOSIAH K DOMAH
MS. JOSEPHINE ANTEE DOMAH
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. DOLIKAH KEIMIE
MS. TINA YAMAH KEIMIE
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. CATHERINE NMAHA
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. TODY MUNA WALLACE WAH
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. VARSAY AARON SIRLEAF
MS. CHARLOTTE WETTEE SIRLEAF
THIRD SECRETARY (SECURITY)

MS. KATHLEEN M. K. DEMMAH
ATTACHE

* United States National
**United States National**

---

**SECOND SECRETARY**

- Mr. Vaidotas Asmonas
  - Ms. Jolanta Asmoniene
    - Attache (Agr. & Com.)

- Mr. Alvydas Siuparis
  - Ms. Laura Siupariene
    - Military Attaché

- Mr. Grazvydas Liubinas
  - Ms. Rita Liubiniene
    - Military Attaché

---

**LUXEMBOURG**

*Embassy of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg*

Chancery: 2200 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, 20008

(Embassy: 202-265-4171) (Fax: 202-328-8270)

Email: luxembassy.was@mae.etat.lu

**Her Excellency Sylvie Lucas**

- Ambassador Extraordinary & Plenipotentiary

---

**MS. Veronique Dockendorf**

- Mr. Marc Joseph Weydert
  - Counselor (Deputy Chief of Mission)

---

**MR. Stanislaus Jean Myck**

- Ms. Lilla Gizella Schottner*
  - First Secretary (Consul)

---

**MACEDONIA**

*Embassy of the Republic of Macedonia*

Chancery: 2129 Wyoming Avenue, NW, 20008

(Embassy: 202-667-0501) (Fax: 202-667-2131)

Email: washington@mfa.gov.mk

**His Excellency Vasko Naumovski**

- Ambassador Extraordinary & Plenipotentiary

---

**MS. Marigona Marku**

- Counselor (Deputy Chief of Mission)

---

**MS. Katerina Bojoska**

- First Secretary

---

**MR. Vasko Davidovski**

- Ms. Aleksandra Davidovska
  - First Secretary

---

**MS. Ivana Spikovska**

---

---

---

**MADAGASCAR**

*Embassy of the Republic of Madagascar*

Chancery: 2374 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, 20008

(Embassy: 202-265-5525) (Fax: 202-265-3034)

Email: contact@us-madagascar-embassy.org

**His Excellency Eric Andriamihajaamananirina Robson**

- Ms. Nivo Marie Ange Rajaonah
  - Andriamihajaamananirina
    - Ambassador Extraordinary & Plenipotentiary

---

**MR. Arison Honore Clair Andriamalala**

- Ms. Hanitrahariloilona Sonia Razafimahazo
  - Andriamalala
    - Counselor

---

**MR. Andriatsitohaina Jaona**

- Ms. Eva Armande Rasaoanjahary
  - Rahasimbolamananalitera Jaona
    - Counselor (Commercial)

---

**MS. Velotiana Rakotoanosy**

- Mr. Querry Raobelina
  - Counselor

---

---

---

**MALAWI**

*Embassy of the Republic of Malawi*

Chancery: 2408 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, 20008

(Embassy: 202-721-0270) (Fax: 202-721-0288)

**His Excellency Edward Yakobe Sawyerengera**

- Ms. Margaret Asalele Sawyerengera
  - Ambassador Extraordinary & Plenipotentiary

---

* United States National
MS. MARGARET MONILLAH MWANZA GADABU
COUNSELOR

MS. ALINAFE CHIKONDE
FIRST SECRETARY (TRADE, TOURISM)

MR. CHIKHULUPILIRO PETER KAKATERA
MS. MPHATSO RUTH KAKATERA
FIRST SECRETARY (CONSUL)

MR. EDWIN DAMSON NJOWE
MS. CAROL CHIMWEMWE NJOWE
FIRST SECRETARY (ADMINISTRATION)

MS. VIOLET SKEVA
MR. JOSEPH SKEVA
FIRST SECRETARY (ECONOMIC AFFAIRS)

**MALAYSIA**

EMBASSY OF MALAYSIA
Chancery: 3516 INTERNATIONAL COURT, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-572-9700) (FAX: 202-572-9882)
EMAIL: MWWASHINGTON@KLN.GOV.MY

MS. MURNI BINTI ABDUL HAMID
MR. AMIN BIN ABDUL MAJID
MINISTER (CHARGÉ D'AFFAIRES)

MS. SABARIAH BINTI GHAZALI
MINISTER

MR. MOHAMAD FAIRUS BIN MOHD HIDZIR
MS. AZIAH BINTI ABD AZIZ
MINISTER

MR. MOHD MOHYIDDIN BIN OMAR
MS. NURAZURA BINTI ABDUL TALIB
MINISTER

MR. SHAMSUL AZHA BIN MD YUSUF
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. MUHAMMAD ZAKI BIN ABDUL GHANI
MS. NURSHAMSILI BINTI DZULKELFI
COUNSELOR

MR. RIZMI BIN AHMAD SHAPIE
MS. SITI FATIMAH BINTI RAZALI
COUNSELOR

MR. MAIZATUL AKMAL BIN MOHD
MS. HAFIZAH BINTI NORHAIBY
COUNSELOR

MS. ERNY SABRINA BINTI MOHD NOOR

MR. MOHD KHZAINI BIN ABD MANAF
COUNSELOR

MR. LASSIM BIN AHMAD
MS. NURMAIZAL BINTI AZIZ
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. MADONNA JOHN LAZARUS
MR. PRAKASH KHANNA PARAMASIVAN
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. MOHD FIRDAUS BIN MOHD ALI
MS. ERYANTI MAWAR HAIZI BINTI ZUKULFELI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. CHOO SEONG NEOW
MS. YEN LY CHONG
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. AHMAD SOFFIAN BIN JEMADI
MS. NUR AZILA BINTI AHMAD
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. SAFRIZAN BIN ABDUL KARIM
MS. SUHANA BINTI SAMSUDIN
THIRD SECRETARY (CONSULAR)

MR. MOHD TAUFIK TOH BIN ABDULLAH
MS. PUSPAWATI BINTI MOHD ARIS
ATTACHE

MR. MOHD FAISAL BIN TAN MUTALLIB
MS. NIZATUL AKMAH BINTI ABD GHANI
ATTACHE

MR. MOHAMED ROSLAN BIN AHMED JUNAIDI
MS. ROZANA BINTI NURDIN
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. MOHD BALKHISHAH BIN BAHARUDDIN
MS. JULIANA BINTI YUNUS
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASST. DEF., MIL.,NAVAL, AIR ATTACHE)

MR. SAADON BIN HASNAN
MS. JULIA BINTI JAMIL
MILITARY ATTACHE

**MALDIVES**

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALDIVES
Chancery: 800 SECOND AVENUE, SUITE 400E
NEW YORK, NY 10017

* United States National
HIS EXCELLENCY ALI NASEER MOHAMED
MS. AZEEMA ADAM
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MALI
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALI
Chancery: 2130 R STREET, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-332-2249)

HIS EXCELLENCY MAHAMADOU NIMAGA
MS. FATOU MATA NIMAGA EP NIMAGA
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. IBRAHIMA BIRIDOGO
MS. AMINATA OUATTARA
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. MARCO KEITA
MS. KADIATOU TRAOE ESP KEITA
COUNSELOR

MR. OUMAR KONATE
MS. KADIATOU SOGODO ESP KONATE
COUNSELOR (CONSULAR)

MR. SORY IBRAHIM KONE
MS. DIALLA DIALLO EPS KONE
ATTACHE (DEFENSE, MILITARY AND AIR ATTACHÉ)

MR. SORY IBRAHIM KONE
MS. DIALLA DIALLO EPS KONE
MILITARY ATTACHE

MALTA
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALTA
Chancery: 2017 CONNECTICUT AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-462-3611) (FAX: 202-387-5470)
EMAIL: MALTAEMBASSY.WASHINGTON@GOV.MT

HIS EXCELLENCY KEITH AZZOPARDI
MS. DAORUANG PIMPILA
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. ANTONELLA BAJADA
SECOND SECRETARY (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MAURITANIA
EMBASSY OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF MAURITANIA
Chancery: 2129 LEROY PLACE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-232-5700) (FAX: 202-319-2623)

HIS EXCELLENCY MOHAMEDOUN DADDAAH
MS. ZEINEBOU CHEIKH
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. AHMED EL HAIBE CHEIKH TOURAD
COUNSELOR (CONSULAR AFFAIRS)

MR. AHMED CHREIGHY
COUNSELOR (POLITICAL AFFAIRS)

MR. ABOUBECRY DIA
MS. MARIEM SOUMARE
COUNSELOR

MR. SIDI MOHAMED EL HEDRAMY
MS. KHADIETOU MOULAYE RACHID
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. MOHAMED EL MOGHAD
MS. LOUEILA ABDERRAHMANE
MILITARY ATTACHE

MAURITIUS
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF MAURITIUS
Chancery: 1709 N STREET, NW, 20036
(EMBASSY: 202-244-1491) (FAX: 202-966-0983)
EMAIL: MAURITIUS.EMBASSY@VERIZON.NET

* United States National
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SECOND SECRETARY</td>
<td>MS. MARIANA LIRA LOBATO MR. ALFREDO GONZALEZ BRISENO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR. JAIME MORENO PEREDA MS. MARIA EUGENIA SALDANA CROTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. LORENA MARIA NILZA PADILLA AGUILAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. TANIA LIZETTE RION PENA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR. JORGE ALVARO TORRES OROZCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR. FRANCISCO XAVIER TOVAR VILCHIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR. GUSTAVO ADOLFO ULLOA ORTIZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. EVA CRISTINA CALDERON MIHAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. BLANCA GABRIELA GAVINO ARVIZU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR. CARLOS ARTURO GONZALEZ ORTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR. ALAN HUBBARD FRIAS MR. MARCELA LOPEZ GIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. ANA PAULA MARTINEZ GARRIGOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR. GUSTAVO MORALES CIRION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. BEATRIZ EUGENIA NAVA DOMINGUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. PAULINA SALOMON FUENTES MR. TOLLY MORGAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. ADELA ALMAZAN POLANCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR. FELICIANO BERMUDEZ GUERRERO ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. MA MARTHA BADILLO BADILLO ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. ELSA LETICIA BORJA RUY SANCHEZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR. FERNANDO SEPULEDA AMOR ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. BEATRIZ CASTRO SIERRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. CLAUDIA SANDRA CEDENO CORTES ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. LOURDES CHAVEZ JIMENEZ ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. LAURA JESSICA CORDOVA MUNOZ ATTACHE (PROTECTION AND HEAD OF ADMINISTRATION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR. DANIEL DE LA TORRE VELASCO ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. MARTHA JOSEFINA GAYTAN FRETTLOHR ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR. JUAN MANUEL HERNANDEZ MENDOZA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. LILIA JUAREZ GUERRERO ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. MARIA DE LA LUZ MARTINEZ GONZALEY ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR. HUMBERTO AGUSTIN MARTINEZ PELAYO ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. LILIAN RAMIREZ ESPINOZA ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. ELSA MARIA DEL CARMEN RAMIREZ MORALES ATTACHE (SPECIAL AFFAIRS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS. MARIANA ROJAS FLORES MR. EVERARDO ACOSTA CONTRERAS ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR. ALAN TORRES TOVAR MS. ANA KARENINA MOJICA MARIN ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR. JOSE ALEJANDRO URBANO FLORES ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR. ARMANDO CRUZ LOPEZ MS. MARIA DEL PILAR HERRERA CHABOYA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* United States National
United States National

ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASSISTANT MILITARY ATTACHE)
MR. CARLOS ERNESTO DEL TORO TORRES
MS. NORMA LETICIA ARTEAGA VEGA
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASSISTANT AIR ATTACHE)

MR. SINAI DOMINGUEZ CADENA
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASSISTANT NAVAL ATTACHE)

MR. VICTOR MANUEL LEMARROY SANTOS
MS. MERCEDES DEL PILAR PAZ NERI
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASSISTANT DEFENSE ATTACHE)

MR. VICENTE PRECIADO ESTRELLA
MS. ANA MARIA MACIAS GUTIERREZ
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASSISTANT DEFENSE ATTACHE)

MR. JOSE LUIS VEGA CALLES
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASSISTANT NAVAL ATTACHE)

MR. GUILLERMO ALMAZAN BERTOTTO
MS. CONSUELO CAROLINA SMITH DE ALMAZAN
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. EFREN CRUZ HERNANDEZ
MS. ROCIO DEL CARMEN DE LA CRUZ GUZMAN
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. GABRIEL ESTRADA GONZALEZ
MS. LORENA ALVARADO GUERRERO
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. JOSE MANUEL GUEVARA CASTILLO
MS. MARTHA ANGELICA TORRES MEDINA
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. CARLOS ESPARTACO MILAN GUTIERREZ
MS. NADIA RODRIGUEZ ROBLES
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. OCTAVIO TREJO HERMIDA
MS. GABRIELA USCANGA LOPEZ
MILITARY ATTACHE

MOLDOVA
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA
Chancery: 2101 S STREET, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-667-1130) (FAX: 202-667-2624)
EMAIL: WASHINGTON@MFA.MD

HER EXCELLENCY CRISTINA BALAN
MR. RADU BALAN
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPO TENTIARY

MS. TATIANA SOLOMON

* United States National

MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)
MS. VERONICA DRAGNEV SACARA
MR. VEACESLAV SACARA*
COUNSELOR

MS. LILIANA GUTAN
COUNSELOR

MR. VLADISLAV NASTAS
MS. ELENA NASTAS
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ANDRIAN ROSA
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. MIHAIL MITU
MS. ANA POPENCO MITU
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. MAXIM ARGHIR
MS. IUSTINA ARGHIR
THIRD SECRETARY (CONSUL)

MONACO
EMBASSY OF THE PRINCIPALITY OF MONACO
Chancery: 888 17TH STREET, NW, SUITE 501, 20006
(EMBASSY: 202-234-1530) (FAX: 202-244-7656)
EMAIL: EMBASSY@MONACODC.ORG

HER EXCELLENCY MAGUY MACCARIO DOYLE
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPO TENTIARY

MS. KRISTINE KAREEN MARIE MEDECIN
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. CHRISTIAN LOUIS RAINIER BARON DE MASSY
ATTACHE (ECONOMICS)

MONGOLIA
EMBASSY OF MONGOLIA
Chancery: 2833 M STREET, NW, 20007
(EMBASSY: 202-333-7117) (FAX: 202-298-9227)
EMAIL: WASHINGTON@MFA.GOV.MN

HIS EXCELLENCY OTGONBAYAR YONDON
MS. BATNASAN SHUKHERT
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPO TENTIARY

MR. BOLD BAT OCHIR
MS. JAVZAN ENKHBAATAR
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)
* United States National
NAURU
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF NAURU
Chancery: 300 E 42ND STREET, SUITE 1601
NEW YORK, NY 10017

HER EXCELLENCY MARLENE INEMWIN MOSES
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

NEPAL
EMBASSY OF THE FEDERAL DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF NEPAL
Chancery: 2131 LEROY PLACE, NW, 20008
EMAIL: INFO@NEPALEMBASSYUSA.ORG

HIS EXCELLENCY ARJUN KUMAR KARKI
MS. GAUREE THAKURI
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. JIBAN PRAKASH SHRESTHA
MS. NITA SHRESTHA
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. KAILASH RAJ POKHAREL
MS. BASUDHA POKHAREL
COUNSELOR (ECONOMIC)

MR. CHAKRA KUMAR SUBEDI
MS. BINITA SUBEDI CHHETRI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. AMBAR BAHADUR NEPALI
MS. PABITRA NEPALI
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. DEEPAK SHARMA
MS. SUSHMA GAUTAM
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. MADHUKAR SINGH KARKY
MS. BHAWANA KARKY
MILITARY ATTACHE

NETHERLANDS
EMBASSY OF THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS
Chancery: 4200 LINNEAN AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-244-5300) (FAX: 202-362-3430)

HIS EXCELLENCY HENDRIK JAN JURRIAAN SCHUWER
MS. ANNA LENA ELISABETH BOMAN SCHUWER
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. HELENE ELIZABETH BAKKER
MR. ALEXANDER GERTS
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. JOSELIN SHERAN CROES BARROSO ORTIZ
MR. FAISSAL RAMSES BARROSO ORTIZ CROES
MINISTER

MR. XAVIER CARLOS ALCIDES PRENS
MS. NICOLE SCHUCK
MINISTER

MS. WAMPIE VAN DER WAL
MR. SEBASTIEN PAUL R LIBON
MINISTER (ECONOMIC AFFAIRS)

MS. REGINA MARIA ALIDA THERESIA AALDERS
MR. JOHANNES GERARDUS ADRIANUS JANSON
COUNSELOR

MR. ROBBERT JOHN ANDERSON
COUNSELOR

MR. ALBERTUS WILHELMUS DE JONG
MS. HENDRIKA ALIDA MARIA CADEE
COUNSELOR

MS. SIGRID CORNELIE MARIA IRMGARD JOHANNISSE
MS. EVE LORRAINE MUSKE
COUNSELOR

MR. ALLARD PETER POSTMA
COUNSELOR (FINANCIAL)

MR. WILLEM SCHIPPERS
MS. CHARMAINE EBONITA WILSON
COUNSELOR

MR. HENRICUS PAULUS SCHREINEMACHERS
MS. CHANTAL DENISE MAES
COUNSELOR (POLICE & JUDICIAL AFFAIRS)

MR. PETER ANTON SLOOT
MS. REBECCA RUTH FRY*
COUNSELOR (JUSTICE AND SECURITY)

MS. MARIA ANNA JOSEPHINE VAES
COUNSELOR (AGRICULTURAL)

MR. THEODORUS ANTHONIUS VAN DER WERF
MS. PETRA MARIOLEIN VAN DEN HEUVEL

* United States National
COUNSELOR

MR. ROGER JOHANNES HUBERTUS VAN LAAK
MR. WILLEM AARNOUT DE REGT
COUNSELOR (HEAD OF POLITICAL DEPARTMENT)

MS. ELISABETH MARIA HELENA JOHANNA VAN OVERVELD
MR. MARTIJN JAN NAGTEGAAL
COUNSELOR

MS. ELISABETH PETRONELLA MARIA BERKERS
MR. JOSEPHUS WOUTERUS HENRICUS HURKMANS
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. RENE BORGHOUTS
MR. JUERI OLEV SIMON JAAN ROODE
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. INGEBORG NEELTJE MAUREEN DENISSEN
MR. ULRICH MANS
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. TIMOR CLEMENS ANWAR EL DARDIRY
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. LIESJE SEQUOYA KLOMP
MR. MARTIJN VAN BEEK
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. JEROME LAROSCH
MS. NATALIE WIESENEKKER
FIRST SECRETARY (DEPUTY HEAD OF ECONOMIC DEPARTMENT)

MR. WILLEM VAN DE RIET
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ROBERT MICHAEL BREUER
MS. TATJANA BREUER
ATTACHE

MS. MARJAN BERTHE HERSCHEIT
MR. QUINT GORDON GORKINK
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS)

MR. HENRICUS CORNELIS PETRUS JACOBS
MS. SYLVIA PATRICIA GODILLA FISCHER
ATTACHE

MR. JAN CORNELIS KRAMER
MS. MARISKA ANNA POSTMA
ATTACHE

MS. MARIA ANTONIETTA LAAN
MR. OLF IZAAK THEODORUS VAN DE WOLFSHAAR
ATTACHE (CONSULAR)

MS. ANNELIESE CAROLIENE LACET

MR. CHRISTOPHER MARK WILSON
ATTACHE

MR. GERARD PHILIP MICHELS
MS. KARIN VAN SMIRREN
ATTACHE

MR. THEODORUS GERARDUS ANDREAS PETERS
ATTACHE (PROCUREMENT OFFICER)

MS. ANJE JACQUELINE ROEPER
MR. JORGE HECTOR CAVERO DELGADO
ATTACHE

MR. HAROLD ANDRE SCHOLTE
MS. GENEVIEVE ELISABETH A GERARD
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS)

MR. VINCENT HUBERT VLEESENBEEK
MS. MONIQUE VAN T ZELDFE
ATTACHE (POLICE)

MR. MARCO JOHANNES WUNANDS
MS. GERTINA ANTOINETTE CHRISTINE MULDER
ATTACHE (HEAD OF OPERATIONS)

MS. SHEILA BETTINA MARIA BEEK
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (SENIOR CONSULAR AFFAIRS)

MS. DANIELLE VERONIQUE DE BRUIN
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MS. PETRONELLA KUIJK
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (AMBASSADOR OFFICE)

MR. DENNIS ORANJE
MS. JOYCE ANITA SANDRA NICOLETTE DEVILEE
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. STEFAN JOSEPHUS VAN DE WIEL
MS. WAYNIE BERNARDINA ANTONIA MERKES
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (CONTROLLER)

MR. MAARTEN VAN TEULINGEN
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. HUGO LEONARDUS JOANNE AMMERLAAN
MS. ODETTE PAULINA CHARLOTTE KAMPHUIS
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. PAUL PHILIPPE ELVERDING
MS. JOHANNA MARIA WESTERKAMP
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. PAUL HERBER
MS. DIANA JOLANDA DE LEER
MILITARY ATTACHE

* United States National
MR. PIETER HENDRIK SCHROOR  
MS. FREDERIKA ALEXANDRA MARIA VERHOEVE  
*MILITARY ATTACHE*

MR. PETER LAMBERTUS TIJSEN  
MS. TANJA JACOBA LANGEEBEEK  
*MILITARY ATTACHE*

MR. LAMBERTUS WILHELMINA EMIEL MARIA VAN GEEL  
MS. CATHARINA FRANCINA MARIA BROERS  
*MILITARY ATTACHE*

MR. ERIK JAN HENDRIK ADRIAAN MARIÀ LOOMAN  
MS. CLAUDIA ELISABETH HENDRINA VAN DER KLEU  
*MILITARY ATTACHE*

**NEW ZEALAND**  
EMBASSY OF NEW ZEALAND  
Chancery: 37 OBSERVATORY CIRCLE, NW, 20008  
(EMBASSY: 202-328-4800) (FAX: 202-667-5227)  
EMAIL: WSHINFO@MFAT.GOVT.NZ

HIS EXCELLENCY TIMOTHY JOHN GROSER  
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. JOHN ANTON SUBRITZKY  
MS. ANGELA LYNN SUBRITZKY  
*COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)*

MS. VANESSA JANE BERRY  
*COUNSELOR (LIAISON OFFICER)*

MS. JANINE MARY COLLIER  
MR. JASON CAREY JUST  
*COUNSELOR*

MR. NEIL DAVID HALLETT  
MS. ANGELA LEE HALLETT  
*COUNSELOR*

MR. MATTHEW HARDING  
MS. ABIGAIL JANE MARGARET HARDING  
*COUNSELOR (LIAISON OFFICER)*

MR. PHILIP JOHN HOULDING  
MS. INGRID CLAIRE MCDUFF  
*COUNSELOR*

MR. CHRISTOPHER GERARD HOWLEY  
MS. ELIZABETH CADOGAN  
*COUNSELOR*

MS. ANNA JANE LAW  
*COUNSELOR*

MS. JENNIFER JEAN TROUP  
MR. DANIEL JAMES ZIESLER  
*COUNSELOR*

MR. JOHN PATRICK DUNCAN  
MS. ANA NATALIA MARTINEZ HENRIQUEZ  
*FIRST SECRETARY*

MR. STEVEN CEDRIC KELLY  
MS. JULIA RACHEL BYERS  
*FIRST SECRETARY*

MR. MARK PAUL LEDDY  
MS. LORNA MARY DOWNEY  
*FIRST SECRETARY*

MR. FLINT PRUJEAN  
MS. NANCY NELL BALE  
*FIRST SECRETARY*

MS. CAROLYN ANNE SELLENES  
MR. ASHLEE WILLIAM PASSMORE  
*FIRST SECRETARY*

MR. GARETH EDGAR STONE  
*FIRST SECRETARY*

MS. VICTORIA EMMA DEANE  
MR. JOSHUA MARK DANIHELL  
*SECOND SECRETARY*

MS. CAROLINE MARIA ESZES  
MR. CHRISTOPHER RUSSELL GILLIES  
*SECOND SECRETARY*

MR. ROBERT GEORGE BELL  
MS. CATHRYN LOUISE BELL  
*ATTACHE*

MR. DAVID ARTHUR GIBBS  
MS. PAULA JOAN GIBBS  
*MILITARY ATTACHE*

MR. PETER WILLIAM KEMPSTER  
MS. MARIA BERNADETTE KEMPSTER  
*MILITARY ATTACHE*

MR. BENJAMIN WILLIAM PITT  
MS. ERICA LEAH WEI HA PITT  
*MILITARY ATTACHE*

MR. WAYNE JOHN MORRIS  
MS. CELIETA JANE MORRIS  
*MILITARY ATTACHE*

* United States National
NICARAGUA

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF NICARAGUA
Chancery: 1627 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, NW, 20009
(EMBASSY: 202-939-6570)

HIS EXCELLENCY FRANCISCO OBADIAH CAMPBELL HOOKER
MS. MYRIAM ELINORE HOOKER COE
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. MYRIAM ELINORE HOOKER COE
MR. FRANCISCO OBADIAH CAMPBELL HOOKER
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. SAMMIA ALICIA HODGSON MCKENZIE
MR. VICTOR HUGH BENARD BENWELL
ATTACHE (CULTURAL & EDUCATION)

MR. ARTHUR OUTFIELD YESCAS
MS. RAQUEL NOHEMI VARGAS DE MCFIELDS
ATTACHE (PRESS)

MR. ARMANDO JOSE ALANIZ NOGUERA
MS. JULIA ISABEL CASTELLON DE ALANIZ
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. LENIN SERRANO
MS. SILVIA ELENA HURTADO DE SERRANO
MILITARY ATTACHE

NIGER

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF NIGER
Chancery: 2204 R STREET, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-483-4224) (FAX: 202-483-3169)

HER EXCELLENCY HASSANA ALIDOU
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. YAOU SANGARE BAKARY
MS. AMSATOU DABALAGA BAKARY YAOU
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. MAHAMANE BACHIR FIFI
MS. HAMSATOU MAHAMANE BACHIR
COUNSELOR

MS. MARIAMAH MOHAMED CHECK
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. AMAOUTH DIALLO
MS. ADII WAZIRI FALMATA DIALLO
ATTACHE

MR. ABDOULAYE BADIE

MILITARY ATTACHE

NIGERIA

EMBASSY OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA
Chancery: 3519 INTERNATIONAL COURT, NW, 20008
EMAIL: INFO@NIGERIAEMBASSYUSA.ORG

HIS EXCELLENCY SYLVANUS ADIEWERE NSOFOR
MS. JEAN BEATRICE NSOFOR
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. HASSAN MOHAMMED HASSAN
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. MFAWA OMNI ABAM
MS. IFEOMA UZOAMAKA ABAM
MINISTER

MS. JANE BASSEY ADAMS
MINISTER (TRADE AND INVESTMENTS)

MR. GAMBO YUSUF HAMZA
MINISTER (CHIEF OF PROTOCOL)

MR. ADEYABO OLUSESAN IDOWU
MS. GRACE TANIMOONWO IDOWU
MINISTER (ECONOMIC)

MR. YAKUBU SANTURAKI SULEIMAN
MINISTER

MR. ABUBAKAR JIBRIN YERIMA
MS. ZAINAB ABUBAKAR YERIMA
MINISTER (HEAD CONSULAR)

MR. MOHAMMED USMAN SULEIMAN
MS. AISHA ABDULRASHEED MOHAMMED
COUNSELOR

MR. AGIDA JOHNSON OGBOLE
MS. OLODU GLADYS OGBOLE
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. DANIEL NUNGAMIYA BINGA
MS. NUNGAMIYA SONIYA BINGA
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. ELABOR LOUISA FATIMA OJIAKU
MR. EVARISTUS AGBASIMERE OJIAKU
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. ABIMBOLA LYDIA OJO
SECOND SECRETARY

* United States National
**OMAN**

EMBASSY OF THE SULTANATE OF OMAN
Chancery: 2535 BELMONT ROAD, NW, 20008
EMAIL: INQUIRIES@MOFA.GOV.OM

HER EXCELLENCY HUNAINA SULTAN AHMED AL MUGHAIRY
MR. FUAD MUBARAK ALI AL HINAI
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. AHMED MOHAMMED SAID AL SAIDI
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. ABDUL HAKEEM ALI ISSA AL SABBAGH
MS. NAJAT DADRAHMAN FAQIR MOHD AL BALUSHI
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. MALALLAH MAHMOOD SHABAN AL BALUSHI
MS. FAIZA KHAMIS SAID AL RAISI
COUNSELOR (FINANCE)

MR. FAHAD SULAIMAN KHALAF AL KARUSI
MS. MAIDA ALI KHALAF AL KARUSI
COUNSELOR

MS. HIBA WISAM MOHAMED ABDUL KHALIQ
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. MOHAMED HAMOOD ABDUL AZIZ AL BALUSHI
MS. EMAN ABDULLAH MAJID AL BALUSHI
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. NASRA SALIM MOHAMED AL HASHMI
MR. FAIZ ABDULLAH MOOSA AL MIYAHI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. SAID ABDALLAH HAMOOD AL JABRI
MS. IMAN MOHAMMED AMUR AL RUJAIBI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ABDUL JALIL MOHAMED ABBAS ALAJMI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. AHMED MOHAMED ABDULLAH AL BALUSHI
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. HANAN ABDUL AZIZ YAHYA AL KINDI
ATTACHE (INFORMATION)

MS. HURA SAUD ABDULLAH ALWAHAIBI
MR. HAMZA GHASSAN HILAL AL JAAFAI
ATTACHE

MS. SHIREEN ABDUL QADER YOUSUF
ATTACHE (COMMERCIAL)

MR. ALI HAMED NASSER AL HINAI
MS. ASMA ALI MOHAMMED AL TOQI
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASSISTANT ATTACHE)

MR. SALIM RASHID SAID AL KAABI
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. MUSALLAM MOHAMED ALI AL MESHEIKHI
MS. MARYAM AHMED MOHAMMED AL MESHEIKHI
MILITARY ATTACHE

**PAKISTAN**

EMBASSY OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN
Chancery: 3517 INTERNATIONAL COURT, NW, 20008
EMAIL: INFO@EMBASSYOFPAKISTANUSA.ORG

HIS EXCELLENCY ALI JEHANGIR SIDDIQUI
MS. SAIRO MUNIR AHMED
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. RIZWAN SAEED SHEIKH
MS. LUBNA RIZWAN SAEED
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. MOHSIN MUSTAQ CHANDNA
MS. MUSARAT MOHSIN BOZAI
MINISTER (ECONOMIC)

MR. UBAID UR REHMAN NIZAMANI
MS. SHABANA NIZAMANI
MINISTER

MR. ALI TAHIR
MS. SAMRA ALI
MINISTER

MR. SAEED ALI
MS. ROBINA SAEED
COUNSELOR

MR. IMRAN ARSHAD
MS. LAILA GHAFOOR
COUNSELOR

MR. HASEEB BIN AZIZ
MS. MARIA HASEEB
COUNSELOR

MR. SYED MOHAMMAD FAWAD SHER
MS. HUMA AHMED SHER
COUNSELOR

MR. BILAL HAYEE
MS. SHAMYLA BILAL
COUNSELOR

MR. MUHAMMAD ISHTIAQ
MS. FOZIA ISHTIAQ
COUNSELOR

MR. ASIM ALI KHAN
MS. FAIZA AFZAL
COUNSELOR

MR. AHSAN NABEEL
MS. AYESHA NABEEL
COUNSELOR

MR. ABID SAEED
MS. NAGHMANA ABID
COUNSELOR

MR. SALMAN SHARIF
MS. SADIA SALMAN
COUNSELOR

MR. SHERAZ ALI
MS. MAHLAKA SHERAZ
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. SHAH NAZAR KHAN
MS. SAIRA NOOR
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. MUHAMMAD TAYYAB
MS. MARYUM TAYYAB
FIRST SECRETARY (FINANCE)

MS. SAIMA AMBREEN
MR. MUHAMMAD TEHSEEN
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. SIDRAH ASLAM
MR. AMAR SHAHZAD
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. SHAHID HAMID
MS. UME KALSOOM
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. FAISAL QADEER KHOKHAR
MS. SARAH AZAM
ATTACHE (DEFENSE PROCUREMENT)

MR. MAHBOOB HASAN MALIK
MS. FAUZIA MALIK
ATTACHE (CIVIL)

MS. ZOOBIA MASOOD
ATTACHE

MR. RAASHID SIDDIQUE QURESHEI
MS. SAJIDA SAGHIR
ATTACHE (DEFENSE PROCUREMENT)

MR. AHMAD NADEM SADIQ
MS. SHAHZANA NADEEM
ATTACHE (PRESS)

MR. ATTA ULLAH
MS. PARVEEN AKHTAR
ATTACHE (CIVIL)

MR. ALI NAEEM ZAHOOR
MS. SEEMIN NADEEM
ATTACHE (AIR ATTACHE)

MR. FAWAD FARRUKH BUTT
MS. SADIA KHAN
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASSISTANT MILITARY ATTACHE)

MR. KAMAL ANWAR CHAUDHRY
MS. SARA FATEEN ZAHICK
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. SHAHZAD HAMID
MS. GULSHAN SHAHZAD
MILITARY ATTACHE

PALAU

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF PALAU
Chancery: 1701 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, NW, SUITE 300,
20006
(EMBASSY: 202-452-6814) (FAX: 202-452-6281)
EMAIL: INFO@PALAUEMBASSY.COM

HIS EXCELLENCY HERSEY KYOTA

* United States National
PANAMA

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF PANAMA
Chancery: 2862 MCGILL TERRACE, NW, 20007
(EMBASSY: 202-483-1407) (FAX: 202-483-8413)
EMAIL: INFO@EMBASSYOFPANAMA.ORG

HIS EXCELLENCY EMANUEL ARTURO GONZALEZ REVILLA LINCE
MS. LUCIANA MARIA MIRO TODE DE GONZALEZ REVILLA
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. KARLA PATRICIA GONZALEZ RODRIGUEZ
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. LAURA GRACIELA CASTRO GRIMALDO
COUNSELOR (LEGAL)

MR. FRANCISCO JAVIER OLIVARDIA MARTINEZ
MS. DIANA CAROLINA RODRIGUEZ ROMERO
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. PAOLA DEL CARMEN CASTRO CHIN
MR. JOHNY LUIS PANDURO LUNA
ATTACHE

MS. ANDREA VICTORIA MENDEZ MARENGO
ATTACHE (CULTURAL)

MR. FRANKLIN ANTONIO MORALES CERDA
MS. HELI ILIEVA STOYANOVA
ATTACHE (POLITICAL)

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

EMBASSY OF THE INDEPENDENT STATE OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA
Chancery: 1779 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, SUITE 805, 20036
(EMBASSY: 202-745-3680) (FAX: 202-745-3679)
EMAIL: INFO@PNGEMBASSY.ORG

MR. CEPHAS KAYO
MS. CAROLINE AMELIA KAYO
MINISTER (CHARGÉ D’AFFAIRES)

PARAGUAY

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF PARAGUAY
Chancery: 2209 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008

HIS EXCELLENCY GERMAN HUGO ROJAS IRIGOYEN
MS. CYNTHIA RAQUEL DUARTE MEDINA
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. VICTOR ALFREDO VERDUN BITAR
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. REINALDO CUBILLA DIAZ
COUNSELOR

MR. FLEMING RAUL DUARTE RAMOS
MS. ANA MARIA GONZALEZ DE DUARTE
COUNSELOR

MS. LORENA NOEMI PATINO CARDozo
COUNSELOR (COUNSELOR)

MS. CLAUDIA PATRICIA AGUILERA CALO
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. ANA MARIELA AYALA GONZALEZ
MR. RICARDO FABIAN CHAVEZ GALEANO
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. CRISTINA KAROLINA VERA OREGGIONI
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. RUBEN RODRIGO ESQUIVEL GONZALEZ
MS. NOELIA CAROLINA PERALTA FIGUEREDO
ATTACHE

MS. NADIA VIVIANA SALINAS RESTAINO
ATTACHE

MR. EULALIO VILLALBA CENTURION
MS. GLORIA BEATRIZ SOTO DE VILLALBA
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. GUALBERTO RAMON MARINO GALVAN
MS. DOLLY LORENA AMARILLA VALDEZ
MILITARY ATTACHE

PERU

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF PERU
Chancery: 1700 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20036
(EMBASSY: 202-833-9860 X9869) (FAX: 202-659-8124)

MR. CEPHAS KAYO
MS. CAROLINE AMELIA KAYO
MINISTER (CHARGÉ D’AFFAIRES)

* United States National
EMAIL: WEBADMIN@EMBASSYOFPERU.US

HIS EXCELLENCY CARLOS JOSE PAREJA RIOS
MS. CONSUELO CARMEN TERESA SALINAS DE PAREJA
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. AGUSTIN FRANCISCO DE MADALENGOITIA GUTIERREZ
MS. MARIA ELENA ANNETTE PAEZ VALDEZ DE DE MADALENGOITIA
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. GLORIA LISSETTE NALVARTE SIMONI DE ISASI
MR. CARLOS FERNANDO ISASI CAYO
MINISTER

MR. JORGE FERNANDO PONCE SAN ROMAN
MINISTER

MR. ARTURO JAVIER ARCINIEGA CALDERON
MS. CAROLINE ZUMPACA CASANOVA DE ARCINIEGA
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. MUAIAL AUGUSTO QUISPE SANDOVAL
MS. ROCIO SANCHEZ CACERES
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. OSCAR RAFAEL SUAREZ PENA
MS. DORIS CRISTINA MARIANA SEMBERA DE SUAREZ
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. GONZALO BONIFAZ TWEDDE
MS. CRISTINA FERRARO DELGADO
COUNSELOR (HEAD BILATERAL COOPERATION)

MR. ALVARO DE LOS RIOS DIEZ
MS. MARIA GABRIELA MARGARITA BURSTEIN AUGUSTO
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. JOSE MIGUEL NIETO FRIAS
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. JHADITH FRANCISCO IBSEN GIRALDO PIZARRO
MS. ISABEL CRISTINA RENGIFO LOPEZ
THIRD SECRETARY (DEPUTY CONSUL)

MR. PATRICIO LINDEMANN MC EVOY
MS. TABATA DULCE VIVANCO DEL CASTILLO
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. CLAUDIA PATRICIA TIRADO PEREZ
MR. MARTINO FRIGERIO
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. FLOR MARIA DIAZ HONORES
ATTACHE (CULTURAL)

MR. LUIS EDUARDO LAZO FERNANDEZ
MS. EVA LUZ OVIEDO VARGAS DE LAZO
ATTACHE

MR. GUSTAVO GUILLERMO ESTARES ALARCON
MS. YSELA NINA CANDIA VALENZUELA
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. RENZO BRUNO MOLINELLI MATEO
MS. PAOLA KARINA ILICH IBANEZ
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (ASSISTANT NAVAL ATTACHE)

MR. CARLOS GUSTAVO ELERA CAMACHO
MS. GIANNINA ANITA ARRIETA ULLOA
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. RICARDO PAJARES DEL CARPIO
MS. JULIANA CHAIN VELA RIOS
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. CARLOS MARTIN RAYGADA LEVERATTO
MS. ESPERANZA MARINELL SABLICH LUNA VICTORIA
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. HUGO LEONARDO RAZZETO DEL CARPIO
MS. ROSALINDA ELIZABETH VERDONI GONZALES
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. EDDY BRAULIO SALINAS BRAVO
MS. MILENKA EDITH MRSICH ZAVALA
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. ALBERTO ELI TORRES VARGAS
MS. MONICA ROSARIO ROSAS QUIHUE
MILITARY ATTACHE

* United States National
PHILIPPINES
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES
Chancery: 1600 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20036
(EMBASSY: 202-467-9300) (FAX: 202-467-9417)
EMAIL: PHEMBASSYUSA@VERIZON.NET

HIS EXCELLENCY JOSE MANUEL DEL GALLEGO ROMUALDEZ
MS. MARIA LOURDES MARQUEZ ROMUALDEZ
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. PATRICK ANG CHUASOTO
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. JOSE VICTOR VILLARINO CHAN GONZAGA
MS. LORNA ROSARIO CHAN GONZAGA
MINISTER

MR. EMILIO TORRES FERNANDEZ
MS. CRISTINA DE LEON FERNANDEZ
MINISTER

MS. ROSANNA MARIE BARRERA VILLAMOR VOOGEL
MR. STEFAN WALTER VOOGEL
MINISTER

MR. RENATO PEDRO OABEL VILLA
MINISTER COUNSELOR (CONSUL GENERAL)

MR. ELSON KHO AGUILAR
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. KATRINA ISABELLE H BORJA MARTIN
MR. JOHN LANCER LIWANAG MARTIN
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. GUNTHER EMIL MAYO SALES
MS. JOANNA LOPEZ SALES
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. SHIRLEY LIWANAG FLORES
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. ANNA LIZA PUEBLO UMPAR
MR. ALEXANDER SAGUYOD UMPAR
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. MYLHYN MARQUESES ACOSTA
MR. ANTHONY FREDERICK CUEVAS ACOSTA
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. DARELL ANN ROQUE ARTATES
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. ARMANDO NARTE ARROYO

ATTACHE

MR. RAYMOND ALBERT HOCSON BATA
MS. DANNAH FAITH LEE BATA
ATTACHE (COMMERCIAL)

MS. MC QUEEN LOPEZ BUENAVIDES
MR. EARL COLLO BUENAVIDES
ATTACHE

MS. ROSEMARIE SANDOVAL CALDERON
MR. EDGARDO JUAN CALDERON
ATTACHE

MS. CHARISMA MARIANO COROS PINEDA
MR. RICHARD LUBAG PINEDA
ATTACHE

MS. SEVERINA PACION DELA CRUZ
MR. HENRY REYES DELA CRUZ
ATTACHE

MR. FRANCISCO ESCOBEDO ENAJE
MS. ANASTACIA MANALO ENAJE
ATTACHE

MS. MA CRISTINA DILEM ESCOBAR
ATTACHE

MR. NAPOLEON LAO ESTIMADA
MS. ANGELA CASTRO ESTIMADA
ATTACHE

MR. MYLO CUNANAN FAUSTO
ATTACHE

MS. MA BULAKLAK SOLIMAN GAVINO
ATTACHE

MR. MARLO MAPAGU GULOY
MS. ELEANOR CELIS GULOY
ATTACHE (MILITARY ATTACHE)

MS. JOSYLINE CHIO JAVELOSA
MR. SEBASTIAN JOSE ORLINA JAVELOSA
ATTACHE (AGRICULTURE)

MS. MARICOR ENCISO JESALVA
ATTACHE

MS. EVELLA ROSE AMBRE MACADANGDANG
ATTACHE

MS. LOURDES FRANCIS MARQUEZ MORALLOS
ATTACHE

MS. CLARENCE GONZALES ONG
MR. MICHAEL VERANO ONG

* United States National
United States National

ATTACHE

MR. VIRGILIO JR JACOB PASIVE
MS. ROLINA TICZON PASIVE
ATTACHE

MR. SOTERO JR DE GUZMAN RAMOS
MS. LIBERTY MAGNO RAMOS
ATTACHE (POLICE ATTACHE)

MR. RAYMOND ALGOZO SALVANA
MS. BLISS JUNTEREAL SALVANA
ATTACHE

MS. JOSEPHINE Mogan SANCHEZ TOBIA
MR. MANUEL HERNANDO TOBIA
ATTACHE (WELFARE OFFICER)

MS. PATRICIA CARLA SY SANTOS
ATTACHE

MS. AVELA GAMBOA SEMANA
ATTACHE

MR. CHESTER GLENN LARO SEMANA
ATTACHE

MR. LAURENCE MANUEL SUMANDO
MS. ERLINDA MARQUEZ SUMANDO
ATTACHE

MS. ANGELA LIBRADO TRINIDAD
MR. CHRISTIAN SERRANO TRINIDAD
ATTACHE (LABOR ATTACHE)

MR. MERWIN BELARDO VALEZA
MS. EMELITA ZACARIAS VALEZA
ATTACHE

MR. JESUS LUCENA PORTIZ
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. PIOTR ERENFEICHT
MS. MARIOLA HELENA ERENFEICHT
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. DANIEL RAFAŁ GROMANN
MS. MALGORZATA ANNA GROMANN
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. MARZENA GRONOSTAJSKA
MR. KRZYSZTOF GRONOSTAJSKI
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. ZYGMUNT MATYNIA
MS. BOZENA MATYNIA
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. PAWEL KRZYSZTOF SZOTA
MS. DANUTA ANNA SZOTA
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. PAWEL GEBSKI
MS. IWONA GEBSKI
COUNSELOR

MS. MALGORZATA ANNA GROMANN
MR. DANIEL RAFAŁ GROMANN
COUNSELOR

MS. MALGORZATA EWA HACUS SAFIANIK
MR. MICHAL SAFIANIK
COUNSELOR

MS. DAGMARA JASINSKA
MR. FILIP MAURCY JASINSKI
COUNSELOR

MR. FILIP MAURCY JASINSKI
MS. DAGMARA JASINSKA
COUNSELOR

MR. MARIUSZ JACEK STUS
MS. JOANNA STUS
COUNSELOR

MS. MAGDALENA MARIA SZPIN
COUNSELOR

MS. BARBARA KATARZYNA WADACH
COUNSELOR

MR. PRZEMYSŁAW NOWAKOWSKI
MS. ANNA MARIA NOWAKOWSKA
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ŁUKASZ PAWEL CZEKIERDA
MS. WERONIKA WOZNIAK CZEKIERDA
SECOND SECRETARY

POLAND

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF POLAND
Chancery: 2640 16TH STREET, NW, 20009
(EMBASSY: 202-499-1700) (FAX: 202-588-0565)
EMAIL: WASHINGTON.AMB@MSZ.GOV.PL

HIS EXCELLENCY PIOTR ANTONI WILCZEK
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. PAWEL KOTOWSKI
MS. ANNA IWONA KOTOWSKA
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)
* United States National
ROMANIA
EMBASSY OF ROMANIA
Chancery: 1607 23RD STREET, NW, 20008
EMAIL: OFFICE@ROEMBUS.ORG

HIS EXCELLENCY GEORGE CRISTIAN MAIOR
MS. ANAMARIA MAIOR
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. CRISTIAN GAGINSKY
MS. CRISTINA VICTORIA GAGINSKY
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. RAZVAN DUMITRESCU
MS. LILIANA DUMITRESCU
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. ANTON FLORIN TARABUTA
MS. GABRIELA ELIZA TARABUTA
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. CRISTINEL PETRESCU
MS. CRISTINA PETRESCU
COUNSELOR (CONSULAR AFFAIRS)

MR. GABRIEL ROTARU
MS. STEFANIA ROTARU
COUNSELOR

MS. STEFANA ROTARU
MR. GABRIEL ROTARU
COUNSELOR

MR. REMUS IOAN STEFUREAC
MS. IRINA STEFUREAC
COUNSELOR

MR. MATEI GHEORGHE BALAITA
MS. SUNATOLI KIYEZHE BALAITA
FIRST SECRETARY (ECONOMIC)

MS. IULIA HUIU
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. PAUL EDUARD MICA
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. IOANA OLTITA MURESAN
MR. ANIL SIGDEL
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. SORIN SEBASTIAN NICULESCU
MS. ALINA SINZIANA PAUN
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. OVIDIU ADRIAN TUDORACHE

MS. CARMEN MIHAELA TUDORACHE
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. VALENTIN GABRIEL BUDAU
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. LAVINIA OCHEA
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. VLADIMIR CRISTIAN CRANTEA
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. BOGDAN DANIEL PINTILIE
MS. PAULA REDONDO ALVAREZ PALENCIA
THIRD SECRETARY (POLITICAL)

MR. IOAN DUMITRU OPREAN
MS. RALUCA OPREAN
ATTACHE (COMMUNICATION)

MR. CRISTIAN ADRIAN RADUCU
MS. IRINA CRISTINA RADUCU
ATTACHE

MR. VALENTIN VATAJELU
ATTACHE (HOME AFFAIRS)

MR. CONSTANTIN IACOBITA
MS. MADALINA PUSA IACOBITA
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. CONSTANTIN CRISTIAN TOADER
MS. ELENA CORINA TOADER
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. DORINEL IOAN MOLDOVAN
MS. MARIANA MAGDALENA MOLDOVAN
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. MARIUS MOLDOVAN
MS. IULIA DANIELA MOLDOVAN
MILITARY ATTACHE

RUSSIA
EMBASSY OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Chancery: 2650 WISCONSIN AVENUE, NW, 20007
(EMBASSY: 202-298-5700) (FAX: 202-298-5735)

HIS EXCELLENCY ANATOLY IVANOVICH ANTONOV
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. SERGEY MIKHAYLOVICH KOSHELEV
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. SERGEY VASILEVICH TREPELKO

* United States National
MS. IRINA TREPPELKOVA
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. DMITRY ALEKSANDROVICH ZHIRNOV
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. ISRAFIL RAUF OGLY ALI ZADE
MS. ILONA VIKTOROVNA RUDMAN
COUNSELOR

MR. ILYA YURYEVICH AVDEEV
MS. TATIANA GEORGIYEVNA AVDEEVA
COUNSELOR

MR. ANDREY BORISOVICH BONDAREV
MS. DARIA VLADIMIROVNA BONDAREVA
COUNSELOR

MR. DENIS GENNADYEVICH DIACHKOV
MS. OLGA LEONIDOVNA DIACHKOVA
COUNSELOR

MR. VALERY YEVBGENYEVCHE ETNYUKOV
MS. NATALIA IVANOVNA ETNYUKOVA
COUNSELOR

MR. MAXIM PAVLOVICH GONCHAROV
MS. OLGA DMITRIEYNA BARKALEVA
COUNSELOR

MR. IURII YEVBGENYEVCHE IVANOV
MS. OLEA FEDEROVNA BIKhLER
COUNSELOR

MR. SERGEY YEVBGENYEVRICH KARASEV
COUNSELOR

MR. SERGEY LEONIDOVICH KHELBENIKOV
MS. ELENA ALEKSEYEVNA KHELBENIKOVA
COUNSELOR

MR. ALEKSANDR VYACHESLAVOVICH KIM
COUNSELOR

MR. ANDREY YURYEVICH KULIKOV
MS. IRINA ANATOLYEVNA KULIKOVA
COUNSELOR

MR. SERGEY SERGEYEVICH KULIKOV
MS. ELENA VYACHESLAVOVNA KULIKOVA
COUNSELOR

MR. DMITRII ALEKSANDROVICH KUSAKIN
MS. VIKTORIIA YURYEVNA KUSAKINA
COUNSELOR

MR. NIKOLAI TIMUROVICH LAKHONIN
COUNSELOR

MR. NIKOLAI ANATOLYEVICH LUKASHIN
MS. TATIANA ANATOLYEVNA LUKASHINA
COUNSELOR

MR. ARTUR RUSHANOVIK LYUKMANOV
MS. MARINA YURYEVNA LYUKMANOVA
COUNSELOR

MR. RUBEN EDUARDOVICH MALAYAN
MS. ELENA VLADIMIROVNA BAKHTIAROVA
COUNSELOR

MR. NIKOLAI VITALYEVICH PUHALOV
MS. TATIANA VLADIMIROVNA RYKOVA
COUNSELOR

MR. OLEG VLADIMIROVICH RYKOV
MS. ELENA VLADIMIROVNA RYKOVA
COUNSELOR

MR. ALEXEI VLADIMIROVICH SKOSYREV
MS. TATIANA NIKOLAEVNA SKOSYREV
COUNSELOR

MR. MAXIM DMITRIEYICH ABRAMOV
MS. ANNA ABRAMOV
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. VIKTOR OLEGONICH BESSONOVA
MS. IULIIA VIKTOROVNA BESSONOVA
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. EUGENI ALEKSANDROVICH KUDROV
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. NATALIA SIDOROVNA MOROZ
MR. MIKHAIL PROKOOFYEVICH MOROZ
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. IVAN ALEKSANDROVICH PONOMAREV
MS. DARYA YEVBGENYEVNA PONOMAREVA
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. IGOR GRIGORYEVICH SHAKTAR OOL
MS. IRINA VLADIMIROVNA SHAKTAR OOL
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. RENAT DAMIROVICH SHARAFUTDINOV
MS. MARIA VLADIMIROVNA SHARAFUTDINOVA
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ALEXEI OLESOVICH SHEKLAKO
MS. TATIANA ANDREYEYNA SHEKLAKOVA
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. PETR ALEKSANDROVICH SVIRIN
MS. NATALIA MIKHAYLOVNA RYDVAOVA

* United States National
FIRST SECRETARY
MR. NIKOLAY VALERYEVICH TEREKHIN
MS. MARIA SERGEYEVNA DONSKOVA

FIRST SECRETARY
MR. FEDOR KONSTANTINOVICH VORONIN
MS. DARIA SERGEYEVNA SIRENKO

FIRST SECRETARY
MR. ALEKSANDR YEGOROVICH ZIMIN
MS. EKATERINA ALEKSANDROVNA ZIMINA

FIRST SECRETARY
MS. DARIA DMITRIYEVNA ANISIMOVA
SECOND SECRETARY

SECOND SECRETARY
MR. IVAN SERGEYEVICH FOMIN
MS. DARIA VITALYEVNA FOMINA

SECOND SECRETARY
MR. ALEXANDER VASILYEVICH KORMACHEV

SECOND SECRETARY
MS. MARINA YURYEVNA LYUKMANOVA
MR. ARTUR RUSHANOVIICH LYUKMANOV

SECOND SECRETARY
MS. ELINA SERGEYEVNA MAKSIMCHUK

SECOND SECRETARY
MR. IDAYAT ADALAT OGLY NASIBOV
MS. YULIA FEDOROVNA NASIBOVA

SECOND SECRETARY
MS. OLGA VLADIMIROVNA TOLOK

SECOND SECRETARY
MR. AIRAT SHAVKATOVICH ABDULLIN

THIRD SECRETARY
MR. ANTON VLADIMIROVICH CHVANOV
MR. EKATERINA DMITRIYEVNA CHVANOVA

THIRD SECRETARY
MR. TIGRAN LEVANOVIICH DZHAGARYAN
MS. DARIA ALEKSEYEVNA DZHAGARYAN

THIRD SECRETARY
MS. ROXSANA BUNYAMOVOVA GANIEVA

THIRD SECRETARY
MS. ELENA SERGEYEVNA GRITSENKO

THIRD SECRETARY
MS. MARIA ANDREYEVNA LAKHONINA

THIRD SECRETARY
MR. VLADIMIR IGOREVICH LEBEDEV
MS. NATALIA YURYEVNA LEBEDEVA

THIRD SECRETARY
MR. ALEKSEY VLADIMIROVICH MOSIN
MS. ANASTASIA ALEKSANDROVNA MOSINA

THIRD SECRETARY
MR. ANDREY YEVGENYEVICH NIZHEGORODOV
MS. ALINA ANATOLYEVNA NIZHEGORODOVA

THIRD SECRETARY
MR. ANDREY IGOREVICH POLTAVETS
MS. ANNA YURYEVNA POLTAVETS

THIRD SECRETARY
MR. ALEXEY VYACHESLAVOVICH POZNKHAREV

THIRD SECRETARY
MR. ALEXANDER VLADIMIROVICH PROKHOROV
MS. OLGA VLADIMIROVNA PROKHOROVA

THIRD SECRETARY
MR. ALEXANDER ALEKSANDROVICH RADOVITSKIY
MS. ANASTASIA SERGEYEVNA RADOVITSKAYA

THIRD SECRETARY
MS. NADEZHDA YURYEVNA SHUMOVA

THIRD SECRETARY
MS. EIVGENIA DMITRIYEVNA ANISIMOVA

ATTACHE
MR. ANTON RUSTEMOVICH AZIZOV
MS. OXANA YURYEVNA AZIZOVA

ATTACHE
MR. ARTEM SERGEYEVICH CHIRKIN
MS. EKATERINA SERGEYEVNA CHIRKINA

ATTACHE
MR. VADIM VLADIMIROVICH EGOROV
MS. OLGA NIKOLAYEVNA EGOROVA

ATTACHE
MR. ILIJA YURYEVICH ERMILOV
MS. ANZHELA FELIKSOVNA ERMILOVA

ATTACHE
MR. ANDREY VYACHESLAVOVICH FEDOROV
MS. SVETLANA YEVGENYEVNA FEDOROVA

ATTACHE
MR. ILDAR FYARIDOVIICH FEKHRETDINOV
MS. NATALIA GENNADYEVNA FEKHRETDINOVA

* United States National
SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES
EMBASSY OF SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES
Chancery: 1627 K STREET, NW, FLOOR 12, 20006
EMAIL: MAIL@EMBSVG.COM

HER EXCELLENCY LOUANNE GAYLENE GILCHRIST
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. OMARI SEITU WILLIAMS
MS. UDEAN ELIZABETH MARS WILLIAMS*
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. GARETH HASSAN DENVAR BYNOE
COUNSELOR

MS. SHAREN MERIL WYNNE
ATTACHE

SAUDI ARABIA
EMBASSY OF THE KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA
Chancery: 601 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, NW, 20037
(EMBASSY: 202-342-3800) (FAX: 202-337-3233)
EMAIL: USEMB@MOFA.GOV.SA

HIS EXCELLENCY KHALID BIN SALMAN BIN ABDULAZIZ AL SAUD

MS. NORA BINT MOHAMMED BIN MISHAL AL SAUD
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. FAISAL BIN FURHAN A F AL FURHAN AL SAUD
MINISTER

MS. NAILA IBRAHIM AL-SOWAYEL
MINISTER

MR. SAMI M A ALSADHAN
MS. MAHAT M I ALBAWARDI
MINISTER

MR. KHALID MOHAMMED GH ALARAK
MS. GHADAH MAJED G ALSHAWI
COUNSELOR

MR. KHALID MOHAMMED A. ALIBRAHIM
MS. TAMADER ABDULLAH M AL HADDAB
COUNSELOR

MR. HASSAN YOUSEF M YASSIN
COUNSELOR

MR. SULIMAN EID S. AL OTAIBI
MS. HESSA H.N. AL OSAIMI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ALI A A AL OTHMAN
MS. FATIMAH IBRAHIM M AL MUBARAK
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ADEL M.M AL WAYLI
MS. NOUF R.F AL SEMARI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. MOHAMMAD ABDULLAH S ALGHAMDI
MS. MONA ABDULLAH M ALGHAMDI
FIRST SECRETARY

* United States National
MR. KHALID SHUDAID M ALHAMMASH
MS. ALBANDARI MOHAMMED A ALKAHTANI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. BANDAR ABDULLAH A ALHAZANI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. FAHED HASSAN Y ALRAWAF
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ABDULMALIK NAIM S. ALSULAMI
MS. NAIFA ABDULMONEM S ALSULAMI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. BANDAR THEEB N BIN ABOUD
MS. NORAH MOHAMMED N ABOUD
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. HESHAM ABDULAZIZ O BINSAIF
MS. HAIFA KHALID M AL ISSA
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ABDULAZIZ HASHIM
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. IBRAHIM ABDELAZIZ M ADDKHAYEL
MS. NOORAH ABDULLAH A ALHAMID
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. MUSAB BIN MOHAMMED ALFAHAD A AL SAUD
MS. SEETA BINT SULTAN BIN SAUD BIN HETHLOL AL SAUD
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. RAKAN MOUSA A ALBRIKEIT
MS. SALMA FAHAD A ALOQAILY
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. KHALID HOMOUD H ALHARBI
MS. NORA IBRAHEEM S ALMAZROA
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. FAHAD HATHAL T ALHATHAL
MS. MAHA FAHAD T ALHATHAL
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. WALEED ABDULHAMEED M ALISMAIL
MS. NEJoud ZEYAD A ALMAYMAN
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. ZIYAD SULAIMAN J ALMUSHIR
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. HAMOUD NAIF S. ALMUTAIRI
MS. ALHANOUF KHALED A ALSARHANI
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. HAMZAH AHMAD EDREES
MS. KHADIJAH AHMAD AL SAWI
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. SAUD ABDULAZIZ AHMED KABLI
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. EMAD A. BAKR ABOALKHOYOUR
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. ABDÜLMAJEED SULEMAN M ALHEDARY
MS. NOUF MOHAMMED A ALNAJEM
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. ABDULLAH MOHAMMED S ALMADI
MS. ALAA SULTAN ALOSAIMI*
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. FAISAL OTHMAN M. ALOFISAN
MS. AMAL SALEH M. AL JUAILAN
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. MARZOUK SAAD N ALOTAIBI
MS. MEZNAH M D ALOTAIBI
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. MOHAMMED HASSAN S BAAQEEL
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. AMR ISAM O MADANI
MS. HIBA ALMUATAZ W EZZI
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. AHMAD FAHAD A ABDHO
ATTACHE

MR. ABDULHAMEED ABDULSAMAD Q ABDULAZIZ
ATTACHE

MR. NASSIR KH AL AJMI
MS. AL JOHARAH M AL SUDAIRI
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. ABDURRAHMAN A A AL ANGARI
MS. HUDA MOHAMMED A. BIN JASIR
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. ABDULLAH MOHAMMED A AL GHAMDI
MS. FATMAH AHMED H. AL GHAMDI
ATTACHE

MR. IBRAHIM SULTAN I AL HANEEN
MS. ASHWAQ KHALID A BU KHAWWAH
ATTACHE

* United States National
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MR. ALI KHALID A AL HUMIDAN</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MR. ALI SHAYA A ALASMARI</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. TAGHREED ABDULRAZAQ M AL SAIF</td>
<td></td>
<td>MS. AMGAD MOHAMMED M ALASMARI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. SAEED AIED M AL KDM</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MR. FARIS ALI Y. ALASMARI</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MAJIDAH KUSHAYM M ALQAHTANI</td>
<td></td>
<td>MR. MOHAMMED SAAD J ALAWAD</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. NAIF I.H. AL MODAEN</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MS. DANA IBRAHIM BINALI MUHAYNI</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. EMAN JAML S. AL MODAEN</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MR. YOUSEF ABDULLAH I ALAWN</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. SHARAF MOHAMED A AL MOULMI</td>
<td></td>
<td>MS. SARA ABDULAZIZ A ALQASEM</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. IBRAHIM SAAD M. AL MUFAREJ</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MR. ABDULAZIZ ABDULRAHMAN A ALBABTIN</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. NAGHAM SULIMAN S AL HURAYS</td>
<td></td>
<td>MS. NOOF IBRAHIM AL SHERIE*</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. MAZEN MOHAMMED Z. AL NOFAIJAI</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MR. ALI SALEH A. ALBALLAA</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. NOOF FAHAD R ALKHOUSAN</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MS. MASHAEL ABDULRAHMAN M. ALAWAD</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. FAISAL MOHAMMED H. AL QAHTANI</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MR. SAMI ALBARRAK</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. NADA JAFAR S. AL QAHTANI</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MR. GHANIM HADI F ALDOSARI</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. THAMER MOHAMMED A. ALAJLAN</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MR. ABDULLAH HEIRS D ALDOSSARI</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMIN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. SARAH MOHAMMED O ALMOHAIMEED</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MS. REFAH BATI S ALDOSSARI</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMIN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. NEZAR SAEED S ALAMEER</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MR. ABDULLAH MOHAMMED ABDULLAH ALEISSA</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. RAHAF FAWZI OBAIDALLAH ALHAZMI</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MR. MOHAMED SOLAIMAN M ALEISSA</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. AMER AHMED M ALAMMARI</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MS. NOUF HAMAD A ALTUWAIJRI</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. QIMASHAH SIDRAN M ALAMMARI</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MR. MOHAMMED ABDULLAH SAUD ALEISSA</td>
<td>ATTACHE (CULTURAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. SAEED ALI M ALAMRI</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MS. HUSSAH MOHAMMED IBRAHIM ALEISSA</td>
<td>ATTACHE (CULTURAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. SHOROQ MOHMMAD A. ALAMRI</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MR. MOHAMMED ABDULLAH MOHAMMED ABDULLAH ALEISSA</td>
<td>ATTACHE (CULTURAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. SAEED MUSHRIF A. ALAMRI</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)</td>
<td>MR. MOHAMED SOLAIMAN M ALEISSA</td>
<td>ATTACHE (CULTURAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ABDULSAHAM MARZOUQ Q ALANAZI</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MS. NORAH ABDULRHMAN A. ALFARAJ</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. REEM RAZQAN Q ALANAZI</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MR. ABDULLAH MOHAMMED F ALFEHAID</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. SULAIMAN ALI I ALARAINI</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)</td>
<td>MR. ABDULLAH MOHAMMED MOSAED A ALFEHAID</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. ZAHRA SULAIMAN I ALHUWAIRINI</td>
<td>ATTACHE</td>
<td>MR. ALI MOHAMMAD H ALFARAHY</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ALI REGGAN S ALASMARI</td>
<td>ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)</td>
<td>MR. ALI JAMAN SH ALGAMDI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* United States National
MR. FAHAD ABDULRAHMAN M ALSRAIHEED  
ATTACHE (ADMIN)

MS. SARAH ABDULLAH M BIN ATEEQ  
ATTACHE (ADMIN)

MR. TURKI FAHAD A. BIN TALIB  
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MS. HEND ABDULAZIZ A. BIN TALIB  
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. GHAZI A. M. ALSUKAIRI  
MS. LAY LA ABDULAZIZ A ALMANA  
ATTACHE

MR. ABDULRAZA Q OMAR A. FALATAH  
MS. WAFA IBRAHIM A. FALATAH  
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MS. HAIFA JAWHAR M. ALTAIMANI  
ATTACHE

MR. SAAD SULAIMAN A HABSH  
MS. AMANI SAUD A BIN OWAYDAN  
ATTACHE

MR. JUWAYBIR AHMED J ALTALHI  
ATTACHE

MR. ZUHIR HAMZA H IDREES  
MS. MAI S ALLI H JUNAYD  
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. FAHAD IBRAHIM H ALTAMIMI  
MS. EMAN IBRAHIM A ALHUSSAIN  
ATTACHE

MR. ABDULLAH ISMAIL M. MADKHALY  
MS. AYAH YAHYA M. NUHARI  
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. MOHAMMAD ABDULAZIZ A. ALTWEURI  
MS. LOLOH MOHAMMED L. ALRUBEAN  
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. ABDULLAH TURKI I MALLAH  
MS. ABEER MASHREF A. ALGHAMDI  
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. MOHAMMAD DKHEELALLA ALWAGDANI  
MS. NADA SAUD ALHOSHAN  
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. ABDULLAH MOHAMMED A. QATLAN  
MS. BAYAN KHALED M SAGGA  
ATTACHE

MR. WALEED MOHAMMED Z ALWAHIBI  
MS. AMANI MOHAMMED A ALJORAID  
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MS. NAHLAH AL-JUBEIR  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (CULTURAL)

MR. KHAI RI NABIL K BADER  
MS. MONA KAMAL S KISHTA  
ATTACHE

MR. YASSER MOHAMMED S ALEISSA  
MS. SOMAYAH SULTAN S BIN NASSER  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (CULTURAL)

MS. ASYA ABDULLATIF S BA A K DAH  
MR. HASSAN ABDULLATIF H KHALIL  
ATTACHE

MR. YOUS EF HAMOUD M ALHARBI  
MS. MANAL HMOUD T ALHARBI  
MILITARY ATTACHE

MS. NOUF MOHAMMED A. ALSHEIKH  
ATTACHE

MR. WALID MOHAMMED S BIN JAB R  
MS. HANADI FAHAD A ALHOKAIR  
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. ABDULLAH ABDULMUHSEN S ALMUHISEN  
MS. RABEAA ABDULLAH M ALDHAAYAN  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. HAM DIN HAMED H ALMAPDI  
MS. SAMIRAH HAMEED M ALMAPDI  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. ABDULLAH ABDULRAHMAN A BIN DEHAISH  
ATTACHE

MR. ABDULLAH ABDULRAHMAN KH BIN KHAMIS  
ATTACHE

MR. ABDULLAH MOHAMMED ALSEBAIL  
MS. JAMILAH YOUSEF M A L YOUSEF  
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (CULTURAL)

MR. THAMER ABDULLAH S. BIN MANSOUR  
MS. REEM ABDULAZIZ A HAMMED  
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. YOUSEF HAMOUD M ALHARBI  
MS. MANAL HMOUD T ALHARBI  
MILITARY ATTACHE

* United States National
SENegal
Embassy of the Republic of Senegal
Chancery: 2215 M Street, NW, 20007
(Embassy: 202-234-0540) (Fax: 202-629-2961)
Email: Contact@AmbaseNegal-US.org

His Excellency Momar Diop
Ms. Seynabou Diop*
Ambassador Extraordinary & Plenipotentiary

Mr. Mame Oumar Thiaw
Ms. Mbayang Dieng Ep Thiaw
Minister Counselor (Deputy Chief of Mission)

Mr. Mamadou Abou Kane
Minister Counselor

Ms. Khadjidiatou Mamadou Bouso
Counselor

Ms. Khadjidiatou A W Ndiong
Mr. Moustapha Abooulaye Ndiong
Counselor

Ms. Josephine Dite Coum Ndoye
Mr. Sidy Ben Amar Gueye
Counselor

Mr. El Hadji Malick Top
Counselor (Political)

Ms. Francoise Marie Agnes Dieme Epse Dieme
First Secretary

Ms. Gagne Mbengue Epse Diop
Mr. El Hadji Malick Diop
First Secretary

Ms. Khady Diop Sall
Mr. Alla Ngom
First Secretary

Mr. Ousmane Sene

---

SERBIA
Embassy of the Republic of Serbia
Chancery: 2233 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, Suite 410, 20007
(Embassy: 202-332-0333) (Fax: 202-332-3933)
Email: Info@SerbiaEmbUSA.org

His Excellency Derd Matkovic
Ms. Vera Markovic Matkovic
Ambassador Extraordinary & Plenipotentiary

Mr. Andon Sapundzi
Ms. Viktorija Sapundzi
Minister Counselor (Deputy Chief of Mission)

Mr. Zdравko Pavicevic
Minister Counselor

Mr. Dusan Vujacic
Ms. Aleksandra Dukic Vujacic
Counselor

Ms. Olivera Starcevic
First Secretary

Ms. Zorka Kekovic
Mr. Nikola Kostic
Second Secretary

Ms. Irena Kuznik
Second Secretary

Mr. Nebojsa Lukovic
Ms. Marina Nikolic Lukovic
Attache

Mr. Srđjan Spasic

---

* United States National
MS. JELENA SPASIC
ATTACHE (POLICE)

MR. NIKOLA BOZIC
MS. JASMINKA BOZIC
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. DRAGAN GALIC
MS. SLAVICA RAJIC GALIC
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. DALIBOR OGRIZOVIC
MS. SANJA OGRIZOVIC
MILITARY ATTACHE

SINGAPORE
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE
Chancery: 3501 INTERNATIONAL PLACE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-537-3100) (FAX: 202-537-0876)
EMAIL: SINGEMB_WAS@SGMFA.GOV.SG

HIS EXCELLENCY ASHOK KUMAR
MS. GOURI UPPAL
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. PEILING SHERYL SHUM
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. HUAN BOON CHIA
MS. BOON GEK CHING
COUNSELOR

MR. SIANG MENG ALEX LEE
MS. EE LIN PRISCILLA ANG
COUNSELOR

MS. WEIMIN LEE
COUNSELOR

MS. SU MEI ANDREA PHUA
COUNSELOR

MS. JASMINE QUAH ZUBAIR
COUNSELOR (ECONOMIC)

MS. FNU SHEILA DEVI
MR. FNU MANJIT SINGH
COUNSELOR

MS. NATASHA MARIA ATMADJA
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. SITI NURASYIKIN BINTE AZMAN
FIRST SECRETARY (INFORMATION)

MS. WEI SIAN KAREN LEE
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. HONG YAO DESMOND LIM
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. LUO YOU CLARICE LIM
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. SITI AISAH Binte MOHAMED
MR. PHILIP CARL KESTEL
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. KIAN YONG NOAH NEO

SEYCHELLES
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF SEYCHELLES
Chancery: 685 THIRD AVENUE, SUITE 1107
NEW YORK, NY 10017

HIS EXCELLENCY RONALD JEAN JUMEAU
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

SIERRA LEONE
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF SIERRA LEONE
Chancery: 1701 19TH STREET, NW, 20009
(EMBASSY: 202-939-9261) (FAX: 202-483-1793)
EMAIL: INFO@EMBASSYOF SIERRALEONE.NET

MR. SHEKU MESALI
MS. BITHADON ALICE MESALI
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. ISATU SEMA AISHA SILLAH
MR. ANSUMANA SILLAH
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. EDWARD KAVA
MS. KADIATU KAVA
COUNSELOR

MR. PAUL MERLVIN EDWARD KAMARA
MS. FATMATA BECKIATU FATIMA KAMARA
ATTACHE (FINANCIAL)

MR. EMMANUEL TAMBA SENESSIE
MR. FANTO ALICE SENESSIE*
ATTACHE (FINANCIAL)

* United States National
SLOVAKIA
EMBASSY OF THE SLOVAK REPUBLIC
Chancery: 3523 INTERNATIONAL COURT, NW, 20008
EMAIL: EMB.WASHINGTON@MZV.SK

HIS EXCELLENCY IVAN KORCOK
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. JOZEF POLAKOVIC
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. MIROSLAV IVAN
COUNSELOR (ECONOMIC)

MR. MICHAL LANIK
COUNSELOR

MR. MARTIN NOVAK
COUNSELOR

MS. LENKA TURAZ
MR. VILIAM TURAZ
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. MILAN SUPLATA
MS. ZUZANA SUPLATOVA
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. TATIANA CHOVAŇCOVA
MR. VILIAM CHOVAŇCE
ATTACHE

SLOVENIA
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF SLOVENIA
Chancery: 2410 CALIFORNIA STREET, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-386-6601) (FAX: 202-386-6633)
EMAIL: WVA@GOV.SI

HIS EXCELLENCY STANISLAV VIDOVIC
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. ANITA STANKOVIČ PAVLIV
MR. TOMO PAVLIV
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. IRENA RAPPELJ
MINISTER (CONSUL)

MR. DAMIR DEVCIC
MS. MARTINA PASKULIN DEVCIC
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. METKA URBAS
COUNSELOR (ECONOMIC)

MR. BORUT ZUNIC
MS. HELENA VERONIKA BYRNE
COUNSELOR

* United States National
SOLOMON ISLANDS
EMBASSY OF THE SOLOMON ISLANDS
Chancery: 800 SECOND AVENUE, SUITE 400L
NEW YORK, NY 10017
(EMBASSY: 212-599-6192) (FAX: 212-661-8925)
EMAIL: SIMUN@SOLOMONS.COM

MS. MOJICA PESEC
MR. PETER EINFALT
MILITARY ATTACHE

HIS EXCELLENCY ROBERT SISILO
MS. PRISCILLA SISILO
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

SOMALIA
EMBASSY OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF SOMALIA
Chancery: 1705 DESALES STREET, NW, SUITE 300, 20036
(EMBASSY: 202-296-0570)

MS. RUN SAID KORSHEL
COUNSELOR (CHARGÉ D’AFFAIRES)

MR. ABDIRAHMAN BASHIR SHARIFF
FIRST SECRETARY

SOUTH AFRICA
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
Chancery: 3051 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008

HIS EXCELLENCY MNINWA JOHANNES MAHLANGU
MS. NOMASWAZI CHRISTINA MAHLANGU
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. YOLISWA ROSE MVEBE
MR. MONGAMELI GOVAN MVEBE
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. MALOSE ANTHONY LETSOALO
MS. MAPULE ROSE LETSOALO
MINISTER

MS. HLALELENI JENETHA MAHLANGU
MINISTER (AGRICULTURE)

MS. NOMONDE NOLUTSHUNGU
MINISTER

MS. BATLHAKILE ELSIE SEERANE
MINISTER (ADMINISTRATION)

MR. WELCOME SIMELANE
MINISTER

MS. PINKIE FELICIA MOLEKO
COUNSELOR

MS. NOSIPO ALICIA NONKELELA
COUNSELOR

MR. REGINALD RATHSHITANGA
COUNSELOR

MR. SEDWYN FRANCO ANTHONY
MS. ANUKA THERESA GAZARA ANTHONY
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. BAREND JOHANNES ERASMUS
MS. CLAUDIA CHRISTINA TOSTES RIBEIRO VIVACQUA
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. HENDRICK THABO SANYANE
MS. MAMORUTI JOSEPHINE SANYANE
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. THIVHONALI THATHI
MS. RABELANI ALICE NEMUKONGWE
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. THABO VHENGANI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. SENTE PASTER MATIGWATO
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. MONICA EVELINA VAN STADEN
MR. MARTHINUS JOHANNES HENDRIK VAN STADEN
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. MANTSHANE AKILA MAPHETO
MS. VELLA MANTSHO MAPHETO
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. THEMBA GODFREY BALOYI
MS. PINKY MARY MAZIBUKO BALOYI
MILITARY ATTACHE

* United States National
SOUTH KOREA

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA
Chancery: 2450 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-939-5600) (FAX: 202-797-0595)

HIS EXCELLENCY YOON JE CHO
MS. SUNAE WOO
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. WOONGSOON LIM
MS. EUN SUN LEE
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. JOONHO CHEON
MS. YEONJAE SHIN
MINISTER

MR. YOUNG JIN JANG
MINISTER

MR. DONG GI KIM
MS. JIWUN SUH
MINISTER (CONSUL GENERAL)

MR. BONGWOO KO
MINISTER

MR. JANG HYUK CHOI
MS. HYUN JU KIM
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. SEUNGWOO CHUN
MS. EUNAH ROH
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. JOON SUK HWANG
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. WOON AN KAM
MS. YOON JEONG LEE
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. SUNGHWAHN KIM
MS. HYEYOUNG JEUNG
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. YOON SANG KIM
MS. HO JUNG CHOO
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. YOUNG IL KIM
MS. EUN YOUNG AHN
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. JAEHAN KWON
MS. NAMHEE KIM
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. TAEWOO LEE
MS. MIHYUN CHANG
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. KKOTSHIGYE SHIN
MR. SANG MOON LEE
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. MOONKYOO SHIN
MS. HYUNSOOK CHOI
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. YONGHO SON
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. HAN KOO YEO
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. SUKYUNG CHO
MS. HEEJUN KIM
COUNSELOR

MR. JIN WON CHOI
MS. EUNKYOUNG PARK
COUNSELOR

MR. JI HOON JANG
MS. SOOKYUNG KU
COUNSELOR

MR. KANG JUNG
MS. SEUNGYEUN LEE
COUNSELOR

MR. HYON DU KIM
COUNSELOR

MR. HONG YUP LEE
MS. SO RA CHO
COUNSELOR

MS. JINHEE OH
COUNSELOR

MR. YUN KYU PARK
MS. YUNKYUNG O
COUNSELOR

MR. HO KWON RYU
MS. IN OH CHUNG
COUNSELOR

MR. IN SHIK RYU
MS. SO YOUNG KANG
COUNSELOR

MR. SI JIN SONG

* United States National
Ms. Wonkyong Jung
Counselor

Mr. Sung Hong Yang
Ms. Jung Hoo Oh
Counselor

Mr. Oi Chul Yun
Ms. Weonhee Jeon
Counselor

Ms. Heashin Ahn
Mr. Euyhyun Chung
First Secretary

Ms. Hyun Sook Cho
First Secretary

Mr. Ohyeon Cho
Ms. Junghwa Shin
First Secretary

Mr. Younggeon Choi
Ms. Jung Won Choi
First Secretary

Mr. Jung Soo Hur
Ms. Youngjae Kang
First Secretary

Mr. Jaewoong Hwang
Ms. Juhee Cha
First Secretary

Mr. Woochul Jang
Ms. Hukyong Kim
First Secretary

Mr. Byungmin Jeong
Ms. Jungsoon Hwang
First Secretary

Mr. Seong Hwan Jeong
Ms. Hye Sook Moon
First Secretary

Mr. Baeg Won Kang
Ms. Sun Young Kim
First Secretary

Mr. Yeonho Kang
Ms. Jiyoung Chung
First Secretary

Ms. Hea Young Kim
Mr. In Tae Kim
First Secretary

Mr. Jung Kyun Kim
Ms. Soo Jung Chae
First Secretary

Mr. Siwoon Kim
Ms. Insil Park
First Secretary

Mr. Donghyong Kwon
Ms. Eunseon Kim
First Secretary

Mr. Do Kyu Lee
Ms. Heayeun Seo
First Secretary

Mr. Inhwa Lee
Ms. Kyungmin Bae
First Secretary

Mr. Jaesoo Lee
Ms. Sooyun BaiK
First Secretary

Mr. Jaeheon Nam
Ms. Hyewon Kim
First Secretary

Mr. Kyungjin Park
Ms. Kyunghwa Chung
First Secretary

Mr. Sang Joon Park
Ms. Myungsun Chung
First Secretary

Ms. Jung Hwa Pyo
First Secretary

Mr. Hyungju Roh
Ms. Si Nae Kim
First Secretary

Mr. Hochul Shin
First Secretary (First Secretary)

Mr. In Chul Shin
Ms. Mi Yeon Moon
First Secretary

Ms. Ok Young Song
First Secretary

Mr. Kyung Hoon Chai
Ms. Jung Sun Lim
Second Secretary

Mr. Seungjin Choi
**SOUTH SUDAN**

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH SUDAN
Chancery: 1015 31ST STREET, SUITE 100 & 300, 20007
(EMBASSY: 202-293-7940) (FAX: 202-293-7941)

**HIS EXCELLENCY PHILIP JADA NATANA**
MS. MARY JUAN PHILIMON
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

**MR. GORDON BUAY MOSES MALEK**
MS. SUNDAY KAILECH LAM TUTHIANG
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

---

**United States National**
**SPAIN**

EMBASSY OF THE KINGDOM OF SPAIN
Chancery: 2375 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, NW, 20037
(EMBASSY: 202-452-0100) (FAX: 202-833-5670)
EMAIL: EMB.WASHINGTON@MAEC.ES

HIS EXCELLENCY SANTIAGO CABANAS ANSORENA
MS. MARIA SOLEDAD OYARZUN MARCHESI
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. CRISTINA FRAILE JIMENEZ DE MUNANA
MR. ALEXANDER EHRICH ADAM
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. JOSE MARIA RIDAO DOMINGUEZ
MS. SILVINA BACIGALUPO SAGGESE
MINISTER (CONSUL GENERAL)

MR. GABRIEL ALOU FORNER
MS. EVA FERNANDEZ LOPEZ DE TURISO
COUNSELOR

MR. JULIAN AVILA POLO
MS. AMPARO SERRANO DE HARO PELLICO
COUNSELOR

MS. MARIA DE LOS ANGELES BOSCH JIMENEZ

MR. GUSTAVO BADA DE COMINGES
COUNSELOR (COMMERCIAL COUNSELOR)

MR. JORGE CARRERA DOMENECH
MS. GUADALUPE ALONSO FERNANDEZ
COUNSELOR (JUDICIAL AFFAIRS)

MR. FRANCISCO JAVIER DE ISTURIZ SIMONET
MS. KUN BOK LEE
COUNSELOR

MS. MARIA LUISA DELGADO MEDINA
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY DIRECTOR OFFICE OF COMMUNI)

MS. MARIA JOSE FABRE GONZALEZ
MR. FRANCISCO JAVIER PALACIOS ORTIZ
COUNSELOR (EDUCATION)

MS. ANA MARIA FERNANDEZ DAZA ALVAREZ
MR. LUIS AMBROSIO NAVARES ARROYO
COUNSELOR (FINANCE)

MS. MARIA ELISA GARCIA GRANDE
MR. RAFAEL PABLO DOMINGUEZ PABON
COUNSELOR (ECONOMIC)

MS. MERCEDES GARCIA PEREZ
MR. FRANCISCO JAVIER PEREZ APARICIO
COUNSELOR

MR. CHRISTIAN GARMA SANTANDER
MS. SYLVIE MARGUERITE MARIE THERESE DUFLOT
COUNSELOR (ECONOMIC AND COMMERCIAL)

MS. PALOMA MARTINEZ ALDAMA
COUNSELOR (PRESS)

MS. MARIA MILAGROSA MOLINA ALVAREZ DE TOLEDO
MR. ALVARO LOZANO CUTANDA
COUNSELOR (CULTURAL AFFAIRS)

MS. MARIA BELEN MORENO RAYMUNDO
MR. ALFONSO FLORES CALDERON GARRE
COUNSELOR (ECONOMIC & ADMINISTRATION)

MS. BEGONA NIETO GILARTE
COUNSELOR

MS. LUCIA ORTIZ SANZ
COUNSELOR (LABOR)

MR. IGNACIO JAVIER PEREZ CAMBRA
MS. ANNA DALMASES MUNTANE
COUNSELOR

MR. FERNANDO PRIETO RIOS
MS. MARIA RIOS GOMEZ
COUNSELOR

* United States National
SRI LANKA
EMBASSY OF THE DEMOCRATIC SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF SRI LANKA
Chancery: 3025 WHITEHAVEN STREET, NW, 20008
EMAIL: SLEMBASSY@SLEMBASSYUSA.ORG

MR. KANKANAMGE SARATH CHANDRA DISSANAYAKE
MS. RAMANIKA DISSANAYAKE
MINISTER (CHARGÉ D’AFFAIRES)

MR. PONNAMPERUMA ARACHCHIGE SUMEDHA PONNAMPERUMA
MS. ILANGASINGHE MUDIYANSELAGE PUSHPI RATHNAYAKE
MINISTER (COMMERCIAL)

MR. WELIVITAGE DON THUSHARA RODRIGO
MS. MEDHAVI SUBHASHINI RODRIGO
MINISTER

MS. KISHANI PRIYANGA WICKRAMASINGHE
MR. NILANTHA ARJUNA WICKRAMASINGHE HEWA BADDAKARANAGE
MINISTER

MR. NIRANGA NALIN PALIPANA RAJAPAKSE KARUNANAYAKE
MS. ANURADHA SAMADINE PAHALAGAMA SECOND SECRETARY

MR. DHARMENDRA MANOHARA BANDARA WETTEWA
MS. PARAIGAMAGE PARAMIE KUNCHANA ATTARAGAMA MILITARY ATTACHE

SUDAN
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE SUDAN
Chancery: 2210 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-338-8565) (FAX: 202-667-2406)

MR. MOHAMED ATTA ELMOULA ABBAS
MS. FAWZIA ELSHEIKH BABEK AHMED
MINISTER (CHARGÉ D’AFFAIRES)

MR. ELWALEED SAYED MOHAMED ALI BASHEER
MS. SAHAR YOUSEF OSMAN FARAHAT
MINISTER

MR. MOHAMED OSMAN AKASHA ELHUSSAIN MOHAMED
MS. ASMA AHMED MOHAMED SAEED
MINISTER
MR. GAMAL MALIK AHMED GORAIKH
MS. MONA MOHAMED ELFATIH AWAD ELKARIM
COUNSELOR

MR. ELMAGBOUL SEED AHMED ELFAKI HABIBALLAH
COUNSELOR

MR. EISA ELRASHIED SHAMS ELDIN MOHAMED
MS. MANHL AHMED BADI
COUNSELOR

MR. OMER AHMED MAHGOUBH MOHAMMED
MS. ELHAMI HAGELTOM SIEDAHMED ARADEEB
COUNSELOR

MR. ASAAAD ABDELMUTALEB HAMAD AHMAD
MS. SIHAM MOHAMED
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. BAHERELDEEN ABDALLAH AHMED GAMARELDEEN
MS. MERIEM MOHAMED NASSIR MESKAOUI
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. KHALID ABDEL GADIR HASSAN ABDALLAH
MS. SUIDAA ABDALLAH AHMED MOHAMMED
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. KAMAL ABDULGAIDER ALJAK ABDULGADER
MS. ENTESAR SALMAN AHMED EDRES
ATTACHE (FINANCIAL)

MR. ABDEL MALIK KHAIREESEL SEED ABASS ALTAHIR
MS. EMAN ABDELRAHMAN ALI MOHAMED
ATTACHE

MR. NIZAR SALIH MOHAMMED BALLA
MS. EMAN KAMAL ALDEN ABDALLA ABDELBAIEN
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. SALIH ADAM MUSA IDRIS
MS. KHIYAR IDRIS MOHAMED MUSA
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE ATTACHE)

MR. ANAS AWAAD AHMED MOHAMMED
ATTACHE

MR. ABUZAR DAFFALAH ELAMIN ABDALLAH
MS. REEM MOHAMED AHMED KHOGALI OMER
MILITARY ATTACHE

HER EXCELLENCY NIERMALA SAKOENTALA BADRISING
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. JUANITA CLEOPATRA SANTUSSHA LONT
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. MARGRITA DOLORES BELLIO
MR. IWAN GIOVANNI BELLIO
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. ARMAND BENJAMIN KROSS
MS. SAINAH KROSS
ATTACHE (FINANCIAL)

SWEDEN
EMBASSY OF THE KINGDOM OF SWEDEN
Chancery: 2900 K STREET, NW, 20007
(EMBASSY: 202-467-2600) (FAX: 202-467-2699)
EMAIL: AMBASSADEN.WASHINGTON@GOV.SE

HER EXCELLENCY KARIN ULRIKA OLOFSDOTTER
MR. HANS MARTIN BENGTTSON
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. THOR GOERAN LITHELL
MS. KARIN ELISABETH LINDGREN LITHELL
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. BJOERN KARL AUGUST ARVIDSSON
MS. TEMIS TORMO HERRERIAS
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. PAER OLA ALFREDSSON
MS. INGER ANETTE THERESE ALFREDSSON
COUNSELOR

MS. MONICA ELISABETH ENQVIST
MR. TOMAS BENGT JOERGEN ENQVIST
COUNSELOR

MR. LARS RAGNAR ANDREAS ERSHAMMAR
MS. JESSICA GUNILLA ERSHAMMAR
COUNSELOR

MR. BENJAMIN PIERRE ALEXANDRE ECAIG
COUNSELOR

MS. ANNA KRISTINA HAMMARLUND BLIXT
MR. KJELL HENRIK BLIXT
COUNSELOR

MR. ALLAN HENRIK WIKTOR JOHNSON
MS. VICKY PARASKEVI JOHNSON GATZOURAS

SURINAME
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF SURINAME
Chancery: 4201 CONNECTICUT AVENUE, NW, SUITE 400, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-629-4302) (FAX: 202-629-4769)
EMAIL: AMB.VS@FOREIGNAFFAIRS.GOV.SR

* United States National
COUNSELOR

Ms. Veronica Lilly Cecilia Lif
Mr. Carl Henrik Sjoberg

Mr. Carl Henrik Sjoberg

Ms. Eva Helena Marcus
Mr. Johan Nikolaj Olof Marcus

Mr. Johan Nikolaj Olof Marcus

Ms. Emma Josefina Nilsson
Mr. Mats Jonas Fogde

Mr. Mats Jonas Fogde

Mr. Johan Nils Gustaf Raeder
Ms. Johanna Maria Elisabeth Andersson

Mr. Johan Nils Gustaf Raeder

Mr. Per Johan Rydeberg
Ms. María Elisa Martinez de Ubago López

Ms. María Elisa Martinez de Ubago López

Ms. Emma Linda Kristina Zachrisson
Mr. Carl Jon Jerker Larsson Mossfeldt

Mr. Carl Jon Jerker Larsson Mossfeldt

Ms. Ella Linnea Rose Carlberg
Mr. Nils Petter Persunger

Ms. Ella Linnea Rose Carlberg

Ms. Maria Johanna Elisabeth Lindquist
Mr. David Thomas Gren

Ms. Maria Johanna Elisabeth Lindquist

Mr. Andreas Jonas Mattias Ten Berge
Ms. Carla Maria Ortega*

Mr. Andreas Jonas Mattias Ten Berge

Ms. Madeleine Ann Charlotte Rydeberg Cordell
Mr. Oliver James Cordell

Ms. Madeleine Ann Charlotte Rydeberg Cordell

Mr. Bengt Allan Svensson
Ms. Deborah Ruth Ruth Drain*

Mr. Bengt Allan Svensson

Mr. Bertil Stefan Joensson
Ms. Ulrika Margareta Larssdotter Joensson

Mr. Bertil Stefan Joensson

Mr. Per Jakob Danielson
Ms. Lena Elisabeth Larssdotter Danielson

Mr. Per Jakob Danielson

* United States National

MILITARY ATTACHE

Mr. Stefan Peter Larsson
Ms. Berit Margareta Josefsson

Ms. Berit Margareta Josefsson

His Excellency Martin Werner Dahinden
Ms. Anita Elisabeth Dahinden

Mr. Simon Michael Geissbühler
Ms. Oksana Geissbühler

Mr. Daniel Freihöfer
Ms. Ylva Karin Lindgren Freihöfer

Ms. Priska Elisabeth Marti Magro dos Reis
Mr. José Paulo Jorge Magro dos Reis

Ms. Charlotte Anna Bleisch
Mr. Reto Bleisch

Ms. Charlotte Anna Bleisch

Ms. Riccarda Christiana Chanda
Mr. Shumit Arun Chanda

Ms. Claudia Fontana Tobiassen
Mr. Tommy Tobiassen

Mr. Philipp Alexander Hasler
Ms. Mirjam Elisabeth Frey Hasler

Mr. Peter Jenni
Ms. Andrea Jenni

Mr. Peter Jenni

Mr. Leo Herbert Kalberer Bachtiger
Ms. Brigitte Margrit Bachtiger

Mr. Christoph Friedrich Buhler
Ms. Katja Diana Buhler

Ms. Riccarda Christiana Chanda

Ms. Claudia Fontana Tobiassen

His Excellency Martin Werner Dahinden

Mr. Simon Michael Geissbühler

Mr. Daniel Freihöfer

Ms. Priska Elisabeth Marti Magro dos Reis

Mr. Christoph Friedrich Buhler

Switzerland

Embassy of the Swiss Confederation
Chancery: 2900 Cathedral Avenue, NW, 20008
(Embassy: 202-745-7900) (Fax: 202-387-2564)
Email: was.vertretung@eda.admin.ch
TAJIKISTAN
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF TAJIKISTAN
Chancery: 1005 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, NW, 20037
(EMBASSY: 202-223-6090) (FAX: 202-223-6091)
EMAIL: TAJIKISTAN@VERIZON.NET

HIS EXCELLENCY FARHOD SALIM
MS. MARHABO BILOLOVA
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. NIGORA ISMATULLOLOVA
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. ABUMUHSIN SHARIPOV
MS. FARZONA ODINAeva
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. PULOD BOBOEV
MS. BIBIRACHAB RASULOVA
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. SAZOVOR MURODOV
MS. DILRABO SAIDova
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. YAHYOJON VALIEV

THAILAND
EMBASSY OF THE KINGDOM OF THAILAND
Chancery: 1024 WISCONSIN AVENUE, NW, 20007
(EMBASSY: 202-944-3600) (FAX: 202-944-3611)
EMAIL: THAI.WSN@THAIEMBDC.ORG

HIS EXCELLENCY VIRACHAI PLASAI
MS. ELIZABETH PLASAI
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. BOOSARA KANCHANALAI

* United States National
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MS. NIPATTA BUNJONGLIKITSARN
MR. SOMSAK BUNJONGLIKITSARN
MINISTER

MS. VANIDA KHUMNIRDUPETCH
MINISTER (AGRICULTURAL)

MR. NOPPADON KUNTAMAS
MS. WATHANYA SATYAVANIJA
MINISTER (MINISTER)

MS. SUMALEE SATHICHAREON
MINISTER

MR. SEDTHAPANDH KRAJANGWONGS
MS. SURAI KRAJANGWONGS
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. KITINAI NUTAKUL
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. ATTAPON ROOPNGAM
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. SIRANEE SAENRACH
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. VORAPUN SRIVORANART
MS. SUNISA SRIVORANART
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. CHAWALIT CHUPAWA
MS. SIRIRAT CHUPAWA
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. PIyawat NAIGOWIT
MS. PHAKHAMON NAIGOWIT
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. Rossarin MUNGIJITAMMAN
MR. Kitisak MUNGIJITAMMAN
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. PAOPAN JENNUVAT
MS. SIRILUCK JENNUVAT
ATTACHE (ASSISTANT MILITARY AND DEFENCE ATTACHE)

MR. CHAIYONK KHUNTA
MS. KANYAPAK KHUNTA
ATTACHE (NAVAL ATTACHE AND ASSISTANT DEFENSE ATTACHE)

MR. NATTHAPOL NIYOMTHAI
MS. NOPPAWAN NIYOMTHAI
ATTACHE (ASSISTANT AIR ATTACHE)

MR. SIAMRATH RUNGSANG
MS. FREEYANANDA PANANANDA
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. CHALUM SOMABHA
MS. JAKKALIN SOMABHA
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. RAVIN THANOMSINGHA
MS. NAYATA THANOMSINGHA
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. KRIJITAK CHANAGATE
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. GRAISRI GEORGE
MS. VENA GEORGE
MILITARY ATTACHE

* United States National

TIMOR-LESTE

EMBASSY OF THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF TIMOR-LESTE
Chancery: 4201 CONNECTICUT AVENUE, NW, SUITE 504, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-966-3202) (FAX: 202-966-3205) EMAIL: INFO@TIMORLESTEEMBASSY.ORG
TOGO

EMBASSY OF THE TOGOLESE REPUBLIC
Chancery: 2208 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
EMAIL: INFO@TOGOEMBASSY.US

HIS EXCELLENCY DOMINGOS SARMENTO ALVES
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. ODETE GENOVEVA VICTOR DA COSTA
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. NATERCIA COELHO DA SILVA
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

TOG

EMBASSY OF THE KINGDOM OF TONGA
Chancery: 250 E 51ST STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10022
(EMBASSY: 917-369-1025) (FAX: 917-369-1024)
EMAIL: TONGAUNMISSION@AOL.COM

HIS EXCELLENCY MAHE ULIULI SANDHURST TUPOUNIU
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
Chancery: 1708 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20036
(EMBASSY: 202-467-6490) (FAX: 202-785-3130)
EMAIL: INFO@TTEMBWASH.COM

HIS EXCELLENCY ANTHONY WAYNE JEROME PHILLIPS
SPENCER
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. JOANNE RENEE PHILLIPS SPENCER
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MS. CHARLENE ELEANOR AVION LASHLEY CARUTH
MR. KEaton CURT CARUTH
FIRST SECRETARY (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. ZAUDITU ISIS LAXMI ELAINE LESSEY PERREIRA
MR. GERARD FRANCIS MICHAEL PERREIRA
SECOND SECRETARY

TUNISIA

EMBASSY OF THE TUNISIAN REPUBLIC
Chancery: 1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20005
(EMBASSY: 202-862-1850) (FAX: 202-862-1858)

* United States National
HIS EXCELLENCY FAYCAL GOUIA
MS. KHAOULA GALBI GOUIA
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. ABDELJELIL BEN RABEH
MS. DHOUHA ABDERRAHIM BEN RABEH
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. SAMIR BOUAZIZI
MS. WIDED SLIMANI BOUAZIZI
COUNSELOR (ADMINISTRATOR)

MR. HEDI DHEBAIBI
MS. AMEL OMRANE DHEBAIBI
COUNSELOR

MR. MEHDI GHRABI
MS. SALMA BEN REJEB GHRABI
COUNSELOR (ECONOMIC AND COMMERCIAL)

MR. SAMI BEN NSIRA
FIRST SECRETARY (CONSULAR AFFAIRS)

MR. SLAH ZOUAGHI
MS. RAJA OUESLATI ZOUAGHI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. CHEDI BALEJI
ATTACHE

MR. NACEUR BEN MOUADDEB
ATTACHE

MR. RACHED DKHILI
ATTACHE

MR. BELGACEM MAROUEH
ATTACHE

MR. RAOUF METTICHI
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS)

MR. KAMEL TABOUBI
ATTACHE

MR. MONCEF TAYARI
ATTACHE

MR. MONJI HATTAB
MS. SAIDA SASSI HATTAB
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (DEPUTY DEFENSE, MILITARY ATTACHE)

MR. SOUHEIL CHEMINGUI
MS. SARRA ZOUAOUI CHEMINGUI

MILITARY ATTACHE

TURKEY
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF TURKEY
Chancery: 2525 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-612-6700) (FAX: 202-612-6744)
EMAIL: EMBASSY.WASHINGTONDC@MFA.GOV.TR

HIS EXCELLENCY SERDAR KILIC
MS. ZELIHA SINEM KILIC
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. EMIN AKSEKI
MS. EKIN OZLU AKSEKI
COUNSELOR

MR. MUSTAFA AYCAN
MS. AYSE AYCAN
COUNSELOR

MR. SALIH CELIK
MS. GUZIDE CELIK
COUNSELOR

MR. GOKHAN CILOGLU
COUNSELOR

MS. ZEHRA FUNDAYA DINCER
COUNSELOR

MR. ERHAN DRAMAGIL
MS. DENIZ HULYA DRAMAGIL
COUNSELOR

MR. MURAT ERDEM
MS. ARZU ERDEM
COUNSELOR

MR. CELIL ERDOGAN
MS. MEHTAP ILERI ERDOGAN
COUNSELOR

MR. UGUR ERSOY
COUNSELOR (FINANCE)

MR. SEDAT GONULLUOGLU
MS. AYSEGUL GONULLUOGLU
COUNSELOR

MR. DOGAN FERHAT ISIK
MS. YASEMIN ISIK
COUNSELOR

MR. OSMAN KILINCEL
MS. ZEYNEP BILGE OZKAN KILINCEL

* United States National
COUNSELOR (ECONOMIC)

MR. MUSTAFA KOCA
MS. FATMA KOCA

COUNSELOR (CHIEF COMMERCIAL)

MR. YUNUS EMRE KOCAC
MS. FATMA CAKIR KOCAC

COUNSELOR

MS. AYTUL KOMIT
MR. SUKRU KOMIT

COUNSELOR

MR. SUKRU KOMIT
MS. AYTUL KOMIT

COUNSELOR

MR. SELMAN KURT
MS. FATUMA MOHAMED IMAN

COUNSELOR (COMMERCIAL)

MR. NACI OZEL
MS. PINAR OZEL

COUNSELOR (SECURITY COOP & INT AFFAIRS CNSLR)

MR. EMRE OZKAN
MS. BERNIL KILINCIOGLU OZKAN

COUNSELOR

MR. MEHMET OZOKTEM
MS. JEKATERINA OZOKTEMA

COUNSELOR

MR. ONUR SAYLAN
MS. SIBEL SAYLAN

COUNSELOR

MS. VEDIA SIRMEN
MR. KAZIM SEDAT SIRMEN

COUNSELOR (LEGAL)

MR. CEM ULUSOY
MS. BUSRA ULUSOY

COUNSELOR

MR. CEM UTKAN

COUNSELOR

MR. HALIT SAFAK ERTEN
MS. MERIH TAVSANCIL ERTEN

FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ZAFER KUNAC
MS. MEHTAP KUNAC

FIRST SECRETARY

MR. BESIR MURAT

COUNSELOR

MR. BORA TUNCKANAT
MS. SEBIHA TUNCKANAT

SECOND SECRETARY

MR. MEHTAP ILERI ERDOGAN
MR. CELIL ERDOGAN

THIRD SECRETARY

MR. HAKAN ALKAN
MS. HATICE ALKAN

ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. ALI BAGCI
MS. LEYLA BAGCI

ATTACHE

MR. TURGAY BOZKUS
MS. EMINE BOZKUS

ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE ATTACHE)

MR. EROL CELIK
MS. TURKAN CELIK

ATTACHE

MR. GURCAN CIL
MS. MUJAZEZ CIL

ATTACHE (AIR SUPPLY ATTACHE)

MR. AYKUT CAGLAR GUDUCU
MS. ELIF KANTARCI GUDUCU

ATTACHE (NAVAL SUPPLY ATTACHE)

MR. CAN KEREM KAYA

ATTACHE

MR. MURAT ONGU

ATTACHE

MR. SABAN ONUR
MS. JALE ONUR

ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. ONUR OZTURK

ATTACHE

MR. MUHAMMET PALA

ATTACHE

MR. ERGUN PAMUK
MS. SELMA PAMUK

ATTACHE

MR. FAHRETTIN TEZCAN
MS. PERIHAN TEZCAN

ATTACHE (SUPPLY)

* United States National
MR. NIHAT TOGA
MS. GULSUM TOGA
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. ILYAS EMRE GURSOY
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. TANSU TUNCCEL
MS. AHU TUNCCEL
ASSISTANT ATTACHE

MR. MUSTAFA YALCIN
MS. CANSIN YALCIN
ASSISTANT ATTACHE (SUPPLY)

MR. NAZIF BOZKURT
MS. NESE BOZKURT
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. KADIRCAN KOTTAS
MS. DILEK KOTTAS
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. ERTAN MANISALI
MS. AYSUN MANISALI
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. ESIN TOLGA UCAR
MS. FILIZ UCAR
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. SUHA AYBARS YANILMAZ
MS. FATMA YANILMAZ
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. MURAT YETIS
MS. HACER YETIS
MILITARY ATTACHE

**TURKMEनIANSTAN**

EMBASSY OF TURKMENISTAN
Chancery: 2207 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20008
(EMBASSY: 202-588-1500) (FAX: 202-280-1003)
EMAIL: TURKENEMBASSYUS@VERIZON.NET

HIS EXCELLENCY MERET ORAZOV
MS. IRINA ORAZOVA
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. HALYMBERDI VALIYEY
MS. MAYAGOZEL VALIYEVA
FIRST SECRETARY (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. MYRAT TEKAЕV

* United States National
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIS EXCELLENCY VALERII CHALYI</td>
<td>ambassador extraordinary &amp; plenipotentiary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. LIUDMYLA MAZUKA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. IVAN CZURYLOWICZ</td>
<td>minster counselor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. OKSANA SHULYAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. YURIY SHENDRIKOV</td>
<td>first secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. VLADYSŁAWA BONDARENKO</td>
<td>counselor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. SERHII KONDRAȚIUK</td>
<td>counselor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. VIktoriiia OsadchAY</td>
<td>counselor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ANDRII PASICHNYK</td>
<td>counselor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. KATERYNa PASICHNYK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. VICTOR CHERNYSIY</td>
<td>first secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. TETIANA CHERNYSH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. GEORGI DUBYNSKIIY</td>
<td>first secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. OLENA DUBYNSKA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. OLHA IVANOVA</td>
<td>first secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ROMAN KORUZHYNETS</td>
<td>first secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. OLGA MOISEICHENKO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. PAVLO MOISEICHENKO</td>
<td>first secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. VALENTYNA MOISEICHENKO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. VOLODYMYR MUZLOV</td>
<td>first secretary (economic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. OKSANA MUZLOVA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. OLEKSANDR OBORSKYI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. NAIRA OBORSKA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ANTONINA PEREKŁADOVA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. MYKOLA PEREKŁADOV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. OKSANA POHRIBNA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. VITALIY POGRIBNIY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. ALONA KRAINIKU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. VALERII STUPAK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. LIDII STUPAK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. YURIY YAKYMENKO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. LARYSA YAKYMENKO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ANDRII YANEVSKYI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. YULIIIA SYBRTSEVA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. TIMUR BAUDARBEKOV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. OKSANA BAUDARBEKOVA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. VALERIIA LARYTSKA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. RUSLAN FALKOV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MARIANNA FALKOVA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. ROMAN KAZNADII</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. MARIIA KAZNADII</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. VITALII NOVIKOV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. ZINAIDA NOVIKOVA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. IRYNA VELÝCHKO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. NATALIA SOLIEVA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. VOLODYMYR HAVRYLOV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. IRYNA HAVRYLOVA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. SERGIY PASICHNYK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. SVITLANA PASICHNYK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* United States National
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Chancery: 3522 INTERNATIONAL COURT, NW, 20008

HIS EXCELLENCY YOUSIF MANA SAEED AHMED ALOTAIBA
MS. ABEER MOHAMED MOUSTAFA SHOKRY
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. OMAR OBAID MOHAMED ALHESAN ALSHAMSI
MS. MOZA ALSHAMSI
MINISTER (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. AHMAD JUMA MADHAD RASHED ALMEHAIRI
MS. SALAMA AWADH M.B. ALHEMEIRI
COUNSELOR

MR. SAUD HASSAN MOHAMED ALI ALNOWAIS
COUNSELOR (TRADE)

MR. ABDALLA YOUSIF ABDALLA SHAHEEN
MS. HEND ABDULLA HASSAN ESSA ALSHIBA
COUNSELOR

MS. SHAIMA HUSSAIN ABDULRAHIM HUSSAIN GARGASH
MR. FADEL ALHEMEIRI
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. ABDULLA HAREB KHAMIS HAREB ALSHAMSI
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. AHMAD KHALIFA SALEM MOHAMMAD
MS. RAWDA ABBAS SULAIMAN ABBAS ALRAEESI
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. HAZZA BIN HAMDAN BIN ZAYED AL NAHYAN
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. YAS BIN HAMDAN BIN ZAYED AL NAHYAN
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. KHALED MOHAMED AHMED MOHAMED ALNUAIMI
MS. AMANI AHMAD MOHAMED ALNUKHATHA AL ALI
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. HESSA BUTTI EID BUTTI ALSHUWEIHI
MR. ABDULLA OMAR ABDULRAHMAN HAMAD
ALMIDFA
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. ALIA MAJIED ALSUWAIDI
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. ABDULRAHMAN ABDULLA ALALI
MS. SHAIMA A.MOHAMED ALMEHYAS AL ALI
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. BADER JUMA HUMAID KHAMISAN ALDHAHERI
MS. SAMIRA SALEM AMER AL AMARANI
ATTACHE (MEDICAL)

MS. AMEERA ABDULLA RASHED ALDOSARI
MR. SALEM OBAID RASHED ALMAZROUEI
ATTACHE (PROTOCOL)

MR. SAEED MOHammed AHMED ALDABDOOB ALHEBSI
MS. WAFA ABDULLA RASHED EMTAIR ALHEBSI
ATTACHE

MR. EISSA SALEEM OBAID ALMAZROUEI
MS. NAJAT ALI ALMUTAWWA
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MS. NOURA AHMED HELAL KHALFAN ALMAZROUEI
ATTACHE (ADMINISTRATIVE)

MR. MOHAMMED ALNEYADI
ATTACHE (ACCOUNTS)

MR. AHMED SALEEM SAIF LEKHRAIBANI ALNUAIMI
MS. NOURA MOHAMED SAEED SALEM ALSHAMSI
ATTACHE

MS. SUAAD ZAYED IBRAHIM ALORAIMIT
ATTACHE (CULTURAL)

MR. AHMED MUBARAK JUMAA GHAITH ALQUIBAISI
ATTACHE

MR. BASEM SAIF MOHAMED ALI ALSHEEBI
ATTACHE

MR. MOHAMMED YOUSEF MOHAMED ALI ALSHEHII
ATTACHE (HEAD ADMINISTRATION)

MR. MOHAMED ABDULLA AHMED BIN JUMA ALTENEJII

* United States National
First Secretary (First Secretary)
Mr. Andrew James Mckie
First Secretary
Ms. Lucy Emma Montgomery Pott
Mr. Nicholas Charles Frederick Woodbridge
First Secretary (First Secretary)
Mr. Stuart Moss
Ms. Kerry May Moss
First Secretary (Regional Work Scheduler)
Mr. Darren Mould
Ms. Reetta Kaia Pauliina Leipisto
First Secretary (Regional Technical Works Officer)
Ms. Shenaz Leyla Mycock
Mr. Simon Mycock
First Secretary
Mr. Benjamin Jarlath Norman
First Secretary
Mr. Alexander Adrian Lewis OdeLL
Ms. Julia Denise Scirrotto*
First Secretary
Ms. Sharon Marie Pollock Wilkins
Mr. Richard Fulton Pollock Wilkins
First Secretary (EU & Europe)
Mr. Mark Geoffrey Powell
Ms. Amanda Jane Powell
First Secretary (Technical Liaison Officer)
Mr. Andrew James Price
Ms. Lenore ChilDs Price*
First Secretary
Ms. Katharine Jane Raynor
Mr. Jonathan William Raynor
First Secretary
Mr. Christopher Steven Santry
Ms. Rachael Eileen Margaret Cunliffe
First Secretary
Ms. Esha Rumu Sen Gupta
Mr. Patrick David Watkinson
First Secretary
Mr. Martin David Thompson Essex
Ms. Victoria Louise Morton
First Secretary
Mr. Thomas Mark Tomlinson
First Secretary
Ms. Marie Antoinette Tomlinson
First Secretary
Mr. Nicholas James Troon
First Secretary
Mr. Andrew Douglas Hony Trotter
Ms. Elizabeth Jane Cadwallader
First Secretary
Mr. Richard Patrick Turner
Mr. Alvaro Cunha Ribeiro
First Secretary
Mr. Jonathan Robert Walters
First Secretary
Mr. Kim Patrick Williams
First Secretary (Project Director)
Mr. Roger Gordon Williams
Ms. Anne Elizabeth Nichole Downie Williams
First Secretary
Mr. Adam Nicholas Wootton
Ms. Muntu Milana Tala Wootton
First Secretary
Ms. Chloe Christina Zajac
Mr. Seth Peter Tain
First Secretary
Ms. Sakeena Elizabeth Alam
Second Secretary
Mr. Mark Kenneth Brockman Andrews
Ms. Victoria Frances Andrews
Second Secretary
Mr. Mark Richard John Bailey
Second Secretary
Mr. Lee David Brueton
Second Secretary
Ms. Elizabeth Laura Carson
Second Secretary (Wider Europe)
Mr. Pavan Singh Chima
Second Secretary
Mr. Edward William Cooley
Second Secretary
Mr. Frederick Copinger Cowper
Ms. Larissa Jane Cowper
Second Secretary
* United States National
MR. KEITH BENJAMIN GARROW
MS. AMANDA LORRAINE GARROW
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. MATTHEW PETER HAYWARD
MR. MASON WARD CROCKETT*
SECOND SECRETARY (SECURITY/POLICY ADVISOR)

MR. RORY THOMAS HEDDERLY
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. YVETTE GAIL HODGSON
SECOND SECRETARY (DEPUTY HEAD OF COMMUNICATIONS)

MS. KATHRYN HOGG
MR. MICHAEL JOHN ECCLESHALL
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. CHRISTOPHER JOHN GAUNT HUNTER
MS. REBECCA AMY ELIZABETH HUNTER
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. DAVID MARK SLADEN
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. ANDHRA SOOKDEO
MS. JENNIFER LOUISE NEWTON
SECOND SECRETARY (REGIONAL LOGISTICS PLANNER)

MS. SARAH ELIZABETH TELFORD
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. BENN CAMERON THOMAS
MS. IRENE THOMAS*
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. MYRIAM VOLK
MR. ANDREW TELFORD
SECOND SECRETARY (POLICY MANAGER)

MR. ANTHONY WALMSLEY
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. ELISABETH HANNAH WILSON
SECOND SECRETARY (MIDDLE EAST)

MR. FREDERICK GOWER WOOTTON
SECOND SECRETARY (POLICY ADVISOR)

MR. JAMES EDWARD JOHN WRIGHT
SECOND SECRETARY

MS. TERESA STORM BEST
MR. WILLIAM ALTON BEST III*
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. JACK NORMAN GERMAN

MS. RACHAEL JANE GERMAN
THIRD SECRETARY (STSO)

MS. SARAH ANN LAWSON
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. SOPHIE ROSE CLARE LOTT
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. MILLIE JAYNE PEARCE
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. CLAIRE ANNA SMITH
THIRD SECRETARY

MS. ANN STEPHEN
MR. ROBERT WARD STEPHEN
THIRD SECRETARY

MR. PHILIP WATSON
MS. MARY BRIGID ANNE WATSON
THIRD SECRETARY (REGIONAL CUSTOMER & PROJECTS CO.)

MR. RICHARD BURLEY
MS. SUSAN BURLEY
ATTACHE

MS. CLAIRE MARGARET BURT
MR. RICHARD BURT
ATTACHE

MR. JAMES STEPHEN ANDREW CARR SMITH
MS. ISABEL DIANA CARR-SMITH*
ATTACHE

MR. GEORGE CHARLES WELLESLEY SPENCER
MS. CLAIRE LOUISE SPENCER
ATTACHE (DEFENCE LEGAL)

MR. PAUL ROBERT BATES
MS. CLAIRE LOUISE BATES
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. JAMES EDWARD LINTER
MS. ANN ELISABETH LINTER
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. RICHARD HENRY MCHUGH
MS. NICOLA MCHUGH
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. GAVIN PARKER
MS. LUCY ROSE PARKER
MILITARY ATTACHE

MR. ANTHONY DAVID STERN
MILITARY ATTACHE

* United States National
MR. NEIL SUTHERLAND  
MS. VALERIE JEAN SUTHERLAND  
*MILITARY ATTACHE*

MR. MARTIN JOHN CONNELL  
MS. PENNY SUZANNE JOY CONNELL  
*MILITARY ATTACHE*

MR. STEWART JOHN MCCONNELL  
MS. KAREN ANN MCCONNELL  
*MILITARY ATTACHE*

MR. JOHN ANSON KELLY  
MS. PAULINE KELLY  
*MILITARY ATTACHE*

MR. STEPHEN IVOR RICHARDS  
MS. WENDY ANN RICHARDS  
*MILITARY ATTACHE*

**URUGUAY**

EMBASSY OF THE ORIENTAL REPUBLIC OF URUGUAY  
Chancery: 1913 I STREET, NW, 20006  
(EMBASSY: 202-331-1313)  
EMAIL: URUWASHI@URUWASHI.ORG

HIS EXCELLENCY CARLOS ALBERTO GIANELLI DEROIS  
MS. MARIA MONICA NARI LLOVERAS  
*AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY*

MS. MARIA CECILIA OTEGUI DUARTE  
*MINSITER*

MR. JULIO MARIA TEALDI RISSO  
MS. ESTELA QUEIROLO FERRARI  
*MINSITER*

MR. ALEJANDRO RAMON RODRIGUEZ COTRO  
MS. MIRIAM ISABEL PEREYRA MAUTTONES  
*COUNSELOR*

MS. SUSAN MARIA OSTRIA MILAN  
*FIRST SECRETARY (DISTRICT CONSUL)*

MR. LAUREANO BENTANCUR LIRA  
MS. AGUSTINA DELFINO SPUNTONE  
*SECOND SECRETARY*

MR. FERNANDO RUBEN COLINA ALSINET  
MS. GISELE GABRIELA CAPUTTO CABRERA  
*MILITARY ATTACHE*

MR. LEONARDO SIRO LUZ MUSSI  
MS. MARIA LAURA MORELL JAUME

* United States National

**UZBEKISTAN**

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF UZBEKISTAN  
Chancery: 1746 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, 20036  
(EMBASSY: 202-887-5300) (FAX: 202-293-6804)  
EMAIL: INFO@UZBEKISTAN.ORG

HIS EXCELLENCY JAVLON VAKHABOV  
MS. SHAKHNOZA VAKHABOVA  
*AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY*

MR. KADAMBAY SULTANOV  
MS. NIGORA SULTANOVA  
*COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)*

MR. KAMOL MUKHTAROV  
MS. DIYONA MUKHTAROVA  
*COUNSELOR (ECONOMIC)*

MR. ABAT AZATOCHICH FAYZULLAEV  
MS. KHAMIDA BAKHTIYYAROVNA FAYZULLAEVA  
*FIRST SECRETARY*

MR. KHODJIAKBAR IGAMBERDIEV  
MS. MOKHIGUL IGAMBERDIEVA  
*FIRST SECRETARY*

MR. FAKHRIDDIN MUMINOV  
MS. KHULKAR MUMINOVA  
*FIRST SECRETARY*

MR. ABDUFARRUKH ABDUMALIKOVICH Khabirov  
MS. ZULFIYA ANVARBEKOVNA Khabirov  
*SECOND SECRETARY*

MR. AMIR SULTANOV  
MS. KHOLIDA SULTANOVA  
*SECOND SECRETARY*

MR. ALISHER AKHMELOV  
MS. SADOKAT AKHMELOVA  
*ATTACHE*

MR. UMID ALIMOVA  
MS. DILORAM ALIMOVA  
*ATTACHE*

MR. AKHROR BURKHANOVA  
MS. DILSHODA BURKHANOVA  
*ATTACHE*
VANUATU
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF VANUATU
Chancery: 685 THIRD AVENUE, SUITE 1103
NEW YORK, NY 10017

HIS EXCELLENCY ODO TEVI
MS. SHARON TEVI
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

VENEZUELA
EMBASSY OF THE BOLIVARIAN REPUBLIC OF VENEZUELA
Chancery: 1099 30TH STREET, NW, 20007
(EMBASSY: 202-342-2214) (FAX: 202-342-6820)
EMAIL: ADMINISTRACION@VENEZUELA-US.ORG

MS. LISSETT MARGARITA HERNANDEZ MARQUEZ
MR. RAFAEL EUGENIO IZARRA TERAN
MINISTER COUNSELOR (CHARGÉ D’AFFAIRES)

MS. MARLENE BEATRIZ GONZALEZ ROSALES
MR. GUIDO RAFAEL GIMENEZ LOPEZ
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MS. RUBI BEATRIZ SUAREZ RODRIGUEZ
MR. RICARDO ANTONIO CAPINEL RAMIREZ
COUNSELOR

MS. ALEJANDRA BARRIOS ORDOÑOGUISTTI
MR. DANIEL WHEELER*
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. MAYERLIN COROMOTO COLMENAREZ BETANCOURT
MR. ARNALDO JAVIER MILANO PEREIRA
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. GLADYS CORINA FERNANDEZ CHACON
MR. KENNETH MARK SILVERSTEIN*
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. MARILIT JOHANNA GOMEZ GIMENEZ
MR. MIGUEL ANGEL ORDONEZ RIVAS
FIRST SECRETARY

MS. FRAVIA V. MARQUEZ DE FERNANDEZ
MR. JOSE ANTONIO FERNANDEZ MOLINA
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. GABRIEL JOSE TORREALBA SANOJA
MS. YADILKA ESTELA MARQUEZ DE TORREALBA
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. JOSE LUIS SILVA SILVA
MILITARY ATTACHE

VIETNAM
EMBASSY OF THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
Chancery: 1233 20TH STREET, SUITE 400, 20036
EMAIL: INFO@VIETNAMEMBASSY.US

HIS EXCELLENCY KIM NGOC HA
MS. THI PHUONG LIEN NGUYEN
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. HUNG TAM PHAM
MS. THU TRANG LE
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. HUY SON BUI
MS. THUY HUONG LE
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. NHAN TRAN DAO
MS. LOAN THI KIM NGUYEN
MINISTER COUNSELOR (TRADE)

MS. THI HUE BUI
COUNSELOR

MR. MANH CHI BUI
MS. CHAU KIM DUONG
COUNSELOR

MR. DUY HUNG LE
MS. THI TUYET NHUNG TRAN
COUNSELOR (ECONOMIC)

MR. TIEN CONG LE
MS. LAN PHUONG NGUYEN
COUNSELOR (POLITICAL)

MR. AN HA NGUYEN
MS. YEN THI HAI HOANG
COUNSELOR

* United States National
MR. CHINH HAU NGUYEN  
MS. THI MINH HUE LE 
COUNSELOR

MR. DANG TRUNG NGUYEN  
COUNSELOR

MR. DUC THANG NGUYEN  
MS. THI KIM CHI NGUYEN 
COUNSELOR (CHIEF OF STAFF)

MR. HAI VAN NGUYEN  
MS. HA THI THU TRINH 
COUNSELOR (POLITICAL)

MR. MANH QUAN NGUYEN  
MS. THI NGOC LAN NGUYEN 
COUNSELOR (SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY)

MS. THI BICH THUY NGUYEN  
COUNSELOR

MS. THI MINH HIEN NGUYEN  
COUNSELOR

MR. TIEN VAN NGUYEN  
MS. NGA THI HANG NGUYEN 
COUNSELOR (POLITICAL)

MR. TUAN NGUYEN  
MS. ANH QUYNH CHU 
COUNSELOR

MS. THU HANG PHUONG  
MR. THIEN KHANH DINH 
COUNSELOR (POLITICAL)

MR. VINH THE PHAM  
MS. HIEN THANH THI TRAN 
COUNSELOR

MS. THI KIEU ANH QUAN  
MR. VU NGUYEN 
COUNSELOR (CONSULAR)

MS. THI HONG MINH TONG  
MR. SONG NGOC TRAN 
COUNSELOR (ECONOMIC)

MR. CA NGOC TRAN  
MS. HUONG THI THU NGUYEN 
COUNSELOR (SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY)

MR. QUOC KHANH TRAN  
MS. THI THUY TRAN 
COUNSELOR

MR. CAN VAN DANG  
MS. TIEN THI DANG 
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. TRAN PHUONG HOANG  
MS. THI THANH HUYEN KHUC 
FIRST SECRETARY (CONSULAR)

MR. GIANG HOANG NGUYEN  
FIRST SECRETARY (PRESS)

MR. HOANG HIEP NGUYEN  
MS. THI HUE TRAN 
FIRST SECRETARY (POLITICAL)

MS. HUYEN PHUONG NGUYEN  
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. KIEN TRUNG NGUYEN  
MS. ANH THI TU DUONG 
FIRST SECRETARY (CONSULAR)

MS. THUY MINH PHAM  
MR. THIEM VAN TRAN 
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. HUNG PHI  
MS. HUE THI MINH NGUYEN 
FIRST SECRETARY (POLITICAL)

MR. TRUONG VAN THAI  
MS. HIEN THUC TRAN 
FIRST SECRETARY (TRADE)

MR. TUNG THANH TRAN  
MS. TAM THANH THI LE 
FIRST SECRETARY

MR. HUNG SY VO  
MS. HUYEN THI DANG 
FIRST SECRETARY (POLITICAL)

MR. ANH VU HO  
MS. THI THUY BUI 
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. TUAN DANG LE  
MS. HANG THI VIET DINH 
SECOND SECRETARY

MR. BANG HUU PHAM

* United States National
YEMEN
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF YEMEN
Chancery: 2319 WYOMING AVENUE, NW, 20008
EMAIL: INFORMATION@YEMENEMBASSY.ORG

* United States National
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. JAMES CHISENGA

MS. RIBBER LONGWANI CHISENGA
COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. ROBBY LUNGU

MS. LINA SHIKABETA
COUNSELOR

MS. MARSHA CHIPASHA ACHIUME HOLDWAY
MR. PETER MILTON HOLDWAY
FIRST SECRETARY (TOURISM)

MR. COSMAS CHILESHE

MS. CLAUDIA MUSONDA
FIRST SECRETARY (PRESS)

MR. MUTALE MBALAMWESHI

MS. MAUREEN MUTALE MULENGA
FIRST SECRETARY (ACCOUNTS)

MS. BEATRICE KAMPAMBA MWENDELA
FIRST SECRETARY (IMMIGRATION)

MR. ALBERT MWANSA NTEMENA

MS. JANET MUSAMBACHIME NTEMENA
FIRST SECRETARY (POL. & ADMIN.)

MS. CHARITY ZULU
FIRST SECRETARY (TRADE)

MS. ROSE MWEEEMBA
MR. DAVISON CHILIPAMUSHI
SECOND SECRETARY

ZIMBABWE
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF ZIMBABWE
Chancery: 1608 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, NW, 20009
(EMBASSY: 202-332-7100) (FAX: 202-483-9326)
EMAIL: ZIMEMB@GMAIL.COM

HIS EXCELLENCY AMMON MUTEMBWA

MS. PRISCILLA PANICHAI MUTEMBWA
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY & PLENIPOTENTIARY

MR. RICHARD CHIBUWE

MS. EUGENIA PASSMORE CHIBUWE
MINISTER COUNSELOR (DEPUTY CHIEF OF MISSION)

MR. RUSSELL MUUSHA

MS. HAZVINEI MUUSHA
MINISTER COUNSELOR

MR. RWATIRISA MATSIKA

* United States National